
 

The Contribution of Iranian Scholars to Arabic Grammar 

The most important aspect of Arabic literature which reached perfection 

through the expansion of Riwāyah ( ����� narrative) are: ‘Ilm Al-Nahw (��	
� �� 

syntax), ‘Ilm Al-Şarf ( ���
� �� morphology), ‘Ilm Al-Lughah ( ���
� �� 

lexicography), ‘Ilm Al-Balāghah ( ����
� �� rhetorics) ‘Ilm Al-Bayān (   ��

����
�expression) and ‘Ilm Al-‘Arūd ( ����
� �� prosody) etc. During the Jāhilīyyah 

period in Arabia, the ‘Arabs did not feel the need of research and compilation of 

the sciences of syntax, lexicography, grammar etc. but in the Islamic Era, the 

necessity for the compilation of their rules and regulations became necessary. 

The most important of these causes are as following: 

1- Requirement of the non-‘Arab Muslims to understand the Arabic 

Language for understanding the Holy Qur’ān and the Holy Prophet’s 

traditions and relevant information. 

2- Need of some non-‘Arabs, particularly the Iranians, for learning 

the Arabic language and entering the political, social and public services 

in the courts of the Caliphs, Amīrs, and other dignitaries. 

3- Migration of the ‘Arabs to big cities and their interaction with non-

‘Arabs and the spread of the accent and faults in the pronunciation of the 

Quranic verses, commandments, etc. 

Due to these reasons, the attention of the Muslims was drawn towards 

the extraction and compilation of grammar and its rules. 

Martyr Muţahharī [������] says: 
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 “The contribution of Iranians in this sphere (grammar) is greater 

than that of the ‘Arabs themselves. The Iranians have served the Arabic 

language as a holy duty to Islām. The Iranians like all other pure-

hearted Muslims, never thought that Arabic was the language of the 



‘Arabs alone. They recognized Arabic as the language of the Holy 

Qur’ān and as the international Islamic medium. That is why, without 

any kind of prejudice, they learnt, taught and engaged themselves in the 

compilation of the grammar rules of this language with extraordinary 

enthusiasm, interest and passion.”1 
 

 

Morphology and Syntax [ ��	
� �� � ���
� �� ]  

The ‘Arabs did follow the I‘rāb [,��**�] (signs representing sounds of 

vowels in Arabic pronunciation) to some extent at the time of the advent 

of Islām as they are now seen in the text of the Holy Qur’ān. But the 

Mawālīes and other aliens even during the days of the Holy Prophet 

(PBUH), used to make mistakes in the pronunciation of the I‘rāb of 

Arabic words.  

Once a man had made such an error in the presence of the Holy 

Prophet (PBUH), he had ordained,                [     &*<S �6�*'� ��&*4�� *P8X ] “enlighten 

your brother who has erred.”2 This problem of incorrect pronunciation 

became more acute after the conquests when Islām had spread to other 

territories. So the  preachers, guides, and other Quranic scholars were 

worried about the correct recitation of the Holy Qur’ān. This resulted in 

an urgent need of making rules for the Arabic language. 

There is a lot of disagreement regarding the personalities who 

compiled the rules of grammar (‘Ilm Al-Nahw). However, the Islamic 

historians are unanimous on the point that the compiler of the ‘Ilm Al-

Nahw was Abū Al-Aswad Al-Du’alī [    &*
� )�*FY� �*��Z[ ] (d. 9 A.H.) who was 

from the Sādāt (descendants of the Holy Prophet) and the friend of 

Hadrat ‘Alī (A.S.) [ \**� %�]**2)�( ]. The narrators differ as far as the reason 

of their indulgence in this work of building grammar is concerned. Even 

Abū Aswad Al-Du’alī [    &*
� )�*FY� �*��Z[ ] himself says that “he learnt ‘Ilm Al-

Nahw from Had rat ‘Alī (A.S.) [ \**� %�]**2)�( ].”3 But the rules framed by 

Abū Al-Aswad Al-Du’alī [ &**
� )�**FY� �**��Z[ ] were not adequate as they were 

only distinguishing the Manşūb ( ,��**	� erected) from the Marfū‘ ( 

^�**S��elevated), and similarly differentiated the noun from the verb etc. 

Therefore, Abū Al-Aswad Al-Du’alī [ &**
� )�**FY� �**��Z[ ] founded the premise 



of grammar with the help of other scholars from Başrah and Kūfah in 

this compilation and all of them did their best in perfecting this science. In 

a way, Abū Al-Aswad Al-Du’alī [    &*
� )�*FY� �*��Z[ ] is the lawmaker of ‘Ilm Al-

Nahw.  

“ ‘Abdullāh Ibn Abī Ish aq Al-Khadramī                                       [  _�&*�

\��]**`� T��**F� a� +**��] is the first man who presented H urūf Al-‘Illah (letters 

of causes)”4, “‘Īsā Ibn ‘Umar Al-Thaqafī [    \*b<c
� �*5 +*�� \@*�] (d. 149 A.H.) 

is also the first scholar who wrote a book entitled Al-Jāmi‘ wa Al-Ikmāl 

[d�**56Y� � e��**f�]”.5 “And Hārūn Ibn Mūsā [ **F�� +**�� ����**NE ] was the first to 

register the rules of ‘Ilm Al-Nahw, and Sībawaih Fārsī [ \*F��S  #����*F] is the 

first man who made separate chapters of this subject and authored a 

complete book named Al-Kitāb [,�31
�]”.6 

Up to the ‘Abbāsīd period, Arabic grammar was taught in the 

mosques of Başrah and Kūfah. The scholars of these two cities used to 

engage themselves in research of the rules and regulations of this science 

and record them in books. Though the people of Kūfah had learnt 

grammar from the people of Başrah they differed with them in some 

matters. Those from Başrah believed in Tawātur ( �L��**L frequency) and 

Qiyās  ( ;�**�C inference), whereas the people of Kūfah relied on the way 

the ‘Arabs spoke. Lengthy discussions and dialogues used to be held 

between the two schools and both became the owners of their own paths. 

In this connection the dialogue between Sībawaih [#����**F] and Kasā’ī 

[\g�@**6] (both were Iranians) in the matter of Zunbūrīyah [ **����$!� ] has 

become very famous.   

The great scholars of ‘Ilm Al-Nahw were mostly from the Mawālīs 

(masters) of Iran or they were from the ‘Arab stock who were brought up 

in the Iranian atmosphere of Başrah and Kūfah.  

R. N. Frye ( Professor of Iranian history at Harvard University) says: 

“Apart from the influence of the Persians on the contents of Arabic 

letters, both prose and poetry, mention must be made of their decisive 

contributions in both Arabic grammar and lexicography. When one 

considers that the greatest name in Arabic grammar belongs to Sībawaih 

[ �������] (d. 180 A.H. / 796 A. D.), the Persian Muslim whose work entitled 



Al-Kitāb[	
�����] occupies a unique place even to the present day, and that 

he is the first of a long list of Persians over the centuries who have left 

their mark on Arabic grammar, the question arises why a Persian, and 

not an ‘Arab, was so instrumental in crystallizing Arabic grammar in 

such a magisterial fashion.”7  

Then he continued: “Ibn Al-Khaldūn [������� �����] is quite right when he 

credits the Persians with the foremost role in the development of the 

philological, grammatical and other Islamic disciplines, while reserving 

for the early ‘Arabs a sort of political eminence. The implications, here, 

are in accordance with his well-known theories about the interplay of 

sedentary and nomadic cultures, the former possessed all the trappings 

of civilization, the latter having none but the characteristic nomadic 

virility. The Persians were the cultivated city-dwellers, with the arts and 

sciences at their disposal; the early ‘Arabs the virile, nomadic group 

without the refinements of learning at their disposal.”8 

On the other hand the people of Kūfah also succeeded in compiling 

grammar. “It is believed that the compiler of grammar in Kūfah was 

Ma‘ādh Ibn Al-Harrā’ [  ��***K� +***�� h�***��i� ] (d.187A.H.)”.9 Many more 

grammarians and lexicographers rose thereafter under the shade of the 

teachings of Ma‘ādh Ibn Al-Harrā’ [ ��**K� +**�� h�**��i� ] on top of whose list is 

‘Alī Ibn Hamzat Al-Kasā’ī [ =**j +**�� \**�k\��@**1
� ] who is the leader of the 

Kūfīs and one of the world famous Seven Recitors. 

Most Distinguished Grammarian Scholars 

1- Sībawaih Abū Bushr ‘Amr Ibn Al-‘Uthmān                                  [  #����*F

    ��*5 �V*� �*��  ��*5c�
� +*�� ] Well-known as Sībawaih, “he was born in the year (140 

A.H.) in Baidā [�]**��] near Shīrāz [!�R**4]. He was of Iranian descent. He was 

brought up in Başrah. He had acquired the knowledge of ‘Ilm Al-Nahw 

from Khalīl Ibn Ahmad Al-Farāhidī [  � &*
�'   �&*�N��b
� &*j� +*� ] (d. 170 A.H.) and 

Yūnus Ibn Al-Habīb [   W*��l� +*�� m$�*�] (d. 183 A.H.) and ‘Īsā Ibn ‘Umar Al-

Thaqafī [    \*b<c
� �*5 +*�� E@*�] (d. 149 A.H.) and became prominent in Başrah. 

In the days of Hārūn Al-Rashīd [  &�*4�
� ����*N], he had gone to Baghdād and 

had a dialogue with Kasā’ī [ �@**6\g ] (from Kūfah) who asked him: “O 

Başrite! What is your opinion about this sentence?  



]�@
 �&4� ,�<�
� 8�� �+o� 7	6 &C� �N �h�S �� \N�N �h�S ���$=
� +� ����N �. [ 

I thought that the sting of a scorpion is more lethal and painful than 

that of a wasp. Suddenly, The wasp is the scorpon. ( the sting of the wasp 

is as painful as the scorpion’s). 

Because the chapter of Idhā [�h�], in Al-Mughnī [:**�G�] written by Ibn 

Al-Hishām [ B�V**K� +**��] (b.708 A.H. d.761 A.H.), clearly discusses the 

matter by concluding, 

   ]�9) �J
� ��Y� kqrS 7	 �h�     �h� &�� ���'Y� �Js &C ,��
��[  

Arabs, something, drop the predicate of a sentence which begings 

with ‘Idhā’ [ ��� ] when narrating a sudden development or urgent matter. 

In such a sentence, the object of the sentence is elevated (������� Marfū‘) 

and not erected (	���� Manşūb)”.10       

Sībawaih replied: “[ \N�**N �h�**S ]. Kasā’ī said: Both the usages are correct. 

The audience also agreed with Kasā’ī though his view was not correct. In 

these circumstances Sībawaih returned to Shīrāz, and, apparently, did not 

live for long and passed away at the age of about 40 in the year (180 

A.H.)”.11  

Sibawaih is one of the greatest grammarians and the first scholar who 

had discussed this science in an organised manner and authored a 

complete book Al-Kitāb [,�**31
�] which drew the attention of scholars 

from the day of its publication. Sībawaih  also trained many persons, 

most famous of whom is Abū Al-H asan Al-Akhfash [  +@**l����Y�-**b' ] 

(d.211 A.H.).  

2- Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī Ibn H amzah [k=**j +**�� \**� +@**l����], well-known 

as Kasā’ī [\g�@**6] is of Iranian lineage, who became the leader of the 

grammarians of Kūfah. “He was born in Kūfah and was a student of 

Khalīl Ibn Ahmad  [   &*j� +*�� X*��']. He learned the science of Qirā’at ( %i��*C 

recitation of the Holy Qur’ān) from H amzat Ibn H abīb Al-Zīyāt [ =**j +**�� k

W**��2%�**�=
� ] (d. 156 A.H.). Thereafter he took up the profession of Qirā’at 

and became one of the seven famous recitors in the world (Al-Qurrā’ Al-

Sab‘ah           
���<��@
� i�� )”.12 



“He had come to Baghdād at the time of Mahdī the ‘Abbāsīd Caliph 

and recited the Holy Qur’ān in his court during the Holy month of 

Ramadhān [��]**��]. Thereafter he was made the tutor of the two princes 

Amīn [H**��] and Ma’mūn [���q**�] (who were sons of Hārūn Al-Rashīd      

  &�*4�
� ����*N). During a journey, Hārūn Al-Rashīd            [  &�*4�
� ����*N] had 

taken both Kasā’ī [ \g�@*6] and Qad ī Muh ammad Ibn H asan [    +*�� &*5t \*P�C

+@**2] with him to Khurāsān. Both of whom passed away during that 

journey in the year (189 A.H.) at a place called Zunbūrīyah [�**�����$!] near 

Ray [��]. Hārūn Al-Rashīd  [ &�**4�
� ����**N] wept over their demise and 

exclaimed: I have buried the jurisprudence (Fiqh) and literature (Adab) 

of the ‘Arabs in Ray [��].”13  

Kasā’ī [\g�@**6] drew the attention of the ‘Abbāsīd Caliphs and of the 

Barāmikah [ �*1����] to the extent that in one of the dialogues, regarding the 

Zunbūrīyah issue, the prejudice on the part of Amīn (son of Hārūn Al-

Rashīd) brought the downfall of Sībawaih. Kasā’ī [\g�@**6] has written 

some books most of which are not traceable. Only Lahn Al-‘Āmmah [ +**l

����
�� ] is available now. 

3- Badi‘ Al-Zamān Al-Hamadhānī [  **5K� ��**�=
� e�&**�Ju� ]: Abū Al-Fadl 

Ahmad Ibn Husain Hamadhānī             [    u�J*9 H@*2 +*�� X]*b
����] better known 

famous as Badi‘ Al-Zamān [  ��*�=
� e�&*�] was born in the year (358 A.H.) in 

Hamadhān [��J9].  

He took his education from Ah mad Ibn Al-Fāris        [   ;��*b
� +*�� &*j�] and 

‘Īsā Ibn Hishām Al-Anşārī                 [    ����*$Y� B�V*N +*�� E@*�]. Then he left 

Hamadhān [��J**9] a famous city of Iran, and joined Şāhib Ibn Al-‘Abbād  

[)�**�� +**�� W2�**v] in Ray [Q�] and earned much honour and fame. But this 

relationship did not last long. Badi‘ Al-Zamān [ ��**�=
� e�&**�] travelled to 

Gurgān [ w�w�� ] and Nīshābūr [����V�$] (cities in Iran). 

“There he dictated 400 Maqāmāt [%�**��<�] and entered into a debate 

with Abū Bakr Al-Khwārazmī [\�!���**' �1��**��] in that city. Then he joined 

Khalaf Ibn Al-Ah mad         [   &*j� +*�� x*�'] in Sīstān [ ��3@*�F]. Finally he went 

to Harāt [ %��*N] and in the year (398 A.H.) when he was not even 40 years 

of age he passed away.”14 Badī‘ Al-Zamān’s          [  ��*�=
� e�&*�] memory 

was very powerful. He was able to recollect lengthy Qaşīdah (k&��**C 



panegyrics) by hearing them only once. His translation too was so swift 

that when a Persian poem was read out to him, he could instantly 

translate it into Arabic. He could begin writing a long letter from the end 

and could reach its beginning swiftly. “He was proficient in both prose 

and poetry; but he is well-known for his prose. A volume of his verses is 

also available.”15 

Ma‘ānī, Bayān  and Badī‘ [  ����� ��	
 � ��
  ]  

All the aspects of linguistic science in the Arabic language like 

Lughah, Şarf, Tafsīr, Ma‘ānī, Bayān, and Badī‘ [      ���
 � ����� � ����� � ���� � ����
��	��
 � ] were the result of the appearance of Islām and the Holy Qur’ān. 

Therefore they are considered the different aspects of Holy Qur’ān. The 

Holy Qur’ān which is the foundation of the religion of Islām deals with 

the worldly life and Hereafter. It has been revealed in the eloquent 

Arabic language and has earned excellence in the matter of accuracy and 

rhetoric.  

��� ��� �� �����! "#$ %�&) ... ��'! (!��*�! +$,-/01( 

“And [O, Messenger] verily, this [Holy Qur’ān] has been sent from 

the Creator of the worlds.”  

 �3� 4�5 ���� !67 � ) ��'! %8��! +$,-9:;.( 

“And this Qur’ān is in Arabic, simple and clear for the natives.” 

The Traditions of the Holy Prophet (PBUH), which are considered the 

second primary source of the Islamic Sharī‘ah [ �����<] is also in the Arabic 

language. Thus the entire base of the affairs of the Muslim society is on 

the Holy Qur’ān and Sunnah [�"���-] (tradition) and since both of them are 

in Arabic, the Muslims had no options but to learn the Arabic language 

in order to carry out their duties concerning their worldly life as well as 

life after death. In spite of all the books written in Persian and all other 

languages about Islamic ordinances, the aforesaid need still persisted 

especially since the advent of Islām. Those speaking Persian and all 

others accepted Islām as their religion and even those speaking Arabic 

faced great difficulties in rightly pronuncing its words. The matter 

became worse under the influence of those who mingled native words 



with Arabic thus forgetting the intricacies of the original and ancient 

Arabic language. Because of these reasons, the rule of grammer and 

other subtle linguistic aspects were highlighted in different compilations 

in the field of Arabic philology and Grammatical resolutions. Of course 

the Muslims of the first period of Islamic Era were not so much in need 

of the literary and linguistic compilations because Arabic was their own 

language and hence they knew it well; in case of any doubt they were 

able to approach the Holy Prophet (PBUH) or his reliable companions 

for clarification and necessary corrections. 

“ The sciences of Ma‘ānī [ �����], Bayān [ ���
] and Badī‘ [ ��	�
] came into 

being in the period of the Umayyads or a hundred years after the era of 

the rightly-guided Caliphs, between (40 A.H.) to (140 A.H.), and these 

sciences reached their climax and perfection during the reign of 

‘Abbāsīds.”16  

The three important divisions of grammar which have now become 

separate entities viz. the sciences of Ma‘ānī, Bayān and Badī‘ [  � �����  � ���
 
��	��
] were, in the beginning, amalgamated with one another. Thereafter 

when the progress and expansion took place, they became independent 

aspects. Similarly different aspects of the Arabic language like ‘Ilm Al-

Şarf [  ��=��! >�?5] and ‘Ilm Al-Nahw [  ,�8��! >�?5] and ‘Ilm Al-Lughah [ ���?�!  >�?5] 

did not initially have an independent existence which developed later on. 

 “It appears that the complete analysis of different literary disciplines 

is a result of researches made during the 4th and 5th centuries A.H.”17 

Founder or Compiler of Ma‘ānī and Bayān  

It is well-known that the first person who initiated the science of 

Bayān and who separated it from the sciences of Ma‘ānī and Badī‘ and 

compiled the rules of Ma‘ānī and Bayān was Shaikh ‘Abd Al-Qāhir Al-

Jurjānī                   [   �7�@�!	�35 A�< ���B�C! ], the author of Asrār Al-Balāghah 

wa Dalā’il Al-I‘jāz [ DE3�!$!���-!�F���G5H! %��IHJ � ]. “He was one of the most 

famous scholars of Arabic literature in the 5th century A.H. He passed 

away in (471 A.H.). He was undoubtedly of Iranian descent.”18 The rules 

of Ma‘ānī and Bayān, before Shaikh ‘Abd Al-Qāhir Al-Jurjānī                         

[����B�C! �7�@�!	��35 A��<], were a part of the other literary disciplines like ‘Ilm 



Al-Nahw and Ma‘ānī Al-Qur’ān      [    �K��@�! ����� � ,�8��! >�?5] and they did not 

have an independent title. They had, on the whole, passed through two 

different stages until the advent of the days of the Shaikh ‘Abd Al-Qāhir 

Al-Jurjānī [��B�C! �7�@�!	35 A<]. 

1- The first stage was from the beginning or appearance of the sciences of 

literary language or the Quranic literature. This period lasted from the 1st century 

A.H. till about the year (274 A.H.), i.e. the time of the compilation of the science 

of Badī‘ [��	
] by Ibn Al-Mu‘tazz ["&���! L
!] (d. 296 A.H.).  

“During this period the subject matter of Ma‘ānī, Bayān and Badī‘ did not 

have independent disciplines. But these rules were also referred to while 

discussing other subjects. The most important subjects mentioned in the 

discussions of these sciences were that of Balāghah wa Faşāhah wa Ma‘ānī Al-

Qur’ān wa Naqd Al-Shi‘r wa Asrār Al-Nah w wa ‘Ilal Al-Nah w wa I‘jāz Al-

Qur’ān wa Qawā‘id Al-Shi‘r, etc.” 19  

        ]DE
�M�=N � � ��*�! 	5!,O � �K�@�!F�G5! � ,8��! %?5 � ,8��!$!�-! � ��*�! 	@� � �K�@�! ���� � .[ 

The books containing these discussions titled as following: 

 Ma‘ānī Al-Qur’ān [  �K��@�! �����]. Many writers have given this title to their 

compilations including Kasā’ī [ PI���Q] Ra’āsī [ $R P�-! ] Mubarrad [ J"S��]  Akhfash 

[T�U!]  Farrā’ [(!"�N] etc. These names are mentioned in Al-Fihrist [ V�-�W��!] of Ibn 

Al-Nadīm [ X	���! L
!]. The subject of Ma‘ānī Al-Qur’ān [  �K��@�! �����] was different 

from Lughah, Tafsīr, Tajwīd, [ � ���� � ���	�,Y ] etc. What has been mostly discussed 

in these books is the debates concerning Balāghah, Ma‘ānī, Bayān and Badī‘ [ �DE

 � ����� �  ��	�
 � ���
 ]. The technical terminology of the science of Ma‘ānī sprouted 

from these books. “However Shaikh ‘Abd Al-Qāhir Al-Jurjānī [��B�C! �7�@�!	35 A<] 

and a group of the experts had named this science Fannu Aghrād Al-Nahw or 

Asrār Al-Nahw wa ‘Ilal Al-Nahw                         [  %�?5 � ,8��! $!�-! �� ,8��! Z!�D! LN
,8��!].”20 

2- Around the year (274 A.H.), the three linguistic subjects (Ma‘ānī, 

Bayān and Badī‘ � ������ ��	��
 � ����
 ) were separated from the other subjects 

but they remained attached and each other, for example: in the science of 

Badī‘, the topics Ma‘ānī and Bayān were also discussed like Balāghah, 

Faşāhah, Majāz, Tashbīh, and Kināyah   [ � F�\ � �M�=N � �DE
����Q � �3*� ]. 



“The first person to author the study of Badī‘ which included the 

topics of Bayān is Ibn Al-Mu‘tazz [  "&����! L�
!]. His book was written in (274 

A.H.). This trend of intermingling of the subjects in the Arabic language 

continued till the time of Shaikh ‘Abd Al-Qāhir Al-Jurjānī [ �!	��35 A��< �7�@
����B�C!], after which they were separated and got the status of independent 

disciplines.”21 

Ustādh Jalāluddīn Humā’ī [ ��-!^PI�_ L�	�! `EB ] says: 

"                          � ���
� ��	�
 � b���� � V��� � ,�c � ���� %�3O F! d��5 #J! �,�N � e,?5 f�7 �����-
    (�*�H!	@� � ��*�!	@�                     A�< � f$,���J ��3�O L�
! � gI���Q � ��,3�- `�h�! V-	
 &� �K `�h�! �

7�@�!	35 b�B�B � ,  �jh� L
�"k�� +	35,
! !        �fJ��
KF��N �g�-$�N f	�l! m$�N L
      � f���7 f��7F! 
                        V�DE
 �,��N � b���� dJ! e,�?5 ��hQ! � 	< �n ��*�! `�h�! � b!F���� � j��&O opU � gQ�qr-

  ! !$ d�5s  �                t�u�� ��� L��	�� !���K ��Q 	��J,
 g��Q ���"�! %�O!H 	�J,
 vJ�r� w!��U! ���!��!
	�J�Q ". 

 “The treasures of knowledge and sciences of the Arabic language 

like ‘Ilm Al-Şarf, ‘Ilm Al-Nahw, Lughah, Ma‘ānī, Badī‘, Bayān and 

Naqd (criticism) of verse and prose, etc. were also produced by scholars 

like Sībawaih [ ��,3�-], Kasā’ī [ PI���Q], Ibn Qutaibat Al-Dīnwarī [   �3�O L�
!� x$,��	��! ] 

(b.213 A.H./d.276 A.H.), Shaikh ‘Abd Al-Qāhir Al-Jurjānī [  �7�@�!	��35 A��<
 ���B�C!], Abū ‘Ubaidah Mu‘ammar Ibn Al-Muthannā [   	�35 ,�
!+  ��k�� ! �
 yh��! L ] 

(b.114 A.H./d.210 A.H.) , Ibn Fāris Al-Ahmadī Al-Fārsī [   x	��lH! m$���N L��
!
 P�-$���!] (d.390 A.H.), Fīrūzābādī [  xJ��
K F���N] (b.729 A.H./d. 817 A.H.) Al-

Azharī Al-Hirawī [x����z! x���7FH!] (d.370 A.H.) Al-Kasā’ī [PI����r�!] Kātib Al-

Qazwīnī [  ��&��@�! o����Qy ] and Al-Taftāzānī [�!F�������!]. Even if most of the 

sciences of literature and arts of oratory of the Arabic language were not 

exactly invented by Iranians, they were, at least, the pioneers to compile 

them.”22   

Great Scholars of Ma‘ānī, Bayān and Badī‘ 

1-‘Abd Al-Qāhir Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Jurjānī                                     

[  L
! �7�@�!	35��B�C! Ll��!	35 ] was a distinguished scholar of the 5th century A.H. “who 

expired in the year (471 A.H.). He is one of the scholars of ‘Ilm Al-Nahw, 

Ma‘ānī and Bayān. He was one of the prominent Islamic-Iranian literary critics. 

‘Abd Al-Qāhir [ �7�@�!	�35], in his sincerity and obedience (to the Divine directions 



and spirit) was so great that, there is a narration about him which is mentioned 

below:  

Once a thief entered the house of ‘Abd Al-Qāhir [ �7�@�!	�35] while the latter was 

offering prayer.The thief collected all that was in the house. Al-Jurjānī saw all 

that, but did not give up prayer.”23  

As has been said earlier he was the founder or compiler of Ma‘ānī and Bayān, 

and has, in this field, authored two very famous and importand books viz. Asrār 

Al-Balāghah             [ DE3�! $!�-!� ]and Dalā’il Al-Qur’ān [ �K��@�! %IHJ]. Apart from 

these two great works, he also has other books to his credit:  

A- Al-Mughnī fī sharh  Al-Īdāh, [ y��!{�|�H! {�< } ].  

B- Al-Muqtaşid [	=�@�!].  

C- Al-‘Umdah fī sharh  Al-Taşrīf [ t��=��! {�< }  	k��!+ ].  

D- Al-‘Arūd [Z����!].  

E- Kitāb Al-Şaghīr wa Al-Kabīr [ r�! � ��=�! #��Q�3 ].  

F- Al-‘Awāmil [%�!,��!].  

G- I‘jāz Al-Qur’ān   [�!�@�! F�G5!].  

H- Sharh Al-Fātihah [ ~���! {�<� ]. 

2-Sa‘duddīn Mas‘ūd Ibn Al-‘Umar                   [    ��k��! L�
! J,���� L�	�!	��-], 

was also known as Al-Taftāzānī [�!F�������!]. “He was born in the year (722 

A.H.) in the village of Taftāzān [�!F������] which is one of the hamlets of 

Khurāsān in Iran. He died in (792 A.H.).”24 He was an expert in various fields 

of knowledge like: Tafsīr, Manţiq, Falsafah, Kalām, Fiqh, and ‘Ilm Al-Lughah 

[ ���?N � �p�� � ���� � eE�Q �   �! >�?5 � ��@N ? ��� ], hence he was called ‘Allāmah ( ����q?5 great 

scholar). He has authored two very well-known books: Al-Muţawwal 

[`",��p�!] and Al-Mukhtaşar [�=�����!]. Both these books are commentaries 

on Khaţīb Al-Qazwīnī’s [y��&��@�! o��pU] Talkhīş Al-Miftāh [{������! ����?�] 
and are among the books on Balāghah, i.e. they deal with Ma‘ānī, Bayān 

and Badī‘. Many ancient and modern authors are of the view that the 

above-mentioned books of Taftāzānī [�!F�������] are among the chosen 

Balāghah books. “Taftāzānī [�!F������] completed the book Al-Muţawwal 
[`",��p�!] in six years. he began writing it on Monday, the 2nd of Ramadhān 



[ ��|��$] (742 A.H.) and completed it on Wednesday the 11th of Şafar [ ����] 

(748  A.H.).”25 

Taftāzānī [�!F������], in his work Al-Muţawwal [`",��p�!] does not limit 

himself only to the explanation of Khaţīb Al-Qazwīnī’s [ y��&��@�! o��pU] 

Talkhīş Al-Miftāh [{������! ����?�] and Sakkākī Khurāsānī’s [����-!�U PQ�r��-] 

(d. 626 A.H.) Miftāh Al-‘ulūm [e,��?��! {������] but has also discussed the 

views of his predecessors and of the scholars of the sciences of Balāghah 

and also of the other Arabic linguists. He has also referred to the views 

of Al-Mubarrad [J"S���!], author of Al-Kāmil [%����r�!], of Al-Zujjāj [ �!��"B&�� ], 

author of Ma‘ānī Al-Qur’ān wa I‘rābih [  ����  ��
!�5!� �K��@�! � ], of Al-Jawharī 

[ �7,��C!x ] (d. 398 A.H.), the author of ‘Şihāh’ [{�8���] of Al-Marzūqī 

[P��O�F��!] the commentator of Dīwān Al-Hamāsah [  ��-�k�! �!,���J� ]. While 

explaining their viewpoints he also paid attention to the stands taken by 

‘Abd Al-Qāhir Al-Jurjānī [ ����B�C! �7�@�!	��35], Al-Zamakhsharī [x�*���&�!] 
(b.467 A.H./d.538 A.H.), Imām Fakhr Al-Rāzī [ xF!����! ����N e����!] (b.544 

A.H./d.606 A.H.), Abū ‘Alī Sīnā        [   P�?5 ,�
! ���- ] (b.370 A.H./d.428 A.H.) 

and Ibn Al-Athīr      [����H! L��
!] (d.637 A.H.). He has often showed a 

preference to their viewpoints in the Balāghah issues. Over and above he 

followed Sakkākī [ PQ�r�-] and Khaţīb Al-Qazwīnī        [  y��&�@�! o�pU] in the 

Balāghah issues and pursued them, because, he is the commentator of 

Khaţīb Al-Qazwīnī’s [  y��&�@�! o�pU] Talkhīş Al-Miftāh� [  {�����! ���?�] It was 

he who made the name of Taftāzānī [�!F������] immortal through the said 

commentaries of Al-Muţawwal [ ",��p�!` ] and Al-Mukhtaşar [�=�����!] in his 

own book Talkhīş Al-Miftāh� [{������! ����?�]. He performed this work in 

such a grand way that though more than eight centuries have passed 

since the compilation of these two books, Al-Muţawwal [ ",��p�!` ] and Al-

Mukhtaşar [�=�����!] are considered the source of the course in Balāghah 

and are being taught in educational institutions, especially, in Iran and 

other Muslim countries of the East.   

In logic, Al-Taftāzānī has written Sharh� Al-Risālat Al-Shamsīyah 

[  ����-��! {���<� ���k*�!� ]. It is a commentary on the Al-Shamsīyah [ ���k*�!� ] 

treatise which is known in India by the name Al-S‘dīyah [ �	���!� ]. 



 3-Jalāluddīn Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Qazwīnī [ L�	���! `E��B
 	��k�!y��&��@�! Ll����! 	��35 L��
 ] popularly known as Khaţīb Al-Qazwīnī [ o��pU

 y��&�@�!] was “born in the year (666 A.H.) in the city of Mūşil [ %��,�]. He 

died in (739 A.H.). He became famous for making a scrupulous 

condensation of the 3rd part of Sakkākī’s Miftāh Al-‘ulūm [e,��?��! {������].”26 

Khaţīb Al-Qazwīnī [  y��&�@�! o�pU] has mentioned in the introduction of this 

book which is one of the most outstanding works in the field of Balāghah 

that it contained supplementary material and required explanations. 

Therefore, he abridged it and added some guidelines to it and named it 

Talkhīş Al-Miftāh          [{����! ��?�]. 

Talkhīş Al-Miftāh [{������! ����?�] has an introduction wherein Faşāhah 

and Balāghah have been defined. Moreover the introduction of Talkhīş 

Al-Miftāh        [  {�����! ���?�] is based on the three branches of knowledge: 

First, one deals with the science of Ma‘ānī and contains eight chapters; 

second one deals with ‘Ilm Al-Bayān and speaks about Tashbīh, 

Isti‘ārah, Majāz and Kināyah; and third, it is about the science of Badī‘. 

Khaţīb Al-Qazwīnī [y��&��@�! o��pU] felt it necessary to explain the details 

of what was made concise in Talkhīş Al-Miftāh [  {�����! ���?�]. He wrote a 

commentary thereon resulting in Al-Īdāh [{�|���H!] in which he re-narrated 

extensively what was already present in Talkhīş Al-Miftāh [{����! ��?�].   

When the text of Talkhīş Al-Miftāh [  {�����! ���?�] drew the attention of the 

learned, they wrote notes on it and such notes or commentaries included the two 

mentioned earlier, i. e. Taftāzānī’s [�!F������] Al-Muţawwal [ ",��p�!` ] and Al-

Mukhtaşar [�=���!], which, in the words of Hājī Al-Khalīfah [��?�! PB�M] are “the 

most famous  commentaries on Talkhīş Al-Miftāh [{����! ��?�]”.27 

The viewpoint of Khaţīb Al-Qazwīnī [ y��&�@�! opU] is to some extent nearer to 

‘Abd Al-Qāhir Al-Jurjānī [��B�C! �7�@�!	35] and he has taken many ideas from ‘Abd 

Al-Qāhir Al-Jurjānī           [  	�35 ���B�C! �7�@�! ] and Sakkākī [ PQ�qr�-]. But in some 

matters he has also differed from the beliefs of Sakkākī [ PQ�qr�-] and at some 

places raised objections to them. At the same time he has also quoted him. 

Moreover it is to be mentioned that he is the best follower of Sakkākī [PQ�qr-]. 

4-Abū Al-Fadl Jalāluddīn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Suyūţī                              

[   P�,���! Ll���! 	�35 L�	�! `EB %|��!,
!]. He belonged to an Iranian family which had 



settled in Egypt. “He was born in Cairo in (849 A.H.). Before reaching the age of 

eight years he had memorized the entire Holy Qur’ān. Thereafter, he learnt the 

texts of Fiqh and ‘Ilm Al-Nahw and studied various sciences from the learned 

people of his time. He even travelled to Syria, H ijāz, Yaman , India and Morocco 

for gaining higher knowledge. He attained the rank of a genius in Tafsīr, H adīth, 

Fiqh, ‘Ilm Al-Nahw, Ma‘ānī, Bayān and Badī‘.”28  

“Al-Suyūţī [P�,����!] began to write books at the age of seventeen. He 

wrote more than 300 volumes. Most of his works are very valuable and it 

can be said that a single book of his was enough to make him famous.”29   

Al-Suyūţī [P�,����!] wrote 23 books on the Tafsīr of the Holy Qur’ān 

and related themes, 95 titles on H adīth, 21 volumes on Lughah, 43 books 

on Unitary components, 35 volumes on Arabic linguistics, 21 books on 

Uşūl, Bayān and Taşawwuf (Sufism), 50 books on history and literature 

etc. He, thus, by his grand scholarship and anthorship made himself 

immortal. Al-Suyūşī [P�,����!] is one of those scholars who cleared the 

path for the study and research for future generations.  

The books listed below can be called Al-Suyūţī’s [P�,������!] 
masterpieces:  

A- Al-Itqān fī ‘Ulūm Al-Qur’ān [�K�@�! e,?5 } ��@�H!].  

B- Al-Muzhir fī ‘Ulūm Al-Lughah [ �?�! e,?5 } �7&�!� ].  

C- Ţabaqāt Al-Mufassirīn [L�����! ��@3�].  

D- Tafsīr Al-Jalālain [��EC! ����]. 

“Al-Suyūţī [P�,����!] went into isolation in the last years of his life and 

engaged entirely in worship and research, and finally passed away in the 

year (911 A.H.).”30 

‘Ilm Al-Lughah  

The science of linguistics which culminated in the lexicography in the 

‘Abbāsīd era reached perfection in the 5th and 6th centuries A.H. 

R. N. Frye ( Professor of Iranian history at Harvard University) says 

that “it was not only in grammar that the Persians, the inheritors of an 



ancient civilization, made their presence felt but also in Lexicography in 

Arabic. In that science, Haywood, J. A. (1960) affirms that one must take 

note not only of Persia, but also of the province of Khurāsān. He sees 

certain resemblances between the alphabetical order of the dictionary 

Kitāb Al-‘Ain        [  ����� ���	
] composed by Khalīl Ibn Ah�mad [   ���� ��� �����] 

(d. 175 A.H./791 A.D.) and that of Sanskrit, and attributes this to the 

Indian influence in the eastern areas of Iran. Khalīl Ibn Ah�mad [ ���� ������

�����], though an ‘Arab from ‘Omān, is said to have produced the first 

Arabic dictionary while he was in Khurāsān. Indeed, because of the 

predominant part played by the Persians and others in Arabic 

lexicography, not only in early but also in later times, Haywood J. A. 

concludes that the lexicography was undoubtedly in Arabic; but it was 

not ‘Arab.”31 

It is interesting to observe that the Persians of eastern Iran had 

maintained a very high degree of religious scholarship from the early 

days of Islām till the coming of the Saljūq Dynasty (1029 A.D. to 1092 

A.D.). This was applied even to their handling of Arabic language. 

While it is true that the presence of an Arabic-speaking agent, here and 

there, in Iran had as much influence on the dialects of the Persians (as 

that of the English agents on the languages of modern India), 

nevertheless, amongst the Persian Muslim scholars, there existed a 

tradition of pure Arabic speech, with complete inflection.  

I‘rāb ( �!#!���5 ), was maintained even when it was no longer used in the 

Arabic-speaking urban centres outside Iran. As mentioned earlier, in the 

3rd century A.H., the inflection and other peculiarities of good Arabic 

speech were considered a mannerism in the Arabic-speaking world. But 

the Khurāsānī Persian scholar could not be ridiculed by the ordinary 

Persian for giving his Arabic the inflection and Umayyad overtones that 

he used, for the ordinary Persian national knew only Persian. It is 

because of the Umayyad purity of his style that Al-Jāhiz  [�M����C!] 
remarked that when a Khurāsānī spoke Arabic, “in spite of his inflecting 

Arabic and choosing his words, you know by his articulation that he is a 

Khurāsānī.”32 This tradition continued into the 4th century, A.H. when in 



the urban centres of the Arabic-speaking world, different dialects had 

arisen.  

The geographer Al-Muqaddasī [ "	@�!P��- ] (d. 390 A.H./1000 A.D.) says 

that “the Khurāsānīs used the purest Arabic he had occasion to hear in 

his long journeys throughout the Muslim lands of the East and West. But 

he is clearly not saying that the Khurāsānīs were ‘Arabs. The only 

‘Arabs who had an inflection in their speech in the 4th century A.H. were 

the pure nomads in certain regions of Arabia and elsewhere; these came 

due to their good Arabic by birthright and therefore effortlessly. 

Elsewhere in the Arabic-speaking world, regional dialects had arisen.”33 

Al-Muqaddasī [ "	@�!P��- ] is referring to a minority of cultivated and erudite 

Persian Muslim scholars who, to use his words, (went to great pains) to 

learn that correct Arabic. These were undoubtedly the religious scholars, 

or ‘ulamā, of Khurāsān, for he says that “they were highly honoured in 

that area and had a notable past tradition of Islamic studies, whereas in 

the western part of Iran it was the scribes who were held in high 

esteem”.34 When Al-Muqaddasī [ "	@�!P��- ] says that the Khurāsānīs used the 

purest Arabic he had heard, he meant not only their inflection of Arabic 

but also, perhaps, their use of it with traditional, or Umayyad, nuances. 

Great Scholars of ‘Ilm al-Lughah : 

1- Khalīl Ibn Al-Ahmad [  L��
! %��?UH!	��l ] (d. 175 A.H./791 A.D.). The 

first person who compiled a dictionary of Arabic language is Khalīl Ibn 

Al-Ahmad   [  L��
! %��?UH!	��l ]. He, who was of ‘Arab descent, had really a 

great capability in making research. It is said about him that, “when he 

heard the sound of a hammer hitting a barrel, he found out by intuition 

the laws of ‘Arūd (prosody) and then compiled them.”35 His fame is 

mostly because of his novelty which he has shown in writing a kind of 

dictionary titled Kitāb Al-‘Ain [  ����! #���Q]. ‘Ain is the name of a letter in 

the alphabet which has found place at the beginning of his dictionary. In 

this book, letters of alphabets have been arranged according to the rules 

of phonetics and linguistics known to Al-Khalīl Ibn Al-Ah mad [ L��
! %��?U
H!	l ]. 



2- Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Duraid Al-Azudī Al-Başrī [ 	��"k� �r
,��
!
!x�=��3�! xJFH! 	���$J L��
 ] known as Ibn Al-Duraid [  L��
!	���$	�! ] (b. 223 A..H./d. 321 

A.H.) is one of the famous literary scholars. He was the tutor of Ustādh 

Abū ‘Alī Al-Qālī  [  ���-!^  ���@�! P?5,�
! ] and Abū Sa‘īd Al-Sīrāfī [  }!����! 	��-,
!]. 
Abū ‘Alī Al-Qālī [ ����-!^����@�! P?5,��
! ] has quoted his (of Ibn Al-Duraid  L��
!
	���$	�!) published literary stories in his (Al-Qālī’s ����@�!) book Al-Amālī 

[ H!������ ]. As pointed out by literary scholars, he is the first man to 

introduce essay-writing in Arabic literature. Among his works are Al-

Jamharah fī Al-Lughah [ ���WkC!+! } ���?�� ], Al-Maqşūrah [ $,=��@�!+ ] and Al-

Ishtiqāq [��@�<H!]. 

3- Abū Sa‘īd Hasan Ibn ‘Abdullāh Al-Sīrāfī                               

[    L��M 	��-,
!!   }!����! �!	�35 L�
 ] is one of the leading writers of ‘Ilm Al-Nahw, 

‘Ilm al-Lughah, ‘Ilm al-Fiqh, ‘Ilm al-H adīth and Quranic knowledge. 

His father had formerly been a follower of the Zoroastrian religion but 

later embraced Islām. Abū Sa‘īd himself was famous in Arabic 

philosophy, religious devotion, morals and chastity. Among the most 

important books written by him is the commentary on Sībawaih’s Al-

Kitāb [ #���r�!], He expired in (368 A.H.). Abū H ayyān Al-Tawhīdī [  ���M,
!
 x	�M,��!] a famous writer in literary arts was a student of Al-Sīrāfī [ }!����!]. 
Abū Sa‘īd Al-Sīrāfī [ }!�����! 	���- ,��
!], due to his prestige, became an 

authority in the eyes of nobles and scholars of his time. “One of them 

Nūh Ibn Naşr Al-Sāmānī [  {,���! �=��� L��
���!����� ] wrote a letter to him and 

asked him four hundred questions most of which were etymological 

words. Bal‘amī [P��k�?
] the minister had written to him a letter containing 

questions about the Holy Qur’ān. Marwān Ibn Muh ammad Al-Malik 

Al-Dailam [  �!�����!>?�	���! ���?�! 	��"k� L��
 ], from Ādharbāyjān ( ������
$^K a city in 

Iran) sent him one hundred and twenty queries regarding the Holy 

Qur’ān and H adīth. Similarly, Abū Ja‘far Ah mad Ibn Muh ammad Al-

Şaffārī [  	��l! ���B,��
!! 	��"k� L��
���!x$q��= ] had put before him seventy problems 

about the Holy Qur’ān, a hundred questions regarding Arabic words, 

three hundred couplets of poetry and forty issues concerning religious 

dictums and he had answered all of them.”36 Among the books of Al-

Sīrāfī [ }!����!] only Akhbār Al-Nahwīyīn Al-Başrīyīn [   ���=�3�! ��,�8��! $��3U!] 
is available. 



4- Abū ‘Alī Hasan Ibn Ahmad Al-Fārsī                      [    L��M P?5,�
!!  L�
  	�l!
P��-$���!] (b. 307 A.H./d.377 A.H.). He and his student Ibn Al-Jinnī [P��"�C! L��
!] 
introduced new chapters in ‘Ilm Al-Nah w and Tafsīr. “Abū ‘Alī [P?5,��
!] 
was born and educated in literature in Fārs province. Thereafter, he stayed 

with Saif Al-Daulat Al-Hamdhān [ �	�! t��-������k�! 6�! ] for some period in 

Halab (Syria). There he had entered into a discussion (munāzarah +�������) 
with Al-Mutanabbī       [ P�"3���!].”37 Then he returned to Fārs and became a 

companion of ‘Izzuddaulah [�����	�!"&5] and compiled the book Al-Īdāh wa 

Al-Taklimah fī Al-Nahw [ ?kr��!� {�|�H!�,8��! } ] for him. 

5- Şāhib Al-Kāfī Ismā‘īl Ibn Al-‘Abbād                       [   oM����!   %���! }��r!  L�

J���"3��!] (d. 385A.H.) a famous minister of Dailamī dynasty and a great 

writer among the scholars of ‘Ilm Al-Lughah and ‘Ilm Al-Nahw. His 

well-known work in literature is the book Al-Muhīţ [����!] in Arabic 

which is considered one of the most prominent Arabic grammar books.  

6- Abū Husain Ahmad Ibn Fāris Al-Rāzī                                         

[    	�l! ���M,
!!   xF!���! m$��N L�
 ] (d. 390 A.H.) was one of the great lexicographers 

of his time and he has written Al-Mujmal [%��k�!]. He stayed for quite a 

long time in Ray and Hamadhān ( �!6�_ a city in Iran) and Badī‘ Al-Zamān 

Al-Hamadhānī [ ! ��	��
�!6��kz! �����&� ] is one of his students. One of his books 

which is available now is Al-Şāhibī [ �M�=��!] in the name of Şāhib Ibn Al-

‘Abbād [ J���"35 L��
! oM����]. This book contains very precious discussions 

about the origin of Arabic and its specialties and also the differences in 

pronunciation of Arabic prevalent in different tribes.  

7- Abū Manşūr Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Al-Azharī Al-Hirawī 

[   	�"k� $,=��,
!!    x���z! x��7FH! 	�l! L�
 ] (d. 370A.H.) is one of the greatest scholars 

of Arabic literature. His birth and death took place in Hirāt [�!���7]. He 

was busy compiling a dictionary for a long time in Iraq and Jazīrat Al-

‘Arab [#�����! +����&B]  and was also arrested for a short  period by the Al-

Qarāmaţah [ ��p�!�@�!� ] in Arabia whereby he obtained a lot of knowledge 

regarding words and technical terms of actual Arabic in the ‘Arab 

society. His famous book in Lughah is Al-Tahdhīb [o�6��W��!]. “Ibn Al-

Manz ūr [ $,�����! L��
!], the author of Lisān Al-‘Arab [ #�����! ������] has 



mentioned in the preface of his book that Azharī’s Al-Tahdhīb [o�6��W��!] 
is one of the best books in Lughah.”38 

8- Ismā‘īl Ibn H ammād Al-Jauharī Al-Fārābī                                   

[   %���!!  �"l L�
 J� �C! x�7,�! 4!$��� ] is another  scholar of Arabic literature. He stayed 

with several Arab tribes for quite a long period to collect information 

about dialects and went to Nīshābūr [$,
�*���] with a huge treasure of 

knowledge. He taught and compiled his book Al-Şihāh fī Al-Lughah 

[  ���?�! } {�8=���!� ] which is also considered as one of the most important 

dictionaries. He passed away in (398 A.H.). 

Most Famous Arabic Dictionaries Iranian Scholars 

1.  Al-Jamharat fī Al-Lughah [ ����WkC!+����?�! } � ] written by Ibn Al-

Duraid [	�$	�! L
!] (d. 321 A.H. )  

2.  Al-Tahdhīb [o�6W��!] authored by Al-Azharī [x�7FH!] (d. 370 A.H.),  

3.  Al-Muhīţ [�������!] compiled by Şāhib Ibn Al-‘Abbād                 

[  oM��!J�"3��! L
 ] (d. 385 A.H.) 

4.  Al-Mujmal [%k�!] by Ibn Al-Fāris [m$���! L
!] (d. 390 A.H.) 

5.  Al-Şihāh [{�8=�!] by Al-Jauharī [ 7,C!x� ] (d. 398 A.H.) 

6.  Al-Mukhaşşiş [  "=���!� ] by Ibn Al-Sayyidah           [   "���! L�
!	+ ] (d. 

458 A.H.) 

7.  Lisān Al-‘Arab [  #����! �����] by Ibn Al-Manz ūr        [  $,����! L�
!]  (d. 

711 A.H.) 

8.  Al-Qāmūs [m,��@�!] by Fīrūzābādī [xJ�
KF��N] (d. 817 A.H.)  

Many of the linguists are Iranians like Jauharī Nīshābūrī the author of Al-

Şihāh, Rāghib Al-Işfahānī [  ��W���H! o�D!$] (d. 565 A.H.) Majduddīn Fīrūzābādī 

[  xJ��
KF��N L�	��!	\] author of Al-Qāmūs [ m,���@�!] as described earlier, Maidānī 

Nīshābūrī [ x$,
�*�� �!	�] the writer of Al-Sām fī Al-Asāmī [  P���-H! } e����!] and 

Majma‘ Al-Amthāl [`�h�H! �k\] (d. 518 A.H.) etc.  

‘Ilm al-‘Arūd[  >?5�!Z��� ]  

Among the sciences relating to Arabic grammar, especially those 

which concern linguistics and terminology, ‘Ilm Al-‘Arūd has a distinct 



place. Other sciences related to this knowledge, such as the science of 

‘Ilm Al-Lughah in its special meaning, ‘Ilm Al-Şarf, ‘Ilm Al-Nahw and 

the arts of ‘Ilm Al-Balāghah came into existence gradually. Their 

foundations made solid through the efforts of many scholars gradually. 

Thus they gained perfection. But, the ‘Ilm Al-‘Arūd, did not have any 

precedence in the Arabic language and literature and was the effort of a 

single person and gained popularity among the learned in a way that was 

unprecedented. Its foundation has remained as popular and as compact as 

before.  

The inventor of this science is a scholar from Başrah whose full name is 

Abū ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Khalīl Ibn Ahmad Ibn ‘Umar Ibn Tamīm Al-Başrī Al-

Farāhidī                                      [  %?U Ll��!	35 ,
!!  	�l! L
!   ��k5 L�
!    x	�7!���! x�=�3�! >�� L�
 ]. 

This scholar was born in Başrah about the year (100 A.H.) and he died in 

(170 A.H.) in the same city.39 

Regarding the above statement, two questions arise in the mind of 

every person who knows this science: One, whether Khalīl Ibn Ahmad 

[   %�?U!  	�l! L�
 ] had really seen a dream in the second century of the Hijrī Era 

and that this science, that is ‘Arūd, was revealed to him or, in the words 

of Ibn al-Khallikān [����r?�! L��
!], “Since he was a man of God and a very 

pious person, his prayer during his pilgrimage (Haj) of the House of 

God, viz. his request for such an unparalleled knowledge which might 

not have been given to anyone before him, was accepted” and God 

revealed to him the knowledge of ‘Ilm Al-‘Arūd.”40 

The fact which prevents one from believing the above statement, in addition to 

the fact that, never in the history of science, had it so happened that a person 

could single-handedly invent a science and he alone could also carry it to 

perfection. But every science takes birth in the course of many years and gains 

growth over many years, taking time before becoming perfect. The importance 

and value of poetry is from the viewpoint of the religious leaders of Islām who 

always had a dislike for it. And the poets of the Pre-Islamic Era of ignorance have 

opposed the Islamic beliefs through poetic language , and have employed this 

noble art (‘Ilm Al-‘Arūd) for slandering and defaming the religious leaders of 

Islām. However, some of the poets  stood up to defend the leaders of Islām in its 



earlier phase and gave perfect replies to the enemies of religion through odes of 

battle. Though the Prophet of Islām (PBUH) had encouraged some Muslim poets 

who used to praise and appreciate Islām, and also utilized their poetry for the 

propagation of the true faith of Islām, yet, mostly, followed the essence of Islām, 

which was against the rhymed language of the monks and the self-glorification of 

the vainglorious poets who used to praise their innovative superstitions. It is due 

to these circumstances and principles that Khalīl Ibn Ahmad [  %?U! 	�l! L
 ], who was 

one of the devotees of the early days of Islam, could not be the initiator of the 

science of ‘Ilm Al-‘Arūd and if he had the  knowledge of this art it was, under the 

influence of his association with new converts to Islām and with Indian traders; If 

this science was also known in the 2nd century of the Hijrī Era, it was perfected 

gradually during the following centuries, the second question is: Whether in the 

Pre-Islamic culture of Iran with all its vastness and perfection, this art was 

unknown to them. And whether a nation that was far ahead in the art of poetry 

and music and all other fine arts for centuries, and which had so great a heritage 

that had remained intact even after the invasion of the dreadful storms of 

prejudices for thousands of years, revealing an enormous aptitude and a lofty 

spirit, was really unaware of this art and did not possess a methodical system for 

arranging her poems? Had they, after the advent of Islām, following the rules of 

the ‘Arab poetry, begun to sing songs and set rules for this art? Could not Iranians 

who possessed the most perfect standards of arts and sciences in the field of 

music which is higher than poetry and which requires more attentiveness of 

thought than poetry, do much in poetry? And all this with the students who were 

busy with poetry and music while music itself is made for expressing the 

appropriate words which spring up from the above arguments. Though music was 

being played without words in Iranian concerts, it appears impossible that music 

which was being played in the Iranian concerts was without uttering words 

therein. The legend which has been attributed to Khalīl Ibn Ahmad [   %�?U!  	�l! L�
 ] 

about the initiation of the science of ‘Ilm Al-‘Arūd in itself is the evidence of the 

admiration with which the contemporaries of Khalīl Ibn Ahmad [  %?U!	l! L
 ] and of 

those who came after him had for Khalīl’s Ibn Ahmad [  %?U! 	�l! L
 ] unprecedented 

talents. But it is strange that it has not been hinted at in any place as to which 

field of knowledge of any other  language Khalīl Ibn Ahmad [   %�?U!  	�l! L�
 ] might 

have extracted the rules of ‘Ilm Al-‘Arūd. The only author who has raised any 



doubt about the genuineness of the initiative of Khalīl Ibn Ahmad [  %?U!  	�l! L�
 ]  is 

Abū Raih ān Bīrūnī [���
 ���$,
!] who in his book Tahqīq Mālil Hind [	�W?��� �@~], 

while discussing the rules of Hindī (Indian) poetry, measures and compares them 

with Arabic ‘Arūd has raised a point which is meaningful. And what is 

astonishing is that this word of his has not been quoted in any other book and that 

it has not become widely known . But, in addition to the hint which this great 

scholar has given regarding the possibility of Khalīl Ibn Ahmad [   %�?U!  	�l! L�
 ]  

making use of the theoretical principles of the Indian ‘Arūd, had also described 

many examples of the similarity between ‘Arūd of India and ‘Arūd of Arabia in 

the Tahqīq Mālil Hind [  	��W?��� ��@~]. What, is clear, today, to the researchers in 

this science is that: In Pre-Islamic Iran there were sources of research in the arts 

and sciences of poetry and grammar (linguistics) which have been destroyed as a 

result of the ransacking and book-burning by the invaders. But, luckily, in 

another rich branch of the Āryān language, i.e., in Sanskrit, the essence of 

thought of this nation has remained alive in the form of codified and well-

arranged books. What is to be stated here is that this knowledge ‘Ilm Al-‘Arūd, 

like all others, possessed ancient roots which gained perfection over centuries and 

passed on from one people to another, and that the people have applied these 

measures to their verse. They also adjusted them to their own poetry. What can be 

derived from what is mentioned in Bīrūnī’s book Tahqīq Mālil Hind [	�W?��� �@~] 

is that it can be imagined that the ‘Arabs got these measures from the poetic 

measures of India and, thereafter, from Iranian poetry. After the advent of Islām, 

the experts in this knowledge, again applied those measures to Persian poetry and 

the science or art of ‘Arūd. Arabic measures, have been used in Persian poetry for 

judging the correct from the incorrect. 
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                                       Chapter II 

Enrichment of Arabic Literature through translation of Persian works 

The 2nd, and 3rd century of the Hijri Era (A.H.) witnessed an 

unparalleled progress made by the Muslims of the world in the scientific 

and intellectual spheres. Though the maximum points of these efforts 

had manifested during the Umayyad Caliphate, it can be said that much 

progress had emerged in these fields in the first century of Abbāsīd 

Caliphate so much so that the early Abbāsīd Caliphs were the prominent 

examples of these cultural pursuits, and have inspired others to follow 



them. They mobilized all their talents for collecting and blending the 

varying cultures of different communities which had accepted Islām. 

Thus, a new culture emerged out of this synthesis. The striking feature of 

this cultural dynamism was the abundance of resources, variety in 

findings deep thoughts and abundance of subjects. It was a veritable 

renaissance of human culture and civilisation apparently unparalleled in 

history. The Iranian, Indian and Greek cultures mingled with Arabic 

culture and enriched it to an extent that had never been done before. Dr. 

Shauqī D aif [ O,���<t���� P ] describes the factors behind this great 

transformation which had appeared in the life of the Arabs during 

Abbāsīd Caliphate. He says: 

"     �@��� L5 `",8��! !67 q� � :                   � �,�-�3��! (���?�! ��
 y�5 ����� ,�7 � � �¡���! � %@��! ����
   �!S�! ���U � >7(!$F� ! �r    � Lr¢ 	M 	�
£ �                  `K � ���@�! L�
! %�h� �,��?�� J!��N£ ��
 y�5 �kQ 

V¤,� .       � f�\ �-�£ ��Q �q?�� ��� ���� �               ��
���! �� >z��@��! � ��-�¥! ��*��! #,��< #��� ,7 
�N���! �,�N L� v,�@� � v,�$� �� %r
".  

“The major factor through which the great changes took place was 

translation, to which, the Abbāsīd Caliphs and their viziers (ministers), 

especially the Barmakīs, paid extraordinary attention to this matter. 

Other court advisors like Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [������� ����] (d.142 A.H./759 AD) 

and Āl Al-Nawbakht [  ���������� ] also did the same. Moreover the people in 

the Middle East had adopted Arabic language to express their art and 

culture.”1 

Undoubtedly, translation worked as the bridge between various 

communities which helped to bring together various civilisations and 

cultures after coming under the Islamic rule. It is important to emphasize 

the fact that it was the flow of translations from Persian into Arabic that 

enriched the Islamic culture into such a great extent. There are so many 

evidences and documents on this fact. The most important is the political 

influence of Iranians at the Abbāsīd court. As a consequence of this 

penetration, they followed an intermingling of languages and cultures 

between Arabs and Iranians. Such interaction had hitherto not taken 

place between them. The political influence behind the shaping of the 



aforesaid cultural relations between the two nations was conspicuous 

from the very beginning. 

“Among the first books translated into Arabic were the books on the 

royal politics of the Shah of Iran.”2 According to Dr. Muh ammadī 

[x	��k�], “the Persian books were the first works of foreign literature that 

were translated into Arabic. They provided new insights to the Arab 

rulers in the fields of politics, administration, literature and various 

sciences of that Era. These translations also enriched them culturally. 

These translated books were the oldest ones on the said subjects in the 

Arabic language.”3 Thus the most brilliant works of Iranian thinkers 

were translated during the beginning of the Abbāsīd Caliphate. The 

translation of Iranian works into the Arabic language continued to get the 

support of Caliphs, ministers, writers and instructors. This movement 

was advanced through the diligence of the Abbāsīd Caliphs and their 

ministers. The scribes as well as translators also largely contributed to 

this movement to the maximum extent of their efforts during this golden 

period of Abbāsīd rulers. It is essential to mention the motives of 

translation as well as the materials which the Iranians translated from 

Persian into Arabic under different titles, did great service to Arabic 

literature. 

The Motives of Translation: 

The first phase of the Abbāsīd rule brought into operation a vast 

acculturation process among different peoples in expanding the Arabic-

Islamic ideals.  

There are many topics of foreign thoughts which left indelible 

imprints on the cultural life of that age. The most distinguished and 

manifested ones among them are the advices and the admonitions. Rūhī 

Bik Khālid [	��U �
 PM�$] says: 

"            ����� ¦�§ L�� ��kr�! � >�?��! o�Q V¡��        ��-$���! P�7 ��kG5£ ) ���,?W3�! (   ���	�z! �
)����r����! (� �������! � ����,�! ���!S��! ".  

 “The scientific and counselling books were translated from five 

languages into Arabic: Fārsī (Pahlavi), Hindī (Sanskrit), Greek, Syriac 

and Hebrew.”4  



Among them the most effective and attractive role was played by 

Persians because “The Iranian”, in the words of Al-Jāhiz  [ C!�M� ]  

"                    !^� � ���3��! } ��3Q�� �@?U � � +$�G�! } �̈*@� � � $,�=�! } #��r�! %�Y      �̈��$�� ���^ ���Q
       � >�5 ��¥ !̈	W5 �£ � >�B ��¥       ��W��� P�Y�� ���5,� �£  ...       � ���,��! >�r�! H,�� �   o��r�! 

� >?��! �hQ£ %p3� ���	�!�Q6�! ��p?- �����! ��p?- o?�� �   ".  

“Believed in preserving important events and precious pearls of 

advice inscribing them on stones and rocks and leaves. If there had been 

no written compilations and preserved books, a major portion of human 

wisdom would have vanished and the evil of forgetfulness would have 

won over the god of memory.”5 
 

Al-Jāhīz  [ ��C!�M� ] was well aware of the powerful influence of wisdom 

and advices on the Iranians and its manifested effects on their behaviour.  

This indicates that during the said period, the Persian books of 

admonition held a precious status. “The original texts were translated 

into Arabic after the end of the Umayyad Caliphate Era.”6  

During this period, motives advanced towards the perfection of the 

movement of translation and made it expansive and all embracing. It is 

told in history of literature that, any nation which comes under the 

influence of an alien country, the resultant change is effected through the 

impact of alien ideas on human life and literature. The Iranian cultural 

impact on the Arabs got initiated through the translation of advices and 

admonitions originating from Persian, and allied languages. Translation 

got impetus owing to the interplay of various socio-cultural factors 

prevailing at that time. In order to expand the discussion, the major 

factors and motives underlying translated works are discussed below: 

 

1- Impartial Service to Science and Literature 

There have always been people who were aware of the importance of 

science in removing the ill effects of ignorance, appreciate it and hold it 

high in esteem. This belief in science and knowledge is also a part of 

sound morality. So these people did not want the treasure of thought and 

literature to be left to carelessness and forgetfulness, because they 



believed that the value of light remains attached to brilliant objects. A 

number of them felt that it was their duty to translate the precious 

advices from Persian into Arabic, so that their contemporaries and the 

readers of the Holy Qur’ān could benefit from it. Their main motivation 

was their love for the dissemination of knowledge and guidance through 

literature and culture in order that it may become a ladder for the 

upliftment of the intellect and for sharpening the power of thought and 

eloquence. In this connection Dr. Muh ammad Muhammadī             [  	�k�
x	k�] says: 

 "        ¡�� v$�
 $J L<�$ �?©�� �� �
 V-! #,U          �J,�< v$��<! 4��5 ��
 ��5,�,� L�! �     ��r��! �K � 
    �¡�� F! J,=@�s       � ���O,� �� � ���U f�7$����              ��@N �! ��
 #,���� ª�,�rM � g�-�- f�7	��

gk?5 �3�B �� vJ,
 �K dJ! �3�B ".   

“It would be better to refer to a clear issue regarding the translation 

of these topics into Arabic. The aim behind the translation of the words 

of Khusru Anūshīrwān       [ ������!�"� �#$���] and the political or 

governmental events and admonitions related to him was merely of a 

literary aspect and not scientific.”7  

The mixture of the different motivations behind the said translation is 

a deterrent which prevents from pointing to any particular motivation. 

But this does not minimize the value and importance of the factors 

relating to love of wisdom and a service to wisdom and literature. 

Undoubtedly, giving service to science and intensifying the beauty of 

literature and unwinding the hidden intelligence of man had been the 

incentive for translating a great volume of these precious pearls into Arabic 

language                               [  �kr�!� ���� �    �7	�B� «�M �76�U�� L�,��! ]. “Knowledge is the 

lost object of a Mu’min (believer). He grabs it from wherever it is 

found.”8  

It can, perhaps, be considered a characteristic point of admonitions 

that they ought to be correct and encompassing. One of the conditions 

of advices is that the subject should be universal, their meanings should 

be correct and conformed in such a manner that they become a source of 

advice and admonition simultaneously to Arabs, Persians, Greeks and 

Turks. For the same reason the Arabs also endeavoured to extract and 



support the advices from whatever sources they could get. The main 

emphasis was on the pursuit of truth. The Hadīth refers to two important 

issues: Firstly, the intense need of a Mu’min (believer) for good advices 

which are supposed to be his or her last pursuit. Secondly, the sources of 

advices are unlimited and are not dependent on any particular person or 

community. Similarly, in distinguishing between good and bad and in 

discerning wisdom from foolishness, he picks up all the thoughts which 

are correct and precious in his point of view; whatever be the source. 

The purposes of translation are two-fold; the first is to present the 

writers’ works in any language which can be understood by others, and 

the second is to respond to the literature-lovers’ interest. 

2- Social and Political Conditions During the Abbāsīd Caliphate 

Looking at the history of the Abbāsīd Caliphate, the extent of the 

transformation and of the change that took place in the appearance and 

contents during the Umayyad era is obvious. Al-Jāhiz  [ C!�M� ]  says: 

"���-!�U �-$�N m�3��! y
 ���J� �
!�5£ �
�5 �!��� y
 ���J � ".  

 “The government of the Abbāsīd was Khurāsānī Persian and that of 

the Umayyad was Biyabani Arabī (Bedouin Arabic).”9   

The Abbāsīd followed the footsteps of the Sāsānīd. The influence of 

the Sāsānīd is manifested in many political and social styles of the 

Abbāsīd. Al-Jāhiz  [ ���C!�M� ] has pictured the impressionability of Banī 

Abbās by the Sāsānīd in these words: 

"   5¥! ¬,? £	3�� �     ̀ �¥! >7 !,��Q ^� ® >B�   � ��^ }    W��5 �           � ��r?k�! � ��?�! ��!,�O ��6�U£ >  � 
���! � ����! o���� �5��! �-�- � � ���W�?�	B g?5 $�=�OH! � �WpU �@3� %Q e!&�� � ".  

 “We must begin our discussion with the kings of Iran who were the 

pioneers in this field and we took up the rules of government and 

administration from them. We learnt how to handle people. The 

management and administration were taken from them.”10  

The Persian advices are a product of the social and the political 

conditions prevailing in the Sāsānīd period. The formation of similar 

conditions in the first phase of the Abbāsīd rule demanded that a similar 

kind of literature with similar motives and source basis began to arise as 



well since advices always impress the heart and please the mind. While 

explaining the motive of the Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] in translation of 

Kalīlat wa Dimnat [ �����J � ���??Q] from Pahlavī Persian to Arabic, Dr. 

Muh ammad Nabīh Hijāb [#�GM �� 	k�] says: 

"    � x&���! #J¥! �� uC              ?=�� ® ����J � ��??Q #���Q �3@�! v67 } >B��N        ���B,5! L�� ��
 ¯
��?�!  � $,=��!    ,B�� ,7 �         � ��D L5 `	�N ��?�! v£�@� �£       o�*��! v£��@� �£ �      � ��k?�� o|��N  

 �?���! � ,W?�! #��r�! �7�� ��Q �� � ".  

 “He has used the proverbial literature and translated Kalīlah wa 

Dimnah [ %���&' � %�����
] so as to strengthen the weakness of the Abbāsīd 

Caliph, Al-Manşūr, [(�)�����] and make him understand his faults. He had 

hoped the Caliph would read the book and turn back from his wrong 

path. He also hoped that the people would read it and become angry at 

the Caliph and his cruelty. However, the book is witty and 

entertaining.”11 

It is clear that behind the social and political life during the Abbāsīd 

period, which was largely influenced by the Sāsānīd administration and 

their social life, there were many Iranian counsels and thoughts which 

Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘, Al-Bilādhurī, Hasan Ibn Al-Sahl                      [   � ���@�! L�
!
 � x$^E3��!   %W���! L�
! L��M ] and others had translated from Persian into Arabic 

on politics and on collective and moral issues. “The most obvious proof 

of this statement is the fact that these translations were appreciated 

greatly by the kings, their ministers, writers and the masses.”12  

3- Response to the Demands for Arts and Intellect of the Time 

A survey of history in the field of arts clearly indicates that every 

period of the time had a particular cultural climate which made that era 

distinct from the earlier ones. The intermingling of intellectual and 

cultural relations of different communities, resulted in new types of 

literature. People with the ability to translate literature, took up the task 

of translating valuable books. Nowadays, much attention is paid to 

translation of foreign stories. This special attention is nothing but an 

appreciation of the art of story-writing in the modern age. It is not an 

exaggeration to say that the beginning of the Abbāsīd period played a 

very active role in the translation of Persian literature into Arabic. Those 



who were responsible for the spread of literature were ministers, scribes, 

advisors and scholars in the court of the Abbāsīds. They gave so much 

reverence to these translations that it created a great interest amongst 

Arabs for reading them.  

Another factor which led to an increased interest in the translation of 

Persian books into Arabic was the status of a scribe.  

“The position of a scribe demanded that he must have an open culture 

and a deep intellect because the scribes were responsible for conveying 

the contents of letters meant for the rulers and for sending replies as 

well. Hence it was necessary for them to know Arabic thoroughly and to 

be well-versed in Persian literature. Thus they paid full attention to the 

Arabic wisdom as well as the Persian advice. They studied the history of 

Persians and Arabs and acquired the wise words of the orthodox Caliphs 

and Aktham Ibn Al-Şaifī [ h��Q! >! L��
���!P�= ] on one hand and also learnt the 

great Advices of Khusru Anūshīrawān           [�!����<,�! �����U] and 

Buzurgmihr [ $&
°�W� ] on the other hand.”13 

Moreover, the nature of the literary topics, especially that of the 

Persian Words of Wisdom and Advice was well in harmony with the 

nature of the Arabs in terms of their view of simplicity and adaptability 

to practical matters. In the words of Ahmad Al-Amīn [��H! 	l!] is, 

"   3�B¥! ��N�@h�! V?@� ���             � ��± !,��5 � � �̈|��£ >r�! !,?@� #���! �� �   ���-! �      ��¢ ��hQ£ �7,D�
���?��! !,D���-!� ²�-�¥! `,@5 �� #�O£ �³¥ ® �7�J��5! ´�! `�h�¥�
 �,r� �� �3<£ P7 � ". 

 “When various cultures were translated into Arabic they also 

included the advice and made much efforts to understand them and get 

pleasure more than philosohpy from them because the Persian proverbs 

were nearer to the sayings prevalent among them.”14  

Briefly it can be said that the main cause of translation of Persian 

books into Arabic was that they were appreciated by the Arabs of those 

days. Otherwise what else could have been the cause of this large 

number of Persian books and periodicals to be translated into Arabic? 

With the passage of time, some of the translated pieces have been 

destroyed. 



 

4- Support Extended by the Caliphs and Ministers  

The aid and incentive given by the Caliphs and their ministers to the 

practice of translating from Persian to Arabic was so great that it created 

a field of competition wherein the translators were able to exhibit their 

literary talents by translating the precious pearls from the treasures of 

Iranian culture which, of course, was difficult for many of them. The 

principal reason of the said support was that the heads of Arab 

governments, right from the Caliphs to the ministers and the advisors, 

were in need of learning the methods of politics and public 

administration. They were made aware of this necessity for they had to 

manage the state and public affairs. The translators had also tried to 

discover their own missing cultural heritage. In this way they kept track 

of the cultural heritage of the Iranian nation when their political, social, 

and military functioning had been disorganised. Regarding the 

requirements of the rulers of that time for the books translated from 

Persian, Dr. Muh ammad Muh ammadī [x	k� 	k�] says: 

 "     �7 �
�Y J$���-J o��� L�! �
         �V�-�- � V��,rM #�
 $J $�µ d gI          � >�?5 F! gI��7 �U��< � 
       $!�O #�5 e�qrM m��-J $J #J!s                  T�¤ � ����F ¶��!$ f�W*��!J F! f! ��5,k\ J,�U ��Q VN�

�7�N ·!�� F! f! v	k5¸J,
 f�*
 ".   

“In this way, the Arab rulers gained a lot of experience in the matter 

of administration, Politics, Arts, Science which, in itself, was the sum 

total of the wisdom of the time, i.e. the cultural heritage of the entire 

humanity.”15  

The Caliphs’ attention to translation started from the time of Al-

Manşūr [$,=��!]. Dr. Muhammad Muh ammadī [x	k� 	k�] says: 

"                �³K � J��³ �$! !$ ���¡��� ��Q J,�
 f! ��?U ���¹ $,=��         �b���,� F! !$ º��±��Q �! f!��
 � 
g��$ ,�f,?± 	�J�Q �¡�� b���- � ".  

 “Manşūr [(�)���&] was the first Caliph to remunerate translators who 

could translate Greek, Roman, Pahlavī and Syrian books.”16  

The translation of books from the Persian language got maximum 

attention and support especially from Caliph Hārūn Al-Rashīd [ ��$����7



	��<��!]. He had an unfathomable interest in Iranian literature and for this 

reason he selected mostly Iranian teachers for tutoring his children. Al-

Kasā’ī [ PI���r�!] was one of them. Ibn Abī Al-Hadīd [  	��	�! 4! L�
!] says: “Hārūn 

Al-Rashīd [	<��! ��$�7] told Al-Kasā’ī [ ��r�!PI ]: 

"    � +&l L
 P?5 ��  ¬��??M£ 	O                  � ��Wq�5£ $���<¥! L�� ���"��N � ���_ ��?3� Lr� » x6�! q%�!     L�� � 
� �EU¥! L-�� �W�¡£ «�J�M¥! 	�z! � m���! #!J¼
 ���Q!^ � ".  

 O, ‘Alī Ibn H �amzah [ *��� ��� +���,- ] we have given you a position which 

you could not have reached by yourself. So collect the best of poetry and 

the purest of moral sayings so as to read for us. Also recite Indian and 

Iranian words of wisdom to us.”17 

Attention to translation reached its climax at the time of Ma’mūn Al-

Rashīd [ ���u	��<��! �,� ]. “Al-Ma’mūn [ ���!u�,� ] established a college for translators in 

Baghdād which was an extension of the Bait Al-H ikmah (  ���kr�! V��
 
House of Knowledge) founded by Hārūn Al-Rashīd [	��<��! ��$���7]. Ma’mūn 

Al-Rashīd [ ����u	���<��! �,� ] had granted much favour to this college and 

appointed Sahl Ibn Al-Hārūn [  %W��-! L��
��z!��$� ] as its principal.”18 Ma’mūn 

Al-Rashīd [ ���u	��<��! �,� ] was very much impressed by Iranian writings and 

had much valued the translations there-of. Al-Mubarrad [ �!��"3J� ] in his work 

called Al-Fādil [%����!] says: 

"�         ��
 ��!,�! >?�� ��£ �,�u�! �£ f���–          v���� ��k?�� �k5 ��u- 	O � –          %�B � �! #���Q ��k?�� �£ 
� �<J$£ 	W5 �I�@� �£ � � ��! ���J � �??Q #��Q ���� � ".  

 “It has been said when Al-Wāthiq Billāh’s [  .��� /�0����] teacher asked Al-

Ma’mūn what to teach him, he (Al-Ma’mūn ����1��& ) replied: Teach him the 

Book of Allāh and the reading of the charter of Ardishīr and the 

recitation of Kalīlah wa Dimnah [ ���
%�&' � % ].”19  

The ministers in the court of the Abbāsīd Caliphs too worked in order 

to enrich Persian and to accelerate translations. They always wanted to 

revive the works of their forefathers and to show respect to them by 

renewing and spreading their literature. They intended to educate people 

with these wise counsels so that the government   could function on these 

policies. In fact, the revival of the said counsels was like giving life to 

the past glory of Iran which had vanished through time. Once it is 

recollected that the Barmakīs used to collect around them everyone that 



was able to serve the Iranian culture and the Sāsānīd heritage. The same 

motivation caused them to embrace Abān Al-Lāhiqī [  ����
!�!P��@ME ] when he 

versified Kalīlah wa Dimnah [ ��??Q�����J � � ] for them and gave him and his 

family all benefits and opportunities. The motive of Yahyā Al-Barmakī 

[  P����!P��r�S ], Al-Khālid’s [ �!	���� ], son who gave court honour to Fad l Ibn 

Al-Sahl [   %|�N!  L�
 ��!%W� ] was that he had translated a book from Persian to 

Arabic for him. When  Yah yā Al-Barmakī [   P���! P�r�S ] found out that Fad l 

Ibn Al-Sahl [   %|�N!  L�
! ��%W� ] had understood the contents of that book well 

and had translated it so beautifully, he was surprised at his talents. It is 

important to know that most of the Caliphs of that era showed their 

concern to Persian Wisdom and Advices and acted the same as Hārūn 

Al-Rashīd [  	�<��! ��$��7] and Ma’mūn Al-Rashīd [  ��u 	�<��! �,� ]. Moreover, most 

of the ministers, like Barmakīs and those belonging to the family of Al-

Fadl [ �!%|��� ] were Iranians and they never lagged behind in serving and 

supporting the Iranian culture and its propagators. One should realize the 

significant influence of the Abbāsīd Caliphs and ministers on the 

movement of translation from Persian into Arabic. 

The prominent Iranian translators and their works : 

Everyone who considers the personality of those who had participated 

in the movement of translation in that period, has no doubt that the 

pioneers in the field of translation and its preservers were Iranian. There 

are two reasons for this claim: 

1- The job of translating Persian language to Arabic required people 

who had a deep knowledge of both these languages and, for various 

reasons, they happened to be Iranians because, though the Arabs were 

successful warriors and expert politicians and also had much attachment 

to their religion and language they did not have the urge to learn the 

Persian language. 

2- As it has been mentioned under ‘The Motives of translation’ the 

most important factor which propelled the translators to work was the 

motive of reviving Iranian civilisation, thought and culture. Obviously, 

Iranians were more merited for it. 



Al-Nadīm [X	����!] has, in his book Al-Fihrist [V��-�W��!], listed names of 

those who had translated books from Persian into Arabic. His list has 

more than twenty names of those that played an outstanding part in the 

educational and cultural movement in the Abbāsīd Era. The persons who 

were named by Al-Nadīm [X	�����!] have translated different topics. 

Therefore, this section is focussed on the most reputed translators and 

the titles translated by them in the field of literature. In this brief survey 

special attention will be paid to the conditions of time and place which 

each of these authors survived and how they were influenced by the 

dominant atmosphere. 

1- Abdullāh Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘: [  �!	35!q�@�! L
� ] 

Abū ‘Amr ‘Abdullāh Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [�q�@�! L
! �!	35 ��k5,
!], was an Iranian 

whose original name was Rūzbih [�
F�$], son of Dādwaih [���J!J]. His father had 

acquired the title ‘Abdullāh Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘[  �!	35!q�@�! L
� ] when he was incharge 

of the public treasury in the city of Jor in Fārs province. He drew some amount 

from the king’s treasury for his own use. He was caught and whipped for this 

lapse. Since then his hands started trembling and could not be cured. Therefore he 

was called Al-Muqaffa‘      [�q�@�!]. He was brought up in the Zoroastrian faith. 

But, he joined the office of the Abbāsīd Caliph Al-Manşūr [$,=��!], and after 

sometime he converted himself to Islām. There is a witty story about his 

accepting the faith of Islām which shows that he was very far-sighted and a strict 

follower of his Faith. There was a very friendly relationship between Ibn Al-

Muqaffa‘ [�q�@�! L
!] and ‘Abd Al-H amīd [	k�!	35], a scribe in the service of 

Marwān Ibn Al-Muhammad [	k�! L
! �!���]. Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘[�q�@�! L
!] served as 

secretary in the court of a few rulers. They included Yazīd Ibn ‘Umar Ibn Al-

Hubairah [ 	�&�! �3z! L
�k5 L
+ ] (the last Umayyad governor in Kirmān), and ‘Īsā Ibn 

‘Alī, [  P�5!P?5 L
 ] (another governor of Kirmān). 

   As the representative of ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Alī               [   P�?5 L�
! �! 	�35], 

he imposed his conditions upon Al-Manşūr [$,=����!] the ‘Abbāsīd Caliph  

and displayed so much intelligence that there was no way for Al-Manşūr 

[ $,=���!] but to make use of him to act against Abdullāh Ibn ‘Alī   [  	�35  L�
! �! 
P��?5]. Al-Manşūr [$,=����!] was looking forward to an opportunity to punish 

him and also to enlist him as the head of enemy’s vanguard. Karl 



Bruklaman [����k?Q��
 `$���Q] says: “Al-Manşūr [$,=����!] ordered the governor 

of Başrah, Sufyān Ibn Mu‘āwīyah Al-Muhallabī [ �����-L��
! ������� ���q?W�! � ] to 

execute Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [  ��q�@�! L�
!] in the year (142 A.H. / 759 A.D.).”20 But 

it is understood from the words of Al-Nadīm [X	����!] that Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ 

[�q�@�! L
!] was not killed at the instance of Al-Manşūr [$,=��!]. He says: 

"  �- �?�O �"k?N             � �N,���
 � $,=��! L� ��^ �O� � $����
 �̈O�M ������ L
 ��          q%�� � v$u�h
 o�?p� >�?N 
 ��J".  

 “When Sufyān Ibn Mu‘āwīyah [ ��2���& ��� ������3% ] burned Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ 

[���4���� ����] in fire and killed him, Al-Manşūr [(�)�����] was observing the 

scene with tearful eyes. Al-Manşūr [(�)�����] did not demand blood-money 

from the executor and so his blood went in vain.”21  

The question that arises here is: How can a Caliph take action against 

a killer who had acted according to his (Caliph’s) wish?  

Our point of consideration is that, Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘     [  ��q�@�! L�
!], in the 

words of Al-Nadīm [X	����!] “was one of the translators who was an expert 

in both the languages and also an elocutionist.”22 This is not the sum 

total of his abilities. It can be said that he added new gems to the crown 

of the Arabic-Islamic culture and beautified it, by his translations and his 

works. This culture is incessantly indebted to the new wealth of 

flourishing and blossoming which Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [ ���q�@�! L��
!] bestowed 

upon it. 

Translations of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘: Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘   [����q�@�! L���
!] 
translated a number of Persian books related to royal politics (diplomacy) 

and socio-moral counsels into Arabic. His literary works, in the words of 

Muh ammad Ghufrānī Al-Khurāsānī [��-!��! �!��D 	k�] is: 

"$&
s        ��7�N �J ��Q V-! f! v$,Q L���¸              $&
 � 	��! v	�< #�^ �K $J g�-$�N � d��5 s L���� 
�d�5 � g-$�N ����B �Q V-! fJ�$ V-! f$�B �K $J ���r� ".  

 “The biggest furnace in which the two cultures of Persian and Arabic 

have melted in it and the biggest river in which Persian and Arabic flow 

together in equal measure in it.”23  

It has been mentioned in Al-Fihrist [V��-�W��!] that : “Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ 

[ ���q�@�! L��
!] translated a number of Persian books on literature including 



(Kalīlah wa Dimnah ?Q��?�����J � � ), Al-Adab Al-Kabīr  [ H!�3��r�! #J ], Adab Al-

Şaghīr [��=���! #J!],and Al-Yatīmah fī Al-Rasā’īl [ ��k��!�%I���-��! } ].”24 The 

following are some of the other books of literature translated by him : 

A- Khudāināmah [�����!	U]:  

Al-Nadīm says: “ this book has been named Sīyar Al-Mulūk Al-

Furas [ m�����! ¬,?�!���-] after translation.”25 Noeldeke [���Q	?�] says that 

“Unfortunately Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘s [����q�@�! L���
!] translation of the book 

Khudāināmah [��������!	U] has disappeared (lost). Similarly the original 

Pahlavī version of this book is also not traceable except fragments in the 

works of the later writers, especially in Al-Aghānī [����DH!] of H amzat Al-

Işfahānī [ &��l+��W����H! ] wherein it is mentioned that the date of its writing 

goes back to (350 A.H.).”26 

B- Ā’īn Nāmah [ KI���� � ]: It contains the words and rituals of kings.  

C- Kitāb Al-Tāj fī Sīrah Anūshīrwān                           [    ��- } �����! #���Q+ 
�!��<,�!]. 

D- Tansar or Tansarnāmah [ ���������� ���������� ]. It should be emphasised 

that only a little part of the total translations of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [  ��q�@�! L�
!] is 

available today which includes Kalīlah wa Dimnah, Al-Adab Al-Kabīr, 

Al-Adab Al-Şaghīr and Al-Yatīmah fī Al-Rasā’īl  

 [ ??Q���J � � � H!�3r�! #J�  H!��=�! #J � k��!�%I�-��! } ] . 

 From his other works only some scattered and worn out fragments 

have remained and most of his original works have disappeared.  

2- Muhammad Ibn Al-Jahm Al-Barmakī 

[  	k�! L
C!Pr�S�! >W ] 

Biography of Ibn Al-Jahm [>��WC! L��
!] is in the era of ambiguity. In the 

view of Karl Brukalman [ �����k?Q��
 `$����Q ]: “He was one of the 

contemporaries of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘   [  ��q�@�! L�
!] who was also killed in the 

year (142 A.H./759 A.D.).”27 Ibn Al-Khallikān [ q?�! L��
!����r ] who lived 

during the reign of the ‘Abbāsīd Caliph Mu‘taşim [>=�����] who became 

Caliph in (218 A.H.) says:  
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u� � ...	k� �?U � ". 

“Mu‘taşim became very angry with Muh�ammad Ibn Jahm Al-Barmakī 

[  � ��56   +�7&�8�� 9�:; �� ] and ordered Ibn Abī Al-Dawād [ '��' <� ���] to execute 

him. But he was in favour of Barmakī, yet he saw no escape as 

Barmakī’s neck was on the gallows and a sword had also been raised for 

beheading him. Therefore he told Mu‘taşim [9)��	�&]: “If you kill him, how 

can you obtain his wealth? Mu‘taşim [9)��	�&] said: Who can dare prevent 

me from it? He replied: God Almighty prevents this deed, the Holy 

Prophet (PBUH) has disallowed this deed; and the sense of justice of 

your honour will also disallow it. This pleased him and Muh�ammad [���56] 

was saved.”28  

It seems Ibn Al-Jahm [ >��WC! L��
!] had an ill-humoured nature and a 

disreputable character. The effects of this humour were manifested in his 

lust for position, narrow-mindedness, unreasonaable demands and sins. 

These habits were seen amply on his heinous face. It is well expressed in 

the words of Ibn Al-Qutaibah [ 3�@�! L
!� ]. 

"       `�@N >WC! L
 	k� ���À �Q^ :      ���� } �O !̈	M£ �kp� »             � �v��D L�5 ��N �kp���
 �?�*�� H� �
       �� �B�M } >q?r�H � � ��	=� ��<H          � ���� ��GM `,Á��! L@?� H� � �
 e"�8        %I����! g�?5 ¯���� � 

����M #�
 ".  

 “Thamāmah [ =>��&� ] had described Muh �ammad Ibn Al-Jahm [ ���� ���56

9��:?�] in this way: He never allowed anybody to have a look at his 

property except when he wanted to divert his attention; he never 

recommended for a friend,  he never responded to the need of even a 

dear friend. He always exhibited his stinginess and disappointed even 

the alms-seekers.”29  

He belongs to the Barmakīs who held high positions in the reign of 

Abbāsīd. This is a part of their fabrications. Al-Nadīm [X	����!] considers 

him “one of those writers who had translated Persian books into Arabic 

and entitled him as one of the Iranian translators.”30 



Translated Works of Muhammad Ibn Jahm Al-Barmakī [ L��
! 	��k�
  P�r�S�! >�WB]: “It is understood from Brukalman that Ibn Al-Jahm [  >�WC! L�
!] 
translated some books.”31 But it is indisputable that he was the translator 

of Khudāināmah [�������!	U] which had also been translated by Ibn Al-

Muqaffa‘[���q�@�! L��
!]. Hamzat Al-Işfahānī [ &��l+! ��W����H ] says: “ When he 

wanted to write the history of Iranian kings, he found eight references in 

this regard. One of them was “Sīyar Al-Mulūk Al-Furas [m�����! ¬,?�!���-], 

a translated work of Muh ammad Ibn Jahm Al-Barmakī        [    >�WB L�
! 	�k�
Pr�S�!].”32 

3- Zādwaih Ibn Shāhwaih Işfahānī 

[  ���J!F!��W��! ��,7�< L
 ] 

Zādwaih Ibn Shāhwaih Işfahānī [   ����J!F!   ��W���! ��,7��< L�
 ] was one of those 

who had translated Persian works into Arabic. According to Brukalman, 

“he was one of the contemporaries of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [ ���q�@�! L��
!].”33 

Hamzat Al-Işfahānī [  &�l+ ��W���H! ] says: “Zādawaih [ ����J!F] son of Shāhwaih 

[��,7���<], is one of those persons who have provided the Arabic translation 

of Khudāināmah            [ ������!	U] which was titled Sīyar Al-Mulūk Al-

Furas [m���! ¬,?�!�-] after translation.”34 

4- Ahmad Al-Bilādhurī [ 	l!x$^E3�! ] 

Ahmad Al-Bilādhurī [  x$^E3��! 	�l!] is Yah yā Ibn Al-Jābir’s             [  P��
!  �
��C! L�
 ] son and his nicknames are Abū ‘Abbās Abū Bakr [  �r
,�
! m��35,
!] 

Abū Al-H asan [L����!,
!] and Abū Al-Ja‘far [���C!,��
!]. “His respected grand-

father Jābir [�
���B] was a scribe in the service of Al-‘Khaşīb’ [o=���!], the 

governor of Mişr (Egypt). He himself belonged to the Iranian origin.”35 

Ahmad Al-Bilādhurī [x$^E3���! 	��l!] was brought up in Baghdād and was 

one of the advisers of ‘Abbāsīd Caliph Al-Mutawakkil ‘Alallāh [  �qQ,��!  P�?5 %
�!]. 

Al-Nadīm [X	��!] says: 

"         � ����£ �UK m,-� � � ���!$ !̈�5�< ��Q �         N ���� � ����-$�k3�! } "	*�N  ���      ���-,-� o3�- � 
 �N��� �D g?5 $^E3�! �� #�< ��£". 



 “He was a Rāwī poet. In the last days of his life, he had developed 

brain disabilidy and died in hospital. The reason of his temptatian was 

that he had an Bilādhur’s dates.”36  
 

Al-Yāqūt [ �,O���!] says: “Ahmad Al-Bilādhurī              [  x$^E3��! 	�l!] died 

at the end of Al-Mu‘tamid’s [ �!	k�� ] reign.”37 

According to Ismā‘īl Al-Baghdādī [xJ!	���3�! %��5��!], “his death and the 

death of the ‘Abbāsīd Caliph was simultanous, that is, (279 A.H.).”38  

Al-Bilādhurī [x$^E3���!] left some translation works behind. Al-Nadīm 

[X	����!] considered “Al-Bilādhurī [x$^E3���!] one of the translators of Persian 

literature into Arabic”39 and thus it is obvious that he did translate some 

Persian books into Arabic though “none of these translations are now 

traceable.”40 But This is an established fact that he had translated the 

adventures of Ardishīr [���<J$!] into Arabic verse. This version is also not 

available. 

5- Hasan Ibn Al-Sahl [  L�M!%W��! L
 ]:  

 Al-H asan [L����!] was the son of Al-Sahl’s [%W����!]. Al-Jahishyārī 

[x$�*��WC!] in the biography of Al-Hasan’s [L����!] brother Fad l Ibn Sahl 

Dhurrīyāsatain [  %|��N! ����-����!�^ %W��- L��
 ], mentioned that he was from a 

village in Al-Sīb Al-A‘lā [  ��!"� P�?5H! o ] known as Al-Şābirnītā [ ����
�=��!]. Al-

Jahishyārī [x$�*��WC!] narrates “how Al-Sahl [%W����!], father of Hasan and 

Al-Fadl [ �!%|��� ], who was a Dhurrīyāsatain [����-����!�^], converted to Islām 

by Salām Ibn Al-Faraj [  eE��-!������! L��
 ], who was a slave of Yahyā Al-

Barmakī [  P�r�S�! P�� ], son of Al-Khālid  [ 	����!]. Al-Sahl [ %W���!] was very 

intimate with the Barmakīs and obtained all opportunities and facilities 

from them. His position among the Barmakīs gave him opportunities 

whereby he pushed his sons Al-Sahl [ !%W���� ] and Al-Fadl [ �!%|��� ] and Al-

Hasan [ L���!] forward. Fadl Ibn Sahl [   %W�- L�
! %|�N] came into the service of 

Fadl Ibn Al-Ja‘far [  %|��N! �����C! L��
 ] and served him faithfully. Similarly 

Hasan Ibn Al-Sahl [   L��M!  %W���! L�
 ] served Al-‘Abbās [ m��3��!], Fadl Ibn Al-

Yahyā’s [   %|�N!  P�8�! L�
 ] son. Al-Ma’mūn [  ��!u�,� ] made his brother Al-H asan 

[L����!] his minister after the killing of Fadl Ibn Sahl Dhurrīyāsatain                               

[   %|�N!   ���-����!�^ %W�- L�
 ] and married his daughter Pūrān [ �!$,��]. It is said that 



Al-H asan [L����!] remained minister until he became a lunatic. Apparently 

he died around (235A.H.).”41  

Al-Nadīm [ X	���!] observes: “Hasan Ibn Al-Sahl               [   L��M!  %W���! L�
 ] was 

one of the letter-writers whose works have been mentioned in Ikhtīyār al-

Manz ūm wa al-Manthūr [ $,��h��!� e,���!$����U!] by Ah mad Ibn Abī Ţāhir Al-

Ţaifūr        [    $,��p�! �7��� 4! L�
! 	�l!] and ‘Iqd Al-Farīd [ 	�����!	@5] by Ah mad Ibn 

Muh ammad Ibn ‘Abdrabbih [ "
$	35 L
! 	k� L
	l!� ]. ”42 

Al-Jāhiz  [�M���C!] mentioned in Istiţālat al-Fahm     [ ��p���-!�>��W��! ] that 

“Hasan Ibn Al-Sahl [  L���M!%W����! L��
 ] had translated a part of Jāwīdān-i-

Khirad [J���U �!	�����B] from Persian into Arabic.”43 Anyhow, H asan Ibn Al-

Sahl     [   L��M!  %W���! L�
 ], according to Al-Nadīm [ X	���!], was “one of those 

who had translated Persian literature into Arabic.”44 

Many books on logic, Mā ba‘d Al-Ţabī‘āt [    ��3p�! 	��
 ����� ] (metaphysics), 

medicine, engineering, arithmetic, astronomy, astrology, chemistry, 

physics etc. were translated from Persian into Arabic by the above 

mentioned Iranians. Their translated volumes covered various sciences 

of great countries and the works of all the prominent scholars of the 

ancient countries and cities like India, Greece and Alexandria etc. As 

these scientific and philosophical works came into the hands of Iranian 

Muslims, they studied them and did a systematic research on them. In 

this way, they became acquainted with Greek, Indian, and Iranian 

sciences. After extensive discussions and experiences they invented new 

techniques and terminology. In this way Iranian scholars did a great 

service to the Arabic language and literature through several works of 

‘translation’ mentioned above. 
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                                        Chapter III 

The Contributions of Iranian scholars to Arabic Prose 

Before the advent of Islam, the Arabs had relations with the 

neighbouring tribes like the Tubba‘ān [������3�] in the south and the 

Mundharīyān [���$6����] and Ghassānīyān [�������D] in the north of the 

Arabian peninsula and because of trading somehow, they established 

minimal correspondence with one another which benefited them 

mutually. However, the Arabs in general were comparatively less 

acquainted with education. Their literacy rate was low and their writings 

were insignificant. Ibn Al-Qutaibah [   L�
!�!��3�@� ] remarks that “at the time of 

the advent of Islam only seventeen males and very few females knew 

how to write.”1 



Quraish [T����O] was the most powerful tribe among the Arabs but the 

number of literates was very low among them, and despite the progress 

made by Iran and Byzantium in the field of art at that time, writing did 

not exist among the Arabs. 

Some of the researchers like Theodor Nicholson believed that “during 

the dark days Arabs were of course aware of poetry or verse and they 

were also singing songs but they had not understood the techniques of 

prose writing and had not benefited from it, because, in every 

community, verse precedes prose. Since poetry is the language of dreams 

and prose is the language of the mind, there is no doubt that the 

development of dreams in individuals and communities always begins 

before the development of mind.”2 

Some others like Dr. Zakī Mubārak [¬$�3� PQF] believes: 

"                        ��7,N�5 �£ #����! �$���B ´��! >��¥! ��hQ£ 	��5 !̈J,�B,� y��! �h��! ��Q �=��! ��^ } �
��Q       � ���,�! � �=�! � J,�z! � m��                  �hQu�
 JE��! %�3O y���! ��h� >�¥! �?�� �,r� �£ `,@� ¦� � 

§ L����O ��k¤ JE�! 	�
 yN �h� #��?� �,r�H Ä ���O ��". 

 “That Arabs of the pre-Islamic period also knew the techniques of 

prose, because according to him, it is unbelievable that while the 

Iranians, Indians, Egyptians and the Greeks knew prose writing since 

the fifth century B.C; Arabs did not know the same in the fifth century 

A.D.”3  

Anīs Al-Muqaddasī, [   P��-	@�! ¦���! ] one of the contemporary ‘Arab 

researchers, has discussed and sought out this issue in his precious book 

‘Taţawwur Al-Asālīb Al-Nathrīyah’ [ "��h��! o��-H! $,p�� ]. 

He has presented useful information on the basis of authentic sources 

like the ones quoted by ancient writers, or as derived from the Holy 

Qur’ān. The main points of the said book are as below: 

1- “The age of ignorance preceding the advent of Islām did possess a 

kind of rhymed prose which was used by the priestly class and religious 

institutions and hence it was known as ‘Saj‘-i-Kuhhān’ [ ��"WQ �G��-�� ]. It was 

of soft style which resembled the Sūrahs (chapters) of the Holy Qur’ān, 

especially the preliminary Sūrahs. And it was this similarity and 



proximity which had made some of the Arabs allege that the Holy 

Prophet (PBUH) was a Kāhin (soothsayer). This rhymed prose was a 

link between poetry and simple prose but had not at all attained the status 

of a standard  prose writing. 

2- It can be deduced that in this period there was a kind of simple 

prose which was devoid of all bounds and superficialities prevalent at the 

various socio-economic levels of the Arabian life, the examples of which 

can be seen in the prose of the early days of Islām. Nevertheless, Arabic 

prose writing in this age, whatever its style or custom, did not make any 

significant progress nor did it have any prominent influence upon Arabic 

life. During the entire first century of the Hijri (Islamic) Era, Arabic 

prose did not lose its simplicity. Writers expressed themselves in the 

most simple words, prevalent phrases and compositions. They did not 

make any concerted effort to make their writing attractive to classify 

their deep thoughts. In fact, Arabic prose, in those days was still passing 

through its natural course and did not possess any formal rules, nor did 

they deem it necessary to devise any linguistic convention.” 

The Period Of ‘Abd Al-Hamīd & Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘   [ L��
! � 	��k�!	35
�!��@ ]  

At the beginning of the second century, A.H. Arabic prose went 

through a change as a result of which the art of writing entered a new 

phase and adopted a method to which the Arabs were not yet 

accustomed. This great revolution left a deep impact on the Arabic 

literature during the life-time of two great writers viz. ‘Abd Al-Hamīd 

[	��k�!	35] and Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [  L��
!�!����@ ]. “Arab historians and authors 

have also considered these two scholars, especially ‘Abd Al-H amīd 

[	k�!	35], the most influential agents of the said change.”5 

‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35], who is always mentioned as a writer, had 

Iranian disposition and was one of the secretaries in the court of the 

Caliph Marwān Ibn Muh ammad [	��k� L��
! �!�����], the last Umayyad Caliph. 

“This great writer, through his new treatises written in a lively style, 

attained a high rank in the art of writing and became the founder of a 



novel school of Arabic prose and Sabk Al-Hamīdī (mode of H amīdī   �3�-
x	k�!) also became famous in the history of Arabian literature.”6  

“‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] was one of the Iranians residing in Anbār 

[$���3�!]. From there he went to Syria and began writing first under Sālim, 

the secretary to Hishām Ibn ‘Abd Al-Malik [   �?�!	�35 L�
! e�*�7], who (Sālim) 

was also an Iranian. Then, when Marwān Ibn Muh ammad          [   L�
! �!����
	��k�] was appointed chief of Armenia, [��������$!] he joined him and went 

with him to Armenia. Thereafter when Marwān Ibn Muh ammad [ L��
! �!�����
	��k�] became a Caliph, ‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] was in his service as 

before, and was working as  secretary in the court of the Caliph. But he 

was killed due to his loyalty to the Caliph.”7  

All the Islamic authors who have written about ‘Abd Al-H amīd 

[	��k�!	35] have something to say about his eloquence and his ability in the 

art of writing and have pointed out the new style introduced by him in 

Arabic prose. The method initiated by ‘Abd Al-Hamīd [	���k�!	35] in 

Arabic prose writing was so fresh and novel that some of the writers 

have considered this period as the age in which the art of Arabic writing 

actually began.  

About his ability Ibn ‘Abdrabbih [�
$	35 L
!]  said:  

]�N L� `�! 	k�!	35 ��QDE3�! e�kQ! ��*�! #�O$ �N � �WO�� %W- � ��[.            8   

“ ‘Abd Al-H�amīd [����5@��A,] was the first one who introduced eloquence 

(in prose) and simplified it.  Similarly, he freed the Arabic verses  from 

the traditional bondage.” 

And Ibn Al-Nadīm [ ! L
!X	�� ] said :  

 ]%-���! } �DE3�! %3- %W- x6�! ,7 � ®!,�&� ��@��p� � �,?-���! 6U![.  9
         

“ ‘Abd Al-H�amīd [�����5@��A,] was the one who made the path of 

eloquence easy in respect of the art of letter-writing.  The scribes 

imitated his style in correspondence.” 

Others have also said similar things about him. ‘Abd Al-H amīd 

[	��k�!	35] became so well known and his prestige spread to such an extent 

that it was reflected in the works of ‘Arab writers. ‘Abd Al-H amīd 

[	��k�!	35] uplifted Arabic literature, which was the consequence of the 



simple ‘Arab environment of that time and decorated it with the beauty 

and spirit of words that, appear very natural and charming. Moreover he 

followed special norms and traditions in correspondence. Consequently, 

he introduced a new method of writing which was very new for the 

‘Arabs and proved a novelty for them. Obviously, it also astonished his 

contemporaries and made them praise it. It also made scribes and 

correspondents imitate his style. In this way its importance and 

popularity was reflected in Arabic literature. A research into the factors 

leading to this change will bring to light many points in the history of 

Iranian and Islamic culture. It is certain that the birth of the technique of 

Arabic prose writing is the result of several factors which should be 

sought both in the change which had taken place within the language and 

out of its interaction with the ‘Arab environment. Merely the study of the 

history of ‘Arabs and a research into the quality of the Arabic prose in 

the pre-Islamic as well as the beginning of Islamic Era will not be 

enough to show the origin and the causes of it. Rather it is necessary to 

refer to the history and civilisation of Iran and, similarly, to the civil 

administration of Islām and its historical roots. Fortunately the 

authorities in history too offer us valuable information. Historian Abū 

Hilāl Al-‘Askarī [   x�r����! `E�7 ,�
!] is of the opinion that the softness which 

‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] employed in Arabic prose, became the cause of 

this great change which was derived from the softness of Persian 

language and literature. In this connection he says: “Anyone who uses 

each and every word of his language in the finest possible way gains a 

similar proficiency when he works for any other language. Don’t you 

observe that the writer ‘Abd Al-Hamīd [	��k�!	35] who has left ideas in the 

art of writing for the future generation had extracted the beauties from 

the Fārsī language and then turned them into Arabic?”10 

In order to understand the extent of Persian influence on Arabic prose, 

it is necessary to look at the method of Iranian writing in the Sāsānīd Era 

in terms of the details available from historical sources.  

Methods of Writing in Sāsānīd Period 



In the Sāsānīd period the status of scribes and secretaries at 

government levels were meant for nobles and high class persons. Yet it 

should be borne in mind that mere nobility of race was not enough for 

attaining the said status. Appropriate ability and knowledge in the field 

of writing was a must. Therefore, for taking the responsibility of a 

secretarial job, it was necessary to learn the essentials at a particular 

academy and to acquire the needed fluency in speaking and writing. One 

of the reforms made by Khusru Anūshīrwān [�!������<,�! �������U 

79A.H./531A.D.] after the removal of the disturbance of Mazdak [¬J&���] 
was “the order that the children of the noble class, especially those who 

had become orphans after the killing of their fathers, should be sent to 

centres of learning so that they could learn knowledge and culture and 

become fit for working at the court.”11 As mentioned by Firdausī 

[P��-�J�N], Ardishīr Bābakān [����r
�
 ���<J$! 41A.H./226A.D.] had made “it a 

rule always to protect and safeguard the best writers in his court. He used 

to send those who were very weak in penmanship to the charged affairs 

of the governors.”12 From this it is understood that the secretaries were 

graded according to the level of their ability. 

Historian Ah mad Ibn ‘Alī Al-Qalqashandī            [ �! x	�*�@?@     P�?5 L�
! 	�l!] 
has elaborated on this point: 

"                     �������! >WÁ�<!,� � #��"�r�! ·!	�M£ ��kY >7	��5 ��
��r�! �3�$ ��N�� m���! ¬,?�! V��Q �
        >³�8���
 �
��r�! (�-R$ ����u� � �?�! `�k5¥           ��
 ������� #��3��
 "��O£ P�$ LkN�      ��?�! ��u�� qÄ 
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     � `�k5¥! } >z�k��-! � �        e	��! } >W�?q@�� �            �� `��M L�� >n��@3� $	�O P�?5
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 “Since the kings of Iran appreciated the job of secretaries and were 

giving them high positions, they expected those who wanted to enter the 

court to be subjected initially to a test by the court managers and if 

found fit they were first sent to obtain local knowledge. Thereafter, they 

were promoted gradually from one post to another until they reached the 

highest rank in the court of the state.”13 

Apart from some special knowledge which was essential from the 

technical viewpoint, the secretaries of the court were also required to be 

acquainted sufficiently with contemporary art and culture. 



Aptitude for Art 

The writers of the Sāsānīd period, especially the court scribes, have 

imparted distinction to their works. Accordingly they have given greater 

attention not only to the beauty of paper, ink and attractiveness of letters 

but have also endeavoured to hide the  meaning skillfully behind the 

words they used in a novel  manner. 

This enthusiasm for art had attracted the attention of ‘Arabs in the 

Islamic era in a big way, as has been pointed out by some authors of that 

period. Al-Jāhiz  [�M���C!] in his book ‘Al-Haiwān [�!,���!] has quoted 

Ibrāhīm Sindī       [x	���- >7!���
!] who showed his displeasure over the 

punctilious attention by Zanādiqah ( ��OJ��F� ), whose beauty of letters had 

encouraged the calligraphers; for selection of fine and shining paper as 

well as using black and bright inks: 

"$! » ��N �pU �WN ´�! ²,p��QH � �O$� >W3�Q �$,Q." 

 “Till today I have not found the paper quality and calligraphy writing 

which is found in his books.”14 

In the Islamic history pertaining to the Sāsānīd period one often find 

comments about certain counsels and exhortations having been written in 

gold water. It is well known that Khusru Anūshīrwān [�!����<,�! �����U] had 

passed orders that the admonitions and counsels of Būdharjumihr 

[�W¡$^,��
] should be written in gold ink. “It was the command of Khusru 

Parvīz [&������� ������U] that sheets in which requests for state finance 

submitted to him be moistened with rose water and saffron as Khusru 

Parvīz [&���� ���U] did not like smell of ordinary paper.”15  

The progress made in art and painting in this period is the best 

example of his love for art and is one of the consequences of it. In some 

of the books which reached the Arabs during Sāsānīd period, samples of 

this elegant taste can be found.  

From the qualities narrated by Hamzat Al-Işfahānī     [��W����H! +&��l], it 

appears that these pictures illustrating the text were made very 

painstakingly and they personified all the details. Ţabarī [xS���] describes 

a book depicting the capture of Afshīn [�*��N! 226A.H/841A.D. ] (one of 



the famous Muslim commanders) which contained Kufrīyāt (blasphemy) 

[ ��"���Q�� ]. This book was found at his residence and it was decorated with 

gold, gems and brocade. “It was the book Arzhang [¸���Æ$!] which was 

considered one of the sound proofs of his atheism and heresy. It was 

attributed to Mānī [�����] and was well known as a masterpiece of painting 

and designing in that period.”16 

In addition to the outward beauty they also endeavoured to embellish 

the composition of text material with good phrases and meaningful 

words which did not violate the rules and regulations of good writing. 

That is why their works appear as eloquent and as graceful as possible. 

Very often the treatises and sermons, which were believed to be of the 

Sāsānīd period were accepted as most eloquent during the Islamic Era. 

As mentioned, Firdausī [P��-�J�N]  too has regarded fluency and calligraphy 

as the two qualifications of a scribe (Dabīr ���
J). Al-Jāhiz  [�M���C!], while 

comparing Arabic and Iranian eloquence together, has given preference 

to the Arab eloquence as it was improvised and extempored; even as 

Iranian eloquence had reached a high standard as a consequence of 

reflection, planning, composing, compilation, learning and training.17 

 It is equally worth mentioning that in respect of letter-writing there 

existed a treatise belonging to the Pahlavī Era. 

Al-Jāhiz  [�M���C!] also speaks about a book named Kārwand [	����$�Q] in 

this context; and from it, one gathers that Iranian books were known in 

his time too. 

Sometimes, in the Arabic works, some texts which contain the rules 

of writing, also found in Pahlavī books and treatises can be encountered. 

One of them is a passage in detail quoted by Ibn Al-Qutaibah from Tāj 

Nāmah    [  ����  ����� ] concerning the duties of a scribe. It also contains some 

rules particularly about the art of writing and correspondence. The 

following statement is taken origonally from Ibn Al-Qutaibah [�3�@�! L
!]:     
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“ When you ponder, then do not make haste; and when you writ down 

something, then do not plead excuse. Do not seek help from superfluous 

people because it is an exercise in vanity. Do not show negligence in 

research because it is a flaw in your treatise. Do not play words with 

words and do not move a meaning away from its original meaning. 

Honour your writing by three things: it should be covered by sincerity; it 

should be diffused properly and the meaning (or concept) should 

properly be maintained. Gather many things and say it in short. But the 

presentation of your writing to the readers should be like the 

presentation of a king to his subjects. But whatever great or small you 

say, the words of the writer is only like the capability of the king who can 

make a great thing more great.”  

For comparison, this evidence will be presented in the later part of 

this chapter.   

From all these arguments it can be understood that, in the Sāsānīd 

Era, the art of writing and exposition contained rules which were in 

vogue and writers were learning them from such books and treatises 

available at that time. It is also known that among the books of the 

Sāsānīd Era which had reached the ‘Arabs there were treatises which 

existed independently as well as in books like Tāj Nāmah [ ����� ������ ]. 

Therefrom these passages found their way into Arabic literature. 

Professor Christianen comments on formal prose, stylish writing and the 

softness of style in the treatises of the Sāsānīd Era is reproduced here: 

“The Iranians have, from ancient times, given much importance to their 

apparent considerations and beauty. Official orders and special letters 

ought to be always written with artificial softness and in appropriate 

style. In the writings of this age words of wisdom, moral sermons, 

religious discourses, poems and riddles were woven together to create 

fine and elegant anthologies. So much effort and diligence was made in 

the manner of writing and addressing these letters that the position of 

both the writer and the receiver of those letters could be very well 



ascertained merely by looking at them. In the letters which were 

exchanged between the Sāsānīd kings and an officer or with any 

neighboring ruler showed the same tendency and liking for the style of 

expression and the beauty of words which is seen more clearly in literary 

books of Pahlavī era and in coronation addresses.”19 

 

 

 

Arabic Prose and Iranian Secretaries 

Now that some information is gained about the art of writing in Iran 

in the Sāsānīd era, it is time to look at the Arabic prose and the factors 

which played an effective role in its progress. It is stated that in the 

second century of the Islamic era a big change had taken place in Arabic 

prose writing as a consequence of which the foundation of prose 

technique became very sound and it made further progress. Likewise it 

can be said that, according to the historians of Arabic literature, the most 

influential source of the said change was ‘Abd Al-H amīd Kātib [ 	��k�!	35
o����Q]. According to Abū Hilāl Al-‘Askarī [ x�r�����! `E��7 ,��
!], ‘Abd Al-

Hamīd [	��k�!	35] through his mastery over Persian and his acquaintance 

with its styles, succeeded in inventing his own supple writing in Arabic. 

To understand the extent of the penetration of the Iranian element into 

Arabic prose in order to give a new form to it, one has to look into the 

history of Arabic prose in the first century of the Islamic era. 

The first century of the Islamic era was, on the whole, not so good for 

the progress of Arabic prose and for the advancement of the art of 

writing, because, firstly, the upper class Arabs did not give importance to 

the job of writing and correspondence, and were of the opinion that 

learning was appropriate for their subordinates. Secondly, the 

conservative people and the ascetics among Muslims also did not 

consider the work of composing and compiling praiseworthy. Although, 

in this period, some of the methods which later on took the form of 

knowledge like Qirā’at, Tafsīr, Fiqh, and Hadīth,                        [  � �(!��O
� ���@N � ������«�	��M � ] etc. were being discussed in religious circles, yet they 



were being narrated orally like the traditions and poems as in the days of 

ignorance (pre-Islamic), and had not been transformed into compositions 

and compilations. In this period, the only viable center of the art of 

writing was the court of the Caliphate which slowly developed with its 

organisational growth and became a great centre for writers. “The most 

important elements which caused the advancement and transformation of 

Arabic prose were the secretaries of the court. Since Arabic was the 

official language of the state they increased its influence and domination 

day by day and prepared it for further progress.”20 “In the machinery of 

the Caliphate, apart from the fact that the organisation of the court and 

the secretariat were on the lines of the Iranian constitution, these 

organisations grew under the observation and influence of the Iranian 

secretaries and, their source of knowledge or, in other words, their 

culture too.”21 This is how artistic Arabic prose-writing was born and 

thereafter began its progress towards substantial improvement by 

following the routes through which Iranian culture and literature had 

entered Arabic prose. 

For further clarification, it will be fruitful to pay some attention to the 

works of two writers, namely, ‘Abd Al-Hamīd [	��k�!	35] and Ibn Al-

Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] who had brought about a similar change in Arabic 

prose and also look at some prose selections from their works. When 

study one of the treatises of ‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] and Ibn Al-

Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] and compare them with one of the works of earlier 

Arabs or their contemporaries, one will find a distinct difference between 

the two. But if one also want to ascertain the causes which brought forth 

this difference, one has to undertake a more serious and deeper study. 

The reason for this approach is that the difference between their 

penmanship and that of predecessors is not limited only to a few aspects 

of writing. This difference is a major one and can only be understood 

after a thoughtful study of different works. In the works of ‘Abd Al-

Hamīd [	��k�!	35]  and Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] the elegance of art, the 

beauty of style, fineness of phraseology and the variety of meanings 

make their works much more superior and distinct from the old Arab 

writings.  



In order to have a better grasp of this cultural impact of the Iranians 

on the Arabic language, one can say that the change brought about in 

Arabic prose was confined not only to the form and style of composition 

in prose writing but it also involved the deepening of the subject matter 

in thought and meaning. Thus, the change was two-pronged; one was in 

respect of meaning and thought while the other related to the style and 

form in composition-which would be elaborated in the subsections to 

follow here.  

Transformation of Arabic Prose in Respect of Meaning and Thought 

One of the factors which made the works of ‘Abd Al-Hamīd [	��k�!	35]  

and Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] prominent was that both the writers had 

employed Arabic for presenting new themes and in this way, they 

advanced a new pattern of thinking. Not only did the governmental 

dissertations penned by them in political and administrative matters 

provide freshness to the language but some of their works pertaining to 

literary and moral themes, known to the Arabs, possessed a similarity 

with pre-Islamic and early Islamic works which made them wonderfully 

unique. Even today, when studying them, and comparing them with the 

works of their contemporaries, one will find that they are the fruits of a 

wider vision, a wider thought, a broader mind and a brighter intelligence. 

The reason for this difference can be explained in this way: The 

knowledge of ‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] and Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] 
was not limited only to the level of their contemporaries’ knowledge, but 

they were connected with a wider culture and had enriched their 

intelligence from another source. It is important and remarkable that “the 

themes and thoughts which were reflected in the works of ‘Abd Al-

Hamīd [	��k�!	35] and Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘            [����@�! L��
!] and their 

colleagues were picked up from Iranian works and were translated from 

Persian into Arabic. Likewise many of the topics, themes and treatises 

were imitated from the said works. Moreover, some of the scribes 

belonged to the same group that had translated those works into 

Arabic.”22  



What has been mentioned in Arabic literature shows that the treatises 

of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!], whether they are his own works or his 

translations are unique in Arabic literature from the view point of theme 

and meaning. 

Abū Al-Fadl Ahmad Ibn Abī Al-Ţāhir                    [  %|���!,
!   	�l!!  4! L�

�7���p�!] Says: “It is generally accepted that no one has ever risen to the 

level of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘       [����@�! L��
!] nor has anybody before him 

written such words and sentences.”23 So, there is no doubt that the cause 

of the publicity of the treatises of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [  ���@�! L�
!] was the fact 

that these treatises were made up of the topics which looked novel in the 

atmosphere of Arabia and provided freshness to the Arabs. Ibn Al-

Muqaffa‘ [  ���@�! L�
!] opened a new chapter in Arabic prose to employ it for 

various purposes. In spite of the popularity that ‘Abd Al-Hamīd [	��k�!	35] 

gained in the history of Arabic prose, many of his works cannot be found 

now. Only two treatises of this great writer are available now: One of 

them is the letter which was communicated by the last Umayyad Caliph: 

Marwān [ �!����] to his successor ‘Abdullāh [ �!	�35] and the other is a thesis 

wherein he had addressed a class of the secretaries of his time 

enlightening them about their duties and responsibilities. 

For ascertaining the sources through which ‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] 

derived his power of initiative and introduced new thoughts in Arabic 

prose, the only method is to scrutinise these two available treatises. In 

the first letter one will find that though this letter was penned in the 

Arabic environment, yet looking at its topic and themes it is of the 

pattern of the available Pahlavī literature. Such translations were in 

vogue among the intellectuals of those days, especially the secretaries 

and scribes. The main subject of this letter is administration of the state 

and the rules of governance. “ ‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] through this 

letter, for the first time, introduced new methods of Arabic writing 

which, had not been adopted by any author in Arabic language until 

then.” 24 

In this treatise, he has discussed new themes like diplomacy, politics, 

state administration, regulations of training, especially that of elders and 



princes, war techniques, comprehensive laws of psychology and the 

methods of dealing with subordinates and the needy among several other 

related topics. The language of these topics became a part of Arabic 

prose in official correspondence. Dr. Muh ammadī [x	k�] says: 
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 “A set of books were in the form of counsels which were the words of 

one of the Sāsānīd kings addressed to his successors on different subjects 

regarding the rules of kingship, royal etiquette, ethics etc. The Arabic 

translation of these are known as, ‘Uhūd wa Waşāyā [ �2���B� � '���:,], 

(Covenants and wills). A few treatises similar to them were ‘Ahd-i-

Ardishīr [  ��!'(� ��:,], ‘Ahd-i-Anūshīrwān                [  �����!�"� ��:,], ‘Ahd-i-

Qubād ['���AC ���:,] and ‘Ahd-i-Shāpūr  [ ���! ���:,D(� ], and they have also left 

their imprint on the Arabic literature. The composition of such thesis 

became prevalent in the Islamic society of this period and it remained in 

vogue in subsequent centuries among Muslim writers. Hence the books 

Pand Nāmah Sabuktakīn        [   	7A�3 >�&�"��D7� ], Qābūsnāmah [  &���3���C> ] and 

Sīyāsatnāmah                [  >�&�" ��3��3] etc. written by Iranians, belonged to 

this category of literature.”25 

It may be noted that treatise of this kind which came into existence in 

Arabic were the outcome of the Arabic-Islamic environment in their 

details and petty matters and that they, basically and comprehensively, 

have been considered the imitations of Iranian works, rather, a 

continuation of them. As the treatise of ‘Abd Al-Hamīd [	��k�!	35] was the 

first of its kind to be published in a novel style of writing in the Arabic 

society, it earned unprecedented popularity and became a model for 

other writers, because, in this period, the court scribes and the Caliphs 



gave much importance to such themes. One such letter which was 

written by Ţāhir Ibn Al-H usain            [   ����! L�
! �7���] to his son ‘Abdullāh 

[�!	��35] has been quoted by Ibn Al-Khaldūn [��	��?�! L��
!]. It is said that 

“when this letter came to the notice of Ma’mūn Al-Rashīd [  	�<��! �,�u��] he 

was so pleased and astonished that he issued orders that the letter should 

be sent to all the state employees in all the provinces and that they 

should be instructed to follow its rules.”26 

In the letter written by ‘Abd Al-Hamīd [	��k�!	35] addressing the to the 

secretaries as a professional class of secretaries and the contain rules and 

regulations of secretarial practice. These letters by ‘Abd Al-Hamīd 

[	��k�!	35] are referred to by Qalqashandī [x	�*��@?O] who believes that “they 

have become the source of all the conduct and traditions which the 

secretaries in the Caliph’s court considered necessary to follow.”27 

As pointed out earlier, the state administrative organisation of the 

Caliph came under the influence of Iranian ideas on public 

administration, because the court secretaries attached a lot of 

importance to them. Therefore, the court scribes of the Caliphate 

endeavoured to follow the Iranian custom by introducing them in the 

court of the Caliphs.  

From the fragments describing the duty and conduct of secretaries, 

picked up from Pahlavī books like Tāj Nāmah [������ �����] it is understood 

that they found their way into the works of Islamic writers. This kind of 

work was also found among the Pahlavī`s literature, so it can be inferred 

that these fragments were also translated into Arabic. It may further be 

stated that this type of work, which came into being in the early period of 

Islām, was similar to the treatise of ‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] and also in 

no way different from those fragments which were translated from 

Pahlavī. This is in terms of thematic similarity. 

Here one can say that this treatise of ‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] is 

nearer to the works of Iranians because there is a similarity between 

some of the parts of this treatise and some of the translated pieces from 

Pahlavī. Ibn Al-Qutaibah, in ‘Uyūn Al-Akhbār [$���3UH! �,��5] has copied a 

section of the words uttered by the Mūbadān wa Dānāyān [�������!J � �!	��
,�] 



(Priest and Savants) mentioning the attributes (qualifications) of a 

secretary. “Undoubtedly this writing has been picked up from a Pahlavī 

book because they were related to one of the Pahlavī kings or to any one 

of the Zorashtrian priests or savants.”28 The remarkable point is the 

similarity that has been seen between it and a portion of the thesis of 

‘Abd Al-H amīd [ 	�k�!	35]. It is such that if the style of writing is put aside 

which varies in every period, this similarity becomes so conspicuous that 

it is impossible to consider them alien and must be regarded it as a case 

of inter-relationship arising out of mutual influence. Both these portions 

are presented for  comparison:  

1- The fragment quoted by Ibn Al-Qutaibah [���3�@�! L��
!] from the words 

of the Mūbadān-i-Mūbad [	
,� �!	
,�] (chief priest) is the following:  

"   �,=�! >W�5! ¬,?�! #��Q�         	7�*��! >W����! � � �5!,�! >³!^K � �>7	�5 +         >��5! 	�M! ¦�� ���H 
J��-+   �r?7 #��O! H� � ¬,?�! �	�- !^! ¬,?�! (!$F� L��     � ¬,�?�! V�r?7 !^! ¬,�?�! (!$F� L�� 

 kW��! �N��N�              �! >���� � � >W����H >W8I�=�� ¬,?k?� >W8I�=� �$��!^! (!$F,�! L5  �@h�     ��M >�± 
¬,?k?� >7J�W�B! $��       `!�F �H � ��M�$ P�?5 	��B >W���H� v	��B P?5 {�$ >W��EN � >W���H

�kW���U {E� �kW���! e�Á��! �!� � �kW�k�� `!�F �kW���!." 29 

“ The secretary of the kings had well-guarded eyes, sharp ears and 

tongues, because there is none greater in happiness than the ministers of 

the kings when the kings are happy with them; and none is closer to 

danger than the ministers of the kings when the kings expose them to 

dangers. The accusation is raised by the ministers if their advices to the 

kings become advice for themselves and their reliance becomes greater 

when their diligence for the kings becomes diligence for themselves. The 

spirit does not accuse its body neither body accuses its spirit, because 

the decline of their consideration of each other is the lack of the favour 

of them both. The harmony of their consideration is useful for both of 

them.” 

2- The passage which is seen in the preface of ‘Abd Al-Hamīd’s 

[	k�!	35] address to the secretaries of his time is as follows: 

"    �?�! >���� >r
                     � >³�p?�- �! ¯?=�� >r��-�- � >Q�
	�� � � >7$,��! ¬,�?k?� >@���� � �
            } �?�! >r�! ���� � � >7JE
 �k�� � >WÁN �k�5               �	��! � y���! $	�@�! } �!,��! � � ��r?� >�

                       >W5���! ��O,� >W��� >r�O,�kN � >r��� H! ��Q 	B,�H� � 	M! >W�� >r�5 y����H � � ���H� L�



 ± ´�!                          ��± ´��! >W�	��! � � �,�@p�� ��± ´��! >W�����! � ���=�3� �± ´�! >7$�=
! � � �,�k�� �
�,*p3�." 30 

“ The king organises, the affairs of (sultanate) through you 

(secretaries). Your planning, and your policies, may Allah rectify their 

authorities, unite them, and (as a result) their countries flourish. The 

king needs your help in maintaining the greatness of his kingdom and an 

heir for him in his old age. He can not be free from your assistance as 

far as his kingdom is concerned. There is no equal (for him) except from 

amongst you. You are like their ears by which they listen. You are like 

their eyes by which they see. You are like their tongues by which they 

speak and you are like their hands by which they derive strength or 

power.”   

By comparing these two passages and, by keeping in mind what has 

been said earlier concerning the translation of Pahlavī works can be 

understood as to what extent ‘Adb Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35] and those of his 

level and rank had benefited from their Iranian sources with respect to 

the selection of subjects and topics and also from the viewpoints of 

meaning and thought. 

 

 

 

Transformation of Arabic Prose in The Matter of Form and Style 

Besides the changes which had taken place in Arabic prose regarding 

meaning and thought, in the time of ‘Abd Al-Hamīd [	��k�!	35] and Ibn 

Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!], there had been, as said, a change in its form and 

style too which is worth a deep study from every angle. In order to 

clarify it further, given below are the methods of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [ L��
!
 ���@�!] and ‘Abd Al-H amīd [	��k�!	35], who in fact were the pioneers of the 

art of Arabic writing: 

The method of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [�q�@�! L
!] 

Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] is well known for his free style, that is, a 

manner in which the writer makes the words and writings fully follow 



the meaning and keeps them in their original and simple form. This style 

is known in Arabic as Sabk Al-Mursal [%-��! �3- Mursal`s Style]. 

This free (independent) form (appearance) was not an invention of 

Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [ ����@�! L��
!] because it is nearer to the nature of the 

language (Arabic), and it was in vogue  in the ‘Arab states even before 

Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!]. But the method adopted by this writer in his 

books was novel in Arabic literature. “Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] was the 

first to compose a style and a discipline for writing his books.”31 

In the works of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!], nothing except a strong 

analogy and a special feature are available to indicate as to which 

portions in his writings might have been taken from ancient literature or 

extracted from the Pahlavī books. His books are on the topic of sermons 

and wisdom and, he has assembled them in an organised form with his 

distinct mastery, abandoning the discordance seen in similar Arabic works. 

This novel composition in the works of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [ ����@�! L��
!] is 

certainly not an imitation of his contemporaries; since books having this 

style did not exist earlier. Till that time, in Arabic language, compilation 

and composition of such subjects had not reached much fluency. Hence 

there is no doubt that this style is the result of his vast learning and his 

acquaintance with the Pahlavī works. On the basis of great similarity 

existing between the Arabic literature and the Iranian literary works, one 

can say that the change which took place in the composition and 

compilation in the Islamic literature in the Arab world was certainly 

related to the literary works of Iran.  

When one says that the artistic Arabic prose came into existence under 

the talented Iranian secretaries and scribes who had attained excellence 

as a result of their acquaintance with Iranian culture and style one does 

not mean to suggest that all the modes of expression including the 

different figures of speech adopted in Arabic language and literature were 

taken from Iran. 

It must be mentioned that every language has its own independent 

characteristics and structures which have a powerful influence on the 

beauty of its description; which is why some elements of writing considered 



beautiful in one language become meaningless in another. It should also 

be kept in mind that after the advent of Islām, Arabic became popular 

among different communities and it acquired an esteem and a status 

which had never happened to Pahlavī or Persian. Thus, in the later 

centuries, in order to justify its reputation, the Arabic language got a 

great impetus which was not so in case of Iranian at that time. 

Keeping in mind these two points, it can be concluded that one of the 

factors which influenced Arabic writing and which provided the 

background for the subsequent changes in Arabic prose, was the Iranian 

aptitude for art and artistic-expression. Before the advent of Islām and 

prior to the influence of Iranians in the regimes of the Caliphs, the work 

of writing, like the rest of individual as well as collective affairs of the 

Arabs, was very simple and unadorned. In their own lives, they had 

neither etiquette nor any conventional rules. In oratory too, they were 

almost free from every limitation except their own natural instinct. For 

writing too they did not have any limitations. But, contrary to it, in 

Sāsānīd Iran, writing was regarded as an art and the writer was bound to 

make the utmost effort for beautifying his works and to follow the rules 

framed for that purpose. During the Islamic era, when the job of Arabic 

writing fell into the hands of Iranian scribes of the court, this aptitude for 

attractive writing developed among them also. Soon the rules and 

regulations conforming to the structure of Arabic language developed 

resulting in elegance of style in accordance with the Arabic and Islamic 

atmosphere. 

The first effect which appeared as a result of the said aptitude was to 

be seen in the outward appearance relating to the nicety of letters and the 

beauty of handwriting as well as the quality of the paper to which some 

of the Caliphs had paid attention. Since this was a novelty in the eyes of 

the Arabs it got reflected in Arabic works. It is written about Walīd Ibn 

‘Abd Al-Malik [    ��?�! 	�35 L�
! 	���] that “he was the foremost Caliph who paid 

attention to the job of writing and ordered that, for this purpose, good 

quality paper should be used and scribes having a beautiful hand-writing 

should be employed and that the official letters should be adorned with 

appropriate captions and forms. These rules were not followed after Al-



Walīd [	���,�!] because until then the taste for art had not gained roots in 

Arab society. Due to this the same old manner was followed during the 

periods of ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz                 [   &�&��!	�35 L�
! ��k5] and Yazīd 

Ibn Al-Walīd [   	��,�! L�
! 	��&�]. But after the Umayyad era when the Caliphate 

came into the hands of the ‘Abbāsīd and the center of Caliphate was 

transferred to the Iranian environment, that is, to Baghdād, the inborn 

talent emerged and the taste for art too got a favourable ground.”32  

In the works of the Sāsānīd period they have given a lot of importance to the 

preparation of eloquent prologues to sermons, letters etc. The specimens of such 

forewords which were, normally, in the praise and adoration of Allāh and thanks-

giving to him, could be seen in the addresses and letters of the Sāsānīd kings in 

the Shāh Nāmah [ �<����7 ] of Firdausī [P-�J�N] and some other books of history and 

art which were translated into Arabic. It is seen from the narration of Baihaqī 

[P@W
] that such efforts were also made even in prefaces to make them equal to, if 

not more beautiful than, the original ones. He writes that “Khusru Parvīz [ ���U
�&��� ], after defeating Bahrām Chūbīn [�
,È e!�±], ordered that the scribes should 

pen down the events which had taken place between him and Bahrām Chūbīn  e!�±
�
,È] and the secretaries too acted accordingly but when they presented the same 

before Khusru Parvīz [  ���U�&��� ] he did not like the preface. Thereupon one of the 

scribes wrote a more fluent foreword which pleased Khusru Parvīz [  ���U�&��� ] 

very much and he gave a promotion to the writer.”33 

This style was not in vogue among the Arabs, either before or after the advent 

of Islām; letters were being written without formal prefaces and conclusions prior 

to ‘Abd Al-H amīd [ 	�k�!	35]. They used to both begin and end with the subject 

matter only. After ‘Abd Al-H amīd [ 	�k�!	35], the writers began to write such 

prefaces gradually. Before long, it became the most important duty of the 

secretaries to open a field of contest for beautiful and artistic writing. Of course, 

the prefaces written in the letters during the Islamic era in Arabic were different 

from those of the Sāsānīd. In any case, the Arabic writers had grasped this mode 

and style from the Iranian writers and their works. 

In the translation of an extract from Christensen regarding the stylish 

letter writing during the Sāsānīd Era, one of the points mentioned in that 

passage was about the special case being maintained in the matter of the 



ranks and the position of the writer and that of the addressee. This 

observance was due to the fact that, at that time, special titles were in 

vogue for the holders of varying ranks and positions and hence this 

difference was reflected in the letters too. This practice in style was so 

popular that it continued till the end. Somehow, this practice did not 

come in vogue in Arabic prose. The same style of writing continued for 

quite a long time even after the propagation of Islām. It was after the 

second century that Arabic writers began to adopt the classification of 

words and passages or phrases along with that of the audiences and the 

addressees. Gradually the usage of words suitable for the exigencies of 

the situation and thereafter the adoption of words appropriate for the 

status of the hearer became one of the essential qualifications of an 

orator. Then, before long, in the subsequent centuries, the court writers 

knew no bounds in using titles and respectful words. 

This passage of Al-Jāhiz  [�M���C!] pictures the first stage of the adoption 

of this style in Arabic:  

”         �F!,� � ����! $!	O! ���� �! >?r�k?� P�3��               %��GN ��H���! $!	�O! ��
 � ��k����! $!	O! �
 � �kW�

��EQ ��^ L� �@3� %r� …34 “ 

“ It is desirable for the speaker to know the values of the meaning and 

weigh them between the values prevalent among the listeners and 

between the values of the conditions. So for every strata of society an 

expression is made out of it.” 

A study of the famous book Risālat Al-‘Adhrā        [ ����-$�(!$6����! ] 

written by Ibn Al-Mudabbir [  L��
!���!"
	� ] makes us understand the extent of 

the attention of the writers and their response towards it in the initial 

stages. (This Paper has been published “1931 A.D.” with same name in 

Egypt). 

As it has mentioned briefly earlier, phraseology was also one of the 

common features of Persian prose writing which found its way into 

Arabic literature. The use of, phraseology in writing and word-play was 

the result of amusement in the life of the Iranians and their flair for 

sophisticated living and love for their language.  



These were some of the common general principles which found way 

into Arabic prose through the Iranian art of eloquence and sophisticated 

writing. Thereafter it was diversified into different shapes and forms 

according to the demands of the new environment.  
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Chapter IV 



The Contribution of Iranian scholars to Arabic Poetry  

Arabic poetry, in the early days of Islam, was not different from the 

poetry of the Pre-Islamic Era with respect to language, thought and 

imagination It contained all the Bedouin peculiarities and crudeness that 

are found more or less in primitive Arabic poetry. This kind of poetry 

continued till the end of the first century A.H. During that period, Arabs 

used to compose poems in Arabic and non-Arabs could not make any 

attempt to compose Arabic poetry. But from the beginning of the second 

century, A.H. i.e., the end of the Umayyad Era and from the beginning of 

the ‘Abbāsid Era, the influence of non-Arab civilizations and 

communities became effective and influential since Muslims had social 

contact and proximity with non-Arabs for nearly one century. Therefore, 

from the beginning of the second century A.H. non-Arab Muslims 

started engaging themselves in those affairs which led to the defeat of 

their Arab predecessors in this field. The most important element given 

to the Islamic civilization was a new manifestation, progress and 

perfection was none other than the Persian element with which the 

coming of the ‘Abbāsīd to power, deeply influenced the pace of the 

Islamic civilization including Arabic literature. The effect of this 

influence is as apparent in poetry as it is in prose. From the beginning of 

the second century A.H. Arabic poetry began to have a deeper meaning 

and more precision in thought by virtue of it being composed by those 

who were well versed with the problems of knowledge, philosophy and 

graces of human culture. In this way, the crude and primitive expressions 

in Arabic poetry were made meaningful, delicate and lyrical through the 

use of different figures of speech, allegorical and symbolic devices. Dr. 

Muh ammad Nabī Hijāb [#�GM �� 	k�] wrote: 

"     � m,���! +K�� ��*�! ��Q ��       +K�� m,���! V��Q �� � � �k��!       �! ��k��! ���Q �� �       ��u�� 	�O P�-�3�
   � v67 �&�! �?k�
    � �£ �̈�3� ��Q        � $����! !67 } �̈|�£ ��*�! ����           L�� 	��	C! �,�?�! !6�± ��u��N 
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 “Since poetry is the reflection of human mind, and the human mind is 

again the reflection of the society of a particular period that in this 



context is the ‘Abbāsīd society, it is but natural that the poetry of this 

period should also be receptive to the demands of the new civilization 

and culture. Precisely, the poetry of the ‘Abbāsīd society (or period) 

should show a creative response to Iranian literature, Indian wisdom 

and Greek philosophy. Thus, the mode of the poets of this period was 

totally different to that of the earlier poets. ”1 

Any how, Arabic poetry stepped out of the coarseness, monotony and 

the limited range of the nomads and the singers of prejudice and self-

glorification. It adopted new words, styles and thoughts. Moreover, 

attention towards the simplicity of words gave it a special beauty. The 

subjects which, during this time, came to be used by the Arabian poets, 

who were mostly of Iranian lineage, were the glorification of race, 

heritage and nationality. The Iranian poets of this period paid a lot of 

attention to their great kings and their grandeur. 

Arabic Poems Composed by Iranian Poets:   

1- Mahmūd Warrāq [ "$� J,k� �! ] (born in 221 A.H.): 

There are many reliable authorities who have talked of Mahmūd 

Warrāq [�!"$� J,��k� ] and have described his lifetime but his personality has 

remained unrecognised for unknown reasons. Dr. Dhabīhullāh Şafā [ ¯��
^
��� �!] says: 

"�      V-! $�3� b!��! �!	��U F! �!"$� J,k .             $&�
 � 	��K ��	�
 �!���! ��< $J �!�7 �W< $J°   	�< 
       J��- ��< g-$�N ��
F �
 J�F $��
 � .        ��Q V-! b��Q ���¹ F! � ��          V�-J ��
 �!���! ¯��N F! ¦

      g-$�N ��
F �
 f$��<! eE-!s                  v	��K g�$��� �,��� $J ��*���� ��Q V-! b!�5�< ���¹ F! �! � ���
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 “Mah�mūd Warrāq [E�F(� '���56 ] was an Iranian who was born and brought 

up in the city of Harāt [G�#��H] in the east of Iran. In his early age he 

began to compose songs in Persian language. He was the first person to 

compose poetry in Persian language and the first whose name has been 

recorded in historical texts after the Arab conquest of Iran.”2 

It is said that he spent a period of his life in Baghdād and established 

amity with the Banī Zuhrah [ ���7F y��
+ ] tribe. This is the substance of what 

Nuwairī [ ,���x�� ] has said about Mahmūd Warrāq [�!"$� J,��k� ]. He mentions 



that, “He is Mahmūd [ J,�k�], son of H asan Baghdādi [  xJ!	��
 L��M] who is 

the Maulā [H,���] (lord-master) of Banī Zuhrah [  ���7F y��
+ ] and that his 

nickname is Abū Al-H asan [L����!,
!].”3 All that is known about him and 

his poems, is lying scattered in books of history and literature; but, what 

is important is that the measure of the influence of Persian admonitions 

on his poetry should be discussed. In fact, the style adopted by Mahmūd 

Warrāq  [ � �!"$� J,��k ] plays an important role in highlighting this wave of 

influence on the songs of this poet. The reason for this is described by 

Dr. Shauqī Daif  [t� PO,<] : 

 "                    ��hQ£ �kQ!̈�Q6�� �̈��5!� 	�7&�! L�5 «�	��! L� �hQ£ !̈�5�< `�¥! P-�3��! ���=5 } 	ËH ���£ 
�!"$� J,k� ". 

 “In the first phase of the ‘Abbāsīd rule we do not find a poet who has 

composed admonitions better than Mah�mūd Warrāq [E�F(� '�56 ].”4  

He obtained this from the Persian source which was in his possession. 

He made selections according to his wish and also added colour and 

flavor to it.  

Huşarī [x�=M] writes: 

 "�Q �� ����� �± gq?8N � ��	@��! >rM � � ����! $�3U£ %@�� �� !̈�hQ � ��EQ �± L�&�� ".  

 “ (Mah�mūd Warrāq  E�F(� '����56  ) quoted vastly from the history of 

bygones and so also wrote their admonitions and decorated his songs 

with it.”5 

One of his couplets presenting a Persian example of admonition is: 

                 

أَراني إِذا ما اَزدماالًو ثرود ت+̈و خَـي          راً إِلي خَيدرِّرٍ تَزَي   ت فِي الشـَّ
كْ    ت إِنَّمـا     كُنْهللاِ إِنْفكيف بشكرِ ا  قام الشـُّ مـ ـرِرِ لِلّهِ بـِالـكُـفْ أَقُــوم  

 اع تِـذارٍ أو بِـأَبِأَي���Ì� Í�ÌG�ÎM      ْقُولُ الَّذي يدري مِنَ الي     أَمريِرِمـا أَد  

 جالْإذا كان و ذْـهالْع راح ذْـرٌمِنَ الْرِ خَيعذْرِ ليس بِبينٍ          فـإِنَّ اطـِّ رِعـ  

 “When it became known that my wealth and belongings multiplied 

and I drew more and more assets, my vices increased.  In what way 

should I thank Allāh. It is because if it so happened I have become 

ungrateful instead of being thankful. As you understood I do not know 



how it is said, because, since excuse is not acceptable it is better it goes 

unuttered ” 6  

The reader finds obvious similarity between the last stanza and the 

words of the son of Hīrbud [ 	�
�7] as Ibn Al-Qutaibah [  ��3�@�! L�
!] has quoted 

it: 

"        �|�M! �M 6
�z! L
 J�� J!F¥ %O :     `�@N ¾ ���M �� : �M ��            � J!F E�
 !̈	��
 !̈���- 	���� L�� ` 
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 �*M,� Z$¥! L� +��M ` �GME
 $6��! ��� e"	O 	O $�3B �?� g?5 e	@� � ". 

“The son of Hīrbud asked a free man, ‘How are you’? The latter 

replied:  How will be the condition of one who is on a long journey, has 

no provision, no companion, who camps in earthen cavities in a state of 

frightfulness and is proceeding toward a merciless monarch with 

unacceptable excuses? ”7 

 Iranian wisdom has put much stress on the virtue of contentment, and has 

condemned the state of being unworthy and honourless, as is the subject of this 

couplet of Mahmūd Warrāq     [�!"$� J,k� ]: 

                  ن كانَ ذا مـالٍ كثيـرٍ و لَم ـقْمـي          الْنَع وسِرُ الْ فَـذاكمعرُمس  
قِلّاً ، فَـــهو الْ كـان قَنُـوعاً و إِنْو كُـلُّ منْ                 كْ          كــان مـثَرُم  

فْسِ و فـيها الْرُ فِي النَّفْفَقْاَلْ         برُسِ الغني األَكْغني          و فِي غني النـَّ

“One who has much wealth but less contentment though riches, is 

still poor. One who rests content is wealthy even though he may be 

penniless. Want and wealth lies in the soul of man and the best wealth 

is the wealth of a content soul.”8 

In many couplets of this Iranian poet the Iranian mode of thinking can 

be seen is reflected. Following is one of the examples: 

  ثَرُ لَو تَعتـَبِرُغِـني اَكْلْ ابـيعِ     رُ     ـقرِ أَال تَزدجِـَيا عائِب الف                  
  ك النَّظَرُ صح مِنْغِنى إِنْعلَى الْلِهِ           فَضْرِ و مِنْفَقْ شَرَفِ الْمِنْ                  

 تَـقِرُ تَفْت تعصى اهللا كَىإِله تبغى الغنى          و لَس  أَنَّك تعصى الْ

“O you who consider poverty a defect; Will you not give up this trend? 

If you see with an eye of wisdom you will realize that the vice of wealth 

is greater. If you ponder correctly you will understand that poverty is 



one of the blessing and honouse because you disobey God in search of 

wealth but never to be poor.” 9  

Often the reader scrutinises himself or herself to get the point raised 

by the poet and to draw inference from his arguments. While the 

common man looks only at the dark side of poverty, the poet observes its 

bright side. Such a deep thinking is seldom found in ancient poetry with 

ever-green common views which the passage of time have rendered 

obsolete and their repetition has made them tedious. On many occasions, 

in the Persian poetry of admonitions and wise sayings, a comparisons is 

seen between the wise on the one side and the unwise on the other. No 

doubt this method of comparison has proved more effective among 

people, and it is one of the more successful ways of gratifying them and 

improving manners and thoughts among them. Mahmūd Warrāq [�!"$� J,��k� ] 
has employed the same style in many of his poems which, in itself, 

shows how much he has been influenced by Iranian wisdom and 

literature. This is one such example: 

ثِّلُ ذُواللُّب في نَفْ                            مـيه قَبـصـائِبتنـزالــلَ اَنْـسِهِ          م   

  سِهِ مثّـاله          لِمـا كـان فـي نَفْترعتَـةً  لَم  بغْ نَزَلَتفَإِنْ                       

رَ آخِــــرَه اَوالرأَى الْ                        ـيـ يفضي الى آخِرِ          فَـصـ مه  

هو ذُو الْ                       أْجـنْلِ  ييو          هامنُ أَينْمم صارِعخَال قَد ْسِى م  

  ـوالـضِ مـصـائِـبِهِ أَعه صرُوف الزَّمانِ          بِبع بدهتْفَإِنْ                      

الـد الْرَ عِنْرِهِ          لَعلَّمـه الصبم فِي أَمحزْ و لَو قَـدم الْ       بـ  

 “A wise fellow portrays his calamities before they come down upon 

him. Therefore, if a sudden misery comes to him, it will never frighten 

him, as he has already prepared himself for the same. He has looked at 

the disaster up to its extreme and thus has turned its end into its start. 

But a foolish fellow makes himself carefree of happenings and takes 

no lesson from the ancients by forgetting them. So if a catastrophe falls 

upon him he becomes helpless. Had he the virtue of foreseeing things 

it would have taught him how to be patient in times of distress. ”10 

It can be seen that the spirit of prose has prevailed upon this stanza 

and the comparison between a wise man and a fool has added colour and 



meaning of thought to it. He has taken many of the features of its art and 

covered it with deep understanding and deep logic. Some times this poet 

aims at any moral saying or recommendation of one of the kings or 

savants and puts it into a beautiful poem. What follows, exhibits the 

same pattern to some extent.  

Qurţubī [���O] says: 

"     �3B�� +�-�Q¥! Ï�
 `�O :      \ �6�U£ !^� !̈	M£ y5 oG~H          L�5 H� o�G�H �!,��! �Ð�N ®P��? 
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 “One of the kasrāyān [��2�#$���
] told one of his chamberlains: 

Whenever I hold a meeting, let no one hide me because a ruler does not 

hide himself except for three reasons: either he stammers in his talk and 

does not want others to be aware of his defect or he is stingy, and hence 

does not want others to ask anything of him or he is suspicious.”11 

Mahmūd Warrāq [�!"$� J,��k� ] has brought all these points in his poetry when 

he says: 

            الْاِذَا اع م ونَ حِجابِهِوالِي بِإِغْتَصـذَوِي الحاجاتِ د دالقِ بـابِهِ          ور  

ـوابِهِـدى ثَالثٍ و ربما          نَـزَعتت بِهِ إِحظَنَنْ              بِـظَنٍّ واقِـعٍ بِـصـ   

  ـهار مـا بِهِنِهِ لِلـنّاسِ إِظْعِي قاطِع          فَفِي إِذْت بِـهِ مس مِـنَ الْ  فَقُلْ          
    طالبِهِلِ يحمي ماله عنْبخْلِسانِ فَغـالِب          مِنَ الْ يك عي الْ لَمفَإِنْ           

  ـالقِ بابِهِـد إِغْ علَيـها عِنْ          يصـر�3�ّ هذا و ال ذا فر يكُـنْ لَمفَإِنْ            

 “Whenever a ruler hides himself from the eyes of people and drives 

away the needy from his doors one suspects him to be afflicted by one 

of the three defects. Such a suspicion may prove true. You will say that 

either he is unable to speak properly or else he is a miser who dose not 

intend to donate anything to the needy. If this too is not the case then 

maybe he is very much suspicious of others and therefore insists on 

remaining behind doors.” 12   

The work of Mahmūd Warrāq [�!"$� J,��k� ], in this respect, is almost 

similar to that of his contemporary Abān Al-Lāhiqī [  ����
!�!P��@ME ], except 

that he ends his argument after an extended explanation, while the latter 

came straight to the point without taking recourse to lengthy details. 

Here it may be observed that Mahmūd Warrāq [�!"$� J,��k� ] simply followed 



the approach of Iranians who lived before him. It can be said that 

Mahmūd Warrāq [�!"$� J,��k� ], being virtuous and God-fearing, was attracted 

to a simple and unadorned life; therefore he based his ideas on the 

discipline and wisdom of the Iranians who laid stress on piety and 

austerity. He lent the colour of Iranian wisdom to his pious songs, 

admonitions and poems. 

2- Bashshār Ibn Burd [ $�*
!  L
J�
 ]  (b. 167 A.H.) : 

Bashshār Ibn Burd [ $�*��
! J���
 L��
 ] is related to an Iranian family and is 

originally from Takhāristān [�����-$�Ñ] which had been a part of Iran. His 

grandfather, Yarjūkh [Ò,��B��], along with a group who had been taken into 

captivity by Muhallab Ibn Abī Şufrah, [ ��q?W� o! ����� 4! L��
+ ] an agent of 

Umayyads in Khurāsān (79-81 A.H.) were sent to Başrah. His father, 

Bashshār Ibn Burd [  $�*�
!   J��
 L�
 ] had spent half of his life in slavery serving 

Khairah Qushairīyah [ ���U+��*��O � ] wife of Muhallab [ W�o��? ]. Khairah 

Qushairīyah                [  ��*�O�   +��U], there after presented him to a woman of 

the tribe of Banī ‘Aqīl [  %�@5 y�
]. His son, Bashshār Ibn Burd               [  $�*�
!   L�

J���
] was born in the mid-first century A.H. “He was born blind and 

therefore could never see the world.”13 

Bashshār Ibn Burd [  $�*�
!   J��
 L�
 ] learned a lot about the sciences as well 

as culture of his own time. He started participating in the mosque of 

Başrah and listening to the words of advisors and priests. Then he began 

to debate among the audience. He also started visiting Mirbud [	��
��], who 

was the source of inspiration for those who wanted to get expertise in 

eloquence, and getting guidance from him. 

Besides pure Arabic culture, Bashshār also possessed the cultural 

heritage of his own community, i.e. he selected the Zoroastrian duality as 

his religion, because, had he not been well aware of the disciplines and 

culture of his own community, he would not have been attracted towards 

this religion. It must also be noted that he did not have a belief in free-

thinking and liberal thoughts, be it religious or any other.  

According to the Dr. Shauqī Daif [t� PO,<]: 

"                           ��D � ��-$���! #!J'! L�� ��
���! �! ���@�! L�
! ��?@� ��� g?5 �?�! ��£ } o�$ L� ¦� �
! � �QJ&�! (!$'! L� � �-$���!��,��� ".  



“There is no doubt that he had gained full knowledge of Persian and 

non-Persian literature and the thoughts of Mazdā and Mānī  [I���&� �'*��&] 

which were translated into Arabic by Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����� ��].”14 

Whatever the beliefs of Bashshār Ibn Burd [ $�*��
! J���
 L��
 ] and whatever 

the roots of his culture, it is certain that the wise counsels and the 

manners of Persians found a remarkable place in his poetry. Bashshār 

Ibn Burd           [  $�*�
!   J��
 L�
 ], as it is observed by researchers, is amongst the 

well-recognized personalities “who had the ability of mixing Persian 

culture with the essentials of Arabic language.”15  

One of his couplets in Iranian style is:  

        و كـل قريـب ال ينــال بـَعـيـد          ـدٍ عـاجِــزٌ و جــليــد بِجـ عـيشي  
 خلود الشحيـح يبـقي لما سلَي س كالغنى         ويأْو فِي الطَّمعِ التنصيب ، و الْ   

“The powerful as well as the weak live by their own sustenance. And 

all unattainable near things are far. There is sorrow in greed. The 

cutting off of desires is like needlessness. Whatever a miser leaves 

behind is not everlasting. ”16 

His intention is to show that, a person who takes responsibility of his 

own work will benefit not only himself but also others while 

covetousness brings only sorrow.  

Bashshār Ibn Burd [  $�*�
!   J��
 L�
 ] says real wealth lies in contentment and 

that the treasures of a miser and a lustful man are bound to perish. 

Researchers easily connect these counsels with the  Iranian ones of that 

era.  

It is said that Khusru Anūshirwān [ �!�����<,�! ������U] wrote to 

Buzurgmihr[�W� °$&
] who was in his prison: 

" V*�!J �G��K�� � �!	�F $!�!&- �,�Q! �Q 	< �°x,< ". 

 “Your wisdom and knowledge have brought in prisonment and death 

to you.” 

 Buzurgmihr [�W� °$&
] replied:  



"  ��K �7 �É        ��!J v,� F! >�<!J T<,Q ��r�! �Q e�              P*�<,Q ���r�! ��Q �,��Q! � eJ��
 v��± T
       P� v�± S� v,� F! V��s    �
 ��&N! e�K   �7 �r�È               F! e! vJ!J V�-J F! !$ x$���
 ��U ����! 	��

 &� x$��
 �<Ke! vJ,- ". 

“So long as I was able to work, I got the fruits of my efforts and now, 

when there is no possibility of making effort I am tasting the fruits of 

being patient. Moreover, though I have missed much of the desirables, I 

have also been spared from lots of undesirables.”17 

Shahriyār Hūshang [¸�<,7 $���W<] was also of the same opinion: 

"K      Q �7$ V-! 4,U �7 v	��
 �7�F$  ,?B F! �J�s               � 	���Ë! g�� ���� ��
 S�� V-! P-�� �7 x�
  ¦��K     	�!,U g� �< �
 !$ g�J.            F! ��ËF ��� LQ ���
 J,U `J F! !$ �k� ��         V��� � J,�< F��
 V���

	��-�
".  

 “Desires are the destroyers of virtue. Giving up desires removes all 

fear, patience ends in success, and passion drives man towards vice, and 

drive out greed from your heart to free the fetters from your feet, and 

your body gets relief.”18 

Persian advisors have narrated many subjects about friends and 

friendship with long explanations about the mode of behaviour. Perhaps 

these ideas and thoughts reached Bashshār Ibn Burd [ $�*��
! J���
 L��
 ] and 

attracted him.  

Thereafter he wrote like his predecessors:  

ذي إِنْ           مـا          اَرب رِباَخُوك الـَّ    عـاقِبتَـه النَ جـانِبهـت و إِنْتَـه قـال إِنـَّ
          تَلْـقَ الَّذي التُعاتِب ديقَك لَم عاتِبـاً          صـفِي كُلِّ  الذُّنُوبِ م  هـإِذا  كُنْت  

قـارف ذَنْـبٍ مــرَّ           مـ          فَإِنَّه صِلْ أَخـاك واحِـداً أَو ه̈+فَـعِشجانب مـ و   
 القَذى          ظَمِئْت، و أَي النّاسِ تَصفُو مشاربهإِذا أَنْت لَم تَشْرَب  مِراراً علَى          

 “Your friend is the one who, if you doubt him, says ‘it is merely a 

misunderstanding’ and if you blame him, he becomes mild. But even if 

you become harsh to him about every offense, you would not find any 

body else harsh to him. So either you live alone, or remain far from it. 

If you do not drink at all from the water which is polluted you will 

remain constantly thirsty and where is the man who always gets pure 

and trasparent water?  ”19 



Obviously the poet has picked up most of the subjects of these 

couplets from words of wisdom and good guidance that were Iranian 

originally and were then translated into Arabic, particularly from the 

translations of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ like Al-Adab Al-Kabīr, Al-Adab Al-

Şaghīr, and Kalīlah wa Dimnah                                    [   � �3�r�! #JH!H! #J
� ��=�!���J � �??Q � ].  

It is mentioned in Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H!�3��r�! #J ] that: “The ultimate 

aim of making friendship should be that you do not ever break it. Or You 

have to know that true friends are most precious in this world” 20.  

One of his couplets about friends and companions is this:  

ناً                 رِّ أَيـفِي الم ـنَ الشَّريكأَي ـرِّ و         فِي الْمـ شارِكالْم رُ إِخْوانِكخَي  
ناًاَ             يـع كانَ أُذُنـاً و تإِنْ غِب فِي النّـا         سِ، و زانَك تلَّذي إِنْ شَهِد  

 “The best friend is a person who remains with you in bad times. A 

friend in need is a friend indeed. He is your ally in your presence and 

in your absence he is your eye and your ear.”21  

It is clear that Bashshār Ibn Burd [ $�*��
! J���
 L��
 ] has followed the same 

path of the Iranian sage who wrote in Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H!�3��r�! #J ]: “If 

you see your friend with your enemy don’t revolt because it is he who is 

honest to you, the closer he is to your enemy, the more you benefit. He 

may be keeping a secret hidden or he might reveal one to you. Why at all 

should you care that a trustworthy friend should go only to another 

friend  (better, he goes to the enemy).”22  

Consultation and thinking are the other topics on which the Persian 

poetry of advices has much to say. Bashshār Ibn Burd [ $�*
! J�
 L
 ] said: 

                فَاستَـعِـنْ          بِرَأْيِ نَصيحٍ اَو هرشْـوالْم لَـغَ الرَّأْيإِذا ب��Ó8�=Ó�   حـازِمٍ
كانُ الْخَواف�Ó̈�و ال تَجعلِ الشُّورى علَيك غَضا                ـ          مـي قُـوÔ+ِلِلْـقَوادِم   

َس بِنائِ                لَيـ زْم التَكُـنْ          نَؤُومـاً فَإِنَّ الْحـ نا لِلضَّعيـفِ ويوخَلَّ الْه مٍـو  
 ورىاَمراًغَيرَكـاتِمٍـمقَرَّب نَـفْسه          وال تَشْهدِالشُّو أدنِ علَى الْقُرْبـَى الْ            

 “Whenever you intend to undertake a work, do take the help of the 

farsighted advisers.  Never be ashamed of taking consultation as the 

quill. Leave laziness to the inactive and do not become sleepy because 

sleep does not behave a farsighted man. Say only confidential things to 



the reliable person, and do not present a thing which is not secret 

before the advisory meeting.”23 

In this couplet Bashshār Ibn Burd [  $�*�
!   J��
 L�
 ] has composed the same 

theme as Ibn Al-Muqaffa’ [��@�! L
!] in Al-Adab Al-Şaghīr [ H!��=�! #J ]: 

" �! �?�!     � ��&�! (!$F,�! x£�
 J!J&� eF�     !,� �83�! J!J&� �kQ     $��³¥! L�� v"J .       � � e&���
 �����! �
               $!��-¥! �=�8�
 � � �����! $!�r� x£��! �  � x£��! ���BÐ
 e&�! .    �*����! ���       %|�N£ ���Q �� � 

  ̈��£$ $�*���! L�     � �
 J!J&� ,WN �         !̈(,�� ¬J,��
 $���! J!J&� �kQ  .    $�*����! g�?5 �     �*����! ��@N!,� 
   � f���� #!,� g?5  ! �                      � ���� �r�< ��kN x£���! o�?@� � � ��
 g�£ �� upU �=3� } �
 �N��   ª�M 
�kn$��*� �kz >@���  ".  

“A far-sighted king takes benefit of the farsighted ministers just as the 

ocean enriches itself from the rivers. Success is the result of caution, 

which is the fruit of the churning up of thoughts; and thoughts are born 

out of the repetition of views and the concealing of secrets. Though the 

counsel seeker is more thoughtful than the advice-giver, the former gets 

the benefit just as fire gets brightness from oil. It is the duty of the 

consultant to agree with the correct views of the advice-seeker, and to 

show the remedy if he goes wrong, and even if he does not like his 

viewpoint he should modify it in a soft manner so that his advice may 

gain ground.”24  

In this sense Al-Jāhiz  [�M���C!] has been influenced by the great Iranian 

sage Buzurgmihr [�W� °$&
] who says: 

 "H L� � � x£��! !^ o�M� �� x£$  ��p� � �̈��5 �*��� �£ ". 

 “It’s enough for both the discerning and the unwise to seek advice 

from a wise man and to follow him.”25 

One of the other couplets wherein Bashshār Ibn Burd [ $�*��
! J���
 L��
 ] has 

employed the style of the Iranian savant showing the superiority of wisdom 

over wealth is: 

                        بالْأَد نْفَعي اً ويِيدا عمالُ والِدِهِ          ع رْءالْم نْفَعالي 

“The wealth of the father helps only a weak son but wisdom is 

always helpful to all.” 26 

In this stanza Bashshār Ibn Burd [  $�*�
!   J��
 L�
 ] has repeated Buzrgmihr’s 

[�W� °$&
] words:  



"�  �!$	È        	�J�W�� ·$! �
 �!	�F�N f!�
 T�!J F! ���
 f&.             V�-J ��
 ����� T��!J ��
 !��F Kf$® 
g7	
 tQ F! b!J�� �
 �®b�� o=� d �J �7 F! � ".   

“A father never leaves any heritage more precious than wisdom 

because you gain wealth through wisdom and lose it with your 

ignorance, and thus lose both.”27  

Also observes this: 

               و ال يفَدالْع مالْو طِاَتبِب ي    قِّالرُّاء      سيانِ نَو حتّقي وي سس عود 

“Doctors cannot defer death by their knowledge and people remain 

away from both its inauspiciousness and its auspiciousness.” 28 

This is very much similar to this Persian advice:  

" �-È �- �
 �Q V-! &È	��� V-J �
 & : �
 ����K�F$���M �
 b!,B ��$!J �
 ª�E- � ".  

“There are three things which are not obtained through three means: 

Wealth by wish, youth by henna, and health by medicines.”29 

To summarize, one can say that Bashshār Ibn Burd    [  $�*�
!   J��
 L�
 ] has 

quoted extensively from the Persian words of wisdom and has enriched 

his poetry with it. But he has not followed the concise verse, as Abān Al-

Lāhiqī          [  ���
! P�@ME�! ] has done in his poetry; he does not deal with all 

the sides of a subject but takes the original topic and according to his 

wisdom changes it with his special art. The result shows a content, 

familiar with a new style. The thoughts and the writings of Bashshār Ibn 

Burd [ $�*��
! J���
 L��
 ] are based on oral derivations and do not contain a 

planned study. It is so written that if the reader ponders deeply over all 

his words it encourages him to delve into the aim behind such 

quotations. He could handle any topic which his contemporaries could 

not do. 

3- Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ 7����!,
!� ] (d. 211 A.H.):  

Qāsim Ibn Suwaid Ibn Kīsān, [   >�-�O!   	�,�- L�
!  ����Q L�
 ] father of Abū Al-

‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ] was a Nabţī [P��p3�] and from the Mawālī lords of the 

tribe of Banī ‘Anzah [   Å�5 y�
+ ] who lived in ‘Ayn Al-Tamr, [  ��k��! ��5 ] near 

Anbār [$���3�!] city. In the year (130 A.H.) his son Ismā‘īl, whose nom de 

plume was Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ] was born. Poverty and monetary 



hardships compelled the father of Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ] to migrate 

from his motherland and come to Kūfah [ ���N,Q� ]. Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah 

[ ��7����!,
!� ] spent his youth in this city where the spring of poetry began to 

flow within him. When he was able to win the praise of the Caliphs and 

understood that he could obtain gifts and awards through his poetry, he 

moved to Baghdād, which was the centre of hopeful poets and the Mecca 

of wealth-seekers. He spent half of his life by the side of his patron 

Hārūn Al-Rashīd [	<��! ��$�7]. Bru kilman writes:  

“Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ���H�	������% ] used to sing lyrical odes in his youth and 

pleased Hārūn and his companions. He never remained away from him 

either in or out of station except during the pilgrimage. When Hārūn Al-

Rashīd [����!#�� ��(���H] went to Al-Riqqah [  ����4C#% ] Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ���H�	������% ] 

became a pious man donning a robe, gave up singing and left the 

company of the Caliph. Then Harūn Al-Rashīd [����!#�� ��(���H] ordered his 

arrest for compelling him to sing but he did not sing.”30 

The reader of the poems of Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ] finds himself 

in the midst of an environment full of wisdom, admonition, moral 

warnings and advices aimed at highlighting the fact that desiring the 

material world is fruitless. In his poetry, he persuades people to look at 

the future and to ponder over the punishment for his deeds in his worldly 

life. Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ], in dealing with this piousness, is unique 

among his contemporaries. This distinction bestows a special colour to 

his poetry and places it in the context of hope, fear, and aloofness; 

perfunctory cautions and worldly pictures which show the suffocating 

bottlenecks of human life. His aim was that people should refrain from 

drowning in the pleasures of this world and from committing sins; that 

they should keep in mind the day which they are bound to see finally; the 

day when neither sons would be of any use nor the wealth of this world 

except him who appears before his Lord with a pious heart.  

If one pursues the factors which turned his life towards this route and fixed the 

thoughts and topics of his poetry, will not find much evidence about his being so. 

The reason for this lack of evidence is the peculiar condition of Abū Al-



‘Atāhīyah [ 7����!,
!� ]. He always kept his creed and religion a secret so as to avoid 

the cruel lashes of the rulers. Dr. Shauqī Daif [t� PO,<] says: 

"� 	M,���
 `,@�! ��Q �376� ���! �£ � 7,B �?U � (P< L� H L�J�|�� L��� Ä  ��3�! v67 »���! y
 ��
� �kW���̈�¡ ��5¥! j�� �£ %3O L�J�|��! L��7,C! �� (P< q%Q J�- �! �£ >5&� ��Q � ".  

“His religion is Tawh�īd [��J�K] (monotheism) and he believed that Allāh 

created two opposite essences from nothing. Then built the building of his 

universe with these two essences. He thought that after these two, Allāh will 

recollect everything to the same two opposite essences before all the dignitaries 

disappear.”31  

Some are of the opinion that according to his belief, “Wisdom naturally, is 

dependent upon the scope of thinking, discussion and argument. He believed in 

the Hereafter, considering some deeds to be prohibited and was a follower of the 

Zaidīyah [ �	�F� ] creed and one of the innovators of Batrīyah   [  ���
� ]. He did not 

infringe upon anyone’s rights and was a follower of the Jabrī [xSB] (fatalist) 

school of thought.”32 Brukilman explains that the influence of Christianity exists 

in the poetry of Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah               [ 7����!,
!� ].33 But, what Dr. Shauqī D aif 

[t� PO,<] says about Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah’s [ 7����!,
!� ] beliefs, is correct when he 

writes: 

"� �z� »��?� �u
 L�Ã� � �̈�,�� �̈"�,��� ¦� ,WNkQ  �Ç L� x,��� ,7 �Ç� � ������� Ï�
 � &���! L
! "L� �
� 	�	B � eE-Õ! � ��,���! �
 �&Ö ^� �"
$ ��!	M� �I�5J�
 �=���! ���,��� L5 v",� 	O ��Q !^� H�".  

 “He is not a Manich(a)ean,  nor a Thanawī, [L��0] nor a believer in two Gods 

as imagined by Ibn Al-M‘tazz [  ����F*	� ] and some of his contemporaries. Abū Al-

‘Atāhīyah [ �H�	������% ] believed in a new kind of Manicha(a)eism;. He has 

amalgamated Manicha(a)eism with Islām, so much so that he has even expressed 

his distinct belief in the oneness of the god of Manicha(a)eism.”34  

The good advices and admonitions appearing in the poetry of Abū Al-

‘Atāhīyah [ 7����!,
!� ] indicate the same creed and confirm the existence of the said 

mixing of relations in his faith. He remained steadfast in his belief. In this 

respect, he was different from his contemporaries. Since his faith was different 

from the customary creed of the subjects of the state of ‘Abbāsīd and had, 

because of it, suffered much, he suppressed it and employed his poetry in the 

service of providing and propagating good advices and admonitions and 

teachings of principles. It appears that due to his staunch sincerity for his faith he 



constantly travelled on the distant path called piety and abstinence and never 

overstepped it.  

In the words of Brukilman: “Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ] has tried the 

path of his predecessors but in a new way.”35 

However the task of identifying the courses of thought which 

contributed in giving shape to the mind of Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ] 

and found the pillars of the structure of his signs of Iranian culture, 

especially in the admonitions found in his songs. Following is a clear 

example of the same: 

قَ الـدهرَ كَبـاكَبو                    نْ سابـرِ̈+مهتَقِلْها مِنْ خطي الدسي لَم            
رِ مع الدهرِ كَما يجرى                   اجـرِ إِذا ما خَطا          وهالد عفَاخْطُ م  

     ـسلَيلَه تسـنْ لَيلِمÔ�×?�Mود وجـ مـ          Ô+رِـ خَيب رٌ مِنَ الصـ  

 “The one who overtakes the current trend does not rise after falling 

down. So take steps with the trend of the time in the way time proceeds. 

If there is no remedy, patience is the best remedy.”36
 

The original thought behind this couplet of “Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah 

[ ���7����!,
!� ] which many have adopted from Iranian wisdom, include 

kindness, softness, compromise and patience under stress. For example 

an Iranian wise man has said:  

"L��� V�- ÈV-�W��- �- L����,O F! ��	��J,- v$�". 

“The mildest remedy is more effective than the strongest toughness,” 

and  

"K   � ��K                      	����
 ��*��! v,�< ��
 ����F ��7 eJ��� �
 � 	�F,��
 T�,U %@5 �
 !$ F�$ #!J   ���
 � 	�,< ¬	�! ������µJK	��� Ø,�� ������
". 

“Learn the rules and discipline of your time and behave with people 

according to their custom so as to minimize the number of your enemies 

and safeguard your honour.”37  

So also these words of Anūshīrwān [�!��<,�!] which says:  

"È �,K�Ù V�� g7!,�Ú� !$ �K�7 �Q v!,¤ !$ �V". 

“If what you want is not available, desire whatever is available.”38  



He also insists on the same qualities of a fast friend whereupon 

Persian advices have put stress and says: 

             فا لي وص          فَوتُهذيري مِنَ الْإِنْسانِ، ال إِنْ جهِعيدي عطَو ال إِنْ صِرْت   
فُو إِنْ كَـدرت علَيهِ         صـي رِقُّ و شْتاقٌ إِلى ظِلِّ صـاحِبٍ          يـإِنّي لَم و  

 “My complaint from mankind is that when I hurt him,he is untrue to me 

and even if I am his slave, he is still untrue to me. I seek the shadow of such a 

friend who may treat me nicely even when I may behave badly 

 with him.”39 

Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ] has an Urjūzah [ F,��B$!+ ] (Kind of writing 

in the metre of Rajaz), by the name Dhāt Al-Amthāl [`���h�H! �!^] about 

which the author of Al-Aghānī [��DH!] writes: 

" v67 ��� �7����! 4£ �I!	
 L� +F,B$¥!%h� �HK ��
$£ �WN �� `�@� � ". 

 “This Urjūzah [ M���;(�- ] is one of the novelties of Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah 

[ �H�	������% ] and it is said that it contains 4000 proverbs.”40  

It does not appear far from truth if it is said that the poet has obtained 

most of the proverbs of this Urjūzah [+F,��B$!] from the garden of Iranian 

advices and sayings.  

Dr. Shauqī Daif [t� PO,<] says: 

" H �               ��� L�� �W?Q �z�h�£ Lr� » � �7����! 4£ +F,B$£ �£ } �*�  � ��       L�� �7�@��-! ���£ �    `��h�£ 
� %O¥! g?5 �£ � ���,�! � 	�z! � m���!�W3�!,B L� !̈�hQ g@�-! ".  

 “Undoubtedly all the proverbs in this Urjūzah [-M����;(�] are not 

manufactured by the mind of Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ���H�	������% ] himself but he 

has taken it mostly from the Iranian, Indian and Greek proverbs, or at 

least, he has taken maximum benefit from them.”41 Anyhow, this 

Urjūzah [+F,��B$!] has disappeared and a very little part of it is traceable. 

Whatever is available indicates that they are closely related to Iranian 

wisdom and discipline. The most important example of which is this 

couplet: 

                     كْدِربِالْقَذي لَي فاءكْثُرُ          إِنَّ الصإِنَّ الْقَليلَ بِالْقَليلِ ي                         

 “Little added to little becomes more; cleanliness loses its purity, 

when added dirtiness.” 42 



These words are exactly like those of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] in 

Adab Al-Şaghīr [��=�! #J!]: 

"      H �£ %O���! g?5 �                     � $,��¥! } `���DÕ! � � >�?��! } %��&�! � � x£���! } up�! L� �̈Á< ��=��� 
   ! ��=�-! L� q�ÐN �£ ��=�       � !��� � !̈��� ��� �k� �£ �<    �3�Q ��=�! !^ÐN  .          	�O ��O �̈Á�< ��� » �

Û£       � �
 ���W��! ��=�! %3O L� H�          %�3O L� ÛÃ� �?�! ���£$ 	O     � ��@��! �	���!     8=��! ����£$ �    g�Ã�� �
� �
 %��H x6�! (!	�! L� �
 "t���� x6�! `�	C! L� �Á3�� $�³¥! ���£$ � ".  

 “A wise man should always be aware of his mistakes. He must never 

belittle a lapse in thinking or laziness in work. If a man underestimates 

little defects, the same will overwhelm him and becomes big. The only 

danger seen by me had resulted out of my belittling a little danger 

governments are in danger from enemies which were considered 

insignificant. Ignoring small illnesses turn into deadly illnesses and 

floods arising out of small rivers become disastrous.”43 Another advice 

in the Urjūzah [+F,��B$!] containing clear influence of Iranian admonition 

is: 

قُهدصنْ ال يرْءِ مديقُ الْمص سلَي          ذُقُهمديقٌ يرْءِ صفِ لِلْمصي لَم 

“A friend who does not become sincere with his friend is 

unpleasant. One who is not sincere with you is not your friend.”44 

The topic of this couplet is within the field of the counsels covered by 

Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘[��@�! L
!] in Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H!�3r�! #J ]. For example:  

"^�                   � �̈�W@N Lr�?N � L�	��! �!,U� L� ��Q �ÐN � �I�UÕ �Á��� L� `�M } ���� !  ¦��      � � (!�� 
  � ���M H                         � ����< H � � #!q6�QH � � %�7�Ü ¦�� � !̈"��M Lr?N � ��	�! �!,U� L� ��Q �� �    H � 

  �ÐN ® w,�*�        � v!,�
£ ��� #�W� �¥ %7£ %7�C!             ® �̈OJ��� �̈�U£ �,�r� H #!q6�r�! �� �     #6�r�! �¥ 
� �3?O #6Q `,|N L� ,7 �Ç� � ����� g?5 x�� x6�!�	=�! L� ��	=�! g"� �Ç� �   ". 

 “If you are searching for the conditions of an intended friend they 

ought to be these: If he is your coreligionist he should be an expert in 

jurisprudence and not quarrelsome or covetous; If he is one of the world 

lovers, he should be a free man, broad-minded, not unwise, a liar or of a 

bad character because it is advisable even for the parents of a fool to be 

away from him. A liar can never be a true friend because whatever 

untruth comes on the tip of his tongue is an overflow of the untruth tied 

in his heart whereas the root of Şadīq (/2�B friend) is Şidq (E�B truth).”45 



Similarly in Urjūzah[+F,B$!] Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ 7����!,
!� ] says: 

                     سده مفْي، أَلِقْعلْمفسده لِ          هدج الْ و ،راغَفَ الْو، باب  الشَّنَّإِ               

“A youth who is unemployed and careless gets his mind destroyed 

which is a terrible disaster.”46 

His views regarding the losses resulting from idleness, undoubtedly, 

are synonymous with these words of Ardishīr [�<J$!]:  

"  f$�r
È     ���J�� ��� $J �,s���               F! `,��! $J �*��	�! � %I���� ��
 �B,� 	
�� ÝK  	��!F �.  � 
È   � �7$�Q $J �,É        ��� V�<�- ��
 �� �7 	��Þ   � T�,�U v �É        J,�< t�?�� ��*��! f£$ � J��  ! � F 
�	�Q!�sJ&U ��Q � jµJ o7!6� g". 

“When unemployment spreads in the society, it creates doubts in 

various issues; everyone looks at them from his own angle and style. 

Then the differences in the outlook result in communal enmity.”47 

When he says: 

  قَرينِي الْلَوب اِسنْء مرْمالْفَ          ينِلَ الده اَلِ وضْفَي الْ ذَوِحِبصأَ                  

 “Be in the company of the learned religious men because man is 

identified by his company.” 48 

Definitely this is the same style Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘        [����@�! L��
!] in 

Adab Al-Şaghīr [��=�! #J!] has used. 

"         � oM�=�H � � �J�� H �£ %O���! g?5 �        m����! L�� $���� H � ß     w����-! ���ß  !^ H�     } %|�N
� �EU¥! � >?��! � L�	�! ��5 6UuN  ".  

 “It is desirable for wise men, as far as possible, to be friendly with 

only the learned men of good character and to learn virtues from 

them.”49  

It has come in Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H!�3r�! #J ]: 

"  �! %7£ ��5!  �! � L�	                      � � ���!,5£ � � ���!,U� >�7 !,��,rN � ��?3O � ���O � +$,Q %Q } +(��
� ����p
 ���@� � ".  

 “Find out the faithful and upright people in every place so that they 

may be your brothers and your reliable friends.”50 



Evidently, The influence of Persian admonition is seen in this couplet 

of Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ], about which it is said that a wise man 

who attended the burial of Alexander commented:  

"v�<�  F���! � J,
 F���! F! �� V37 �
 F���J � 	�KV-! F���J F! ��F,�".  

“This king was more frightening yesterday than he is today, but he is 

more of a guiding source today than he was yesterday.”  

Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ��7����!,
!� ] grabbed the same meaning and composed 

a poem; mourning the death of his friend ‘Alī Ibn Thābit [V
�� L
 P?5] : 

 و كانَت فِي حياتِك لي عِظات          فَأَنْت الْيوم أَوعظُ مِنْك حياً                     

“To me there was a source of knowledge when alive, now I have 

learned more from your death.” 51  

It is clear that Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [ ���7����!,
!� ], every now and then, 

looked at the good advices lying in the treasure of Iranian literature 

which was full of wisdom and extracted gems of practical morality out 

of them. 

4- Abū Nuwās [m!,� ,
!]  (b. 195 A.H.): 

A researcher who reads the Dīwān of Abū Nuwās       [  m!,�� ,�
!] finds 

himself face to face with the obvious signs of the influence of the Iranian 

maxims. These influences show that in those days not only were Persian 

counsels the major factors in contributing towards the culture of writers 

and authors, but it is also a proven fact that Abū Nuwās    [m!,��� ,��
!] 
himself possessed some aspects of them which enabled him to appear 

distinct from other poets and writers of his day.  

This is primarily because, his father Hānī [����7] was one of the Iranian 

lords in Khurāsān province during the reign of ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz 

[  ���k5! &�&��!	��35 L��
 ]. His mother too was an Iranian serf named Jalbān 

[ ���3?B].”52 So Abū Nuwās [  m!,�� ,�
!] is truly Iranian. The memory of Persian 

emperors used to overwhelm him with a sense of pride. He believed that 

the community which is known in the world in causing all aggressors to 

yield were Iranian and so he was one of them. If Khusru Anūshīrwān 

[�!����<,�! �����U] could come to life he would certainly join his court. Abū 

Nuwās [m!,� ,
!] himself says: 



نا عل                    نَيــبم مـاءري س̈�داـي كَـسÓ�          ×à�Î��̈×?�á?ومٍـ حـاف اتُهـا بِنُجـ   

  رد فِي كَسرَى بنِ ساسان روحه          إِذَنْ لَاصطَفاني دونَ كُلِّ نَديمٍوفَلَ              

“We raised a sky on the head of Khusrau, an ever raining sky, a sky 

decorated in every direction with stars. If Khusrau can get another life 

he will select me as his companion.” 53 

He was against those who had composed poems of praiseing and 

mourning for their bygones.  

It is believed that, his motive behind adopting this method was that in 

their deeds he beheld the colour of purely Arabic culture. This, he did 

not like and hence fled from everything which hinted at it. Conversely, 

indulgence in wine and pleasure, which he propagated, showed him the 

signs of Persian wealth and power, a power that had gone away with the 

wind. He found himself uneasy in work and life and pined for the earlier 

atmosphere. To prove this, there is no better evidence than this: 

                     الْخَـم جنُزَوقُرَ مِنَ الْماءِ فِي          طاساتِ تِبفْهرُها يرٍ، خَم  
  منَـطِّقات بِتَصـاويرَ ، و ال          تَسمع لِلداعي ، و ال تَنْطِقُ                    

  ى تَمـاثيلِ بنـي بابـكٍ          محتَفِرٌ مـا بينَـهم خَنْـدقُـ                    عل

رُ مِنْ فَوقِـهِمالْخَم و مفِـي                              كَأَنَّه كَتـائِبÍ��ÌG��ُتغَـْرَق   

يم فِـي أَطْاللِها أَحم                           فَالنَّعت ذا، ال نعت دارخَلَّت  هـقُـي  
 

 “We mix wine in golden cups with water so much so that it 

overflows. The  cups having paintings thereon begin to talk with you in 

such manner that you neither hear a voice nor speak a word. These 

cups standing upon the legs portraying the sons of Babak have waves 

engraved on them. When you fill them with it appears that princes of 

Babak are soldiers who are drowning in the depths of an ocean, so this 

is the tale. It is not the story of the vacated house around which a fool 

should keep wandering.” 54 

He saw a place of pride in his forefathers, which was destroyed by the 

cycle of time. Yet the echo of grandeur and glory rose up to the Pleiades. 

On the other hand, Abū Nuwās [  m!,�� ,�
!] was fully aware of the losses of 



his forefathers. Anyone, who reads the Persian words appearing in 

between his poems, feels sure that his acquaintance with Persian is 

almost equal to his total knowledge of Arabic. It is but natural that a 

person with such a distinction be compared to poets of Iranian culture, 

literature and wisdom, for he is quite different from others, because, 

contrary to what can be imagined about his contemporaries, nothing 

could come in his way. According to a deeper interpretation, the colour 

and fragrance of Iranian literature must be found more in the poetry of 

Abū Nuwās  [m!,� ,
!] as compared to that of others.  

Whatever is said so far does not mean that he was totally independent 

and had never looked at the books of advice and admonition because, his 

poetry makes it clear that sometimes he had made use of these advices 

too and had used this eternal and everlasting knowledge. Such as this 

couplet: 

نْبخَـلَّ                             المِـ جـبِس نْهضِ ع امـ لِــرامِ          و ـكي  
  ت بِداءِ الصـمتِ خَيرٌ          لَـك مِنْ داءِ الْكَالمِـمِ                          

بِـالْم ت تَفْتَحـا اسمبغـاليقَ الْحِمرامِــزْ          حِ  م  

  يــامِـرب لَفْـظٍ سـاقَ آجــا          لَ نيـــامٍ و ق

نْ أَ مـ الِم ا السـ بلْإِنَّمـ فـاه م لِـجــامِـِــ          جـ  

   مِنْـهم و السقـامِ���حَّ          َلصّفَالْبِسِ النّاس علَى ا

د إِنَّ ا                        الْقَصـ كلَيع قى لِِلْ   وأَب دمــ          ـقَصـامِلْج                                
                     

“Keep a distance from the one who aims at you and passes away safely. 

Dying with the pain of loneliness and quietness is better than dying of 

the sickness of talking. It is likely that a witty talk might open up the 

closed doors of death. It is also likely that some words might move even 

a dormant person to awaken. The one who keeps his mouth shut will 

remain safe. So keep yourself aloof. You should maintain the middle 

path which is the best guarantee of comfort ” 55 

The original spirit of this stanza is Iranian. It is inclined towards 

softness and humility; and does make one feel any difficulty in bearing 



insult. These are the topics of this couplet which are not different from 

the nature of those translated by Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] from Persian 

and also in his own work. It is similar to this one in Al-Adab Al-Kabīr 

[ H!�3r�! #J ]: 

"      �̈�O� eEr�! g?5 V3?D �� ,   �! g?5 â?�� EN  N ® �,r�                � � ����F ��� ��_ "	�<£ �,�r� ��?�� ���Ð
� �
�Wk?� �_�@
£ � � +J,� �� �kW3?B£	�8?� �_���£ � ".  

 “though they can deprive you sometimes from speaking but they can 

never take away your silence. Possibly silence is more beautiful in 

attracting friends, and preserving safety and dignity. It is also stronger 

in removing malice and jealousy.”56 

The topic of the following couplet: 

  

Ó5×?©Ó�ã�! ×@©=Ó	 ��á�! ä�          �×@©=Ó	×! ©
@å�� ã?ÓG�e�k 

“You should maintain the middle path which is the best guarantee 

of comfort ” 

has been undoubtedly lifted from these words of Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [ L��
!
��@�!] in Adab Al-Şaghīr [��=�! #J!]:  

�!ãO��ÎJ�=Ì��! ©��P×! ©
�� P@ã?ÓG�e�kÓ�      �N Ó
 P©��	 ã�!��Ìk�WÓ� �r��,"��! o=   

“Regular efforts in maintaining equilibrium are more effective and 

what one gains out of prolonged desires is only sorrow.” 57 

Another couplet wherein Abū Nuwās [m!,��� ,��
!] has drawn idea from 

Iranian admonition is the one regarding friendship and brotherhood: 

                          هعيال أَعِيرُ الدعي          لِيمبيــباــرَ سوا لِي ح بـ  
ـوباـال و ال أَذْخَ    يـرُ عِنْـدي          لِلْأَخلّـــاءِ الْع  

  ا  كـان كَـونٌ          قُمت بِالْغَيبِ خَـطيـباـفَإِذا م   

            فَظُ الْإِخْوانِ كَيغيـأَحفِظُوا مِــنِّي الْمحباما          ي  

 “I never listen to one who backbites about any friend. I do not compile the defects 

of my friends in my heart, even if they have any defect, I defend them in their 

absence. I say I take care of the honour of my friends so that they too may preserve 

my honour in my absence.” 58 



It is obvious that the subject matter of this couplet has been taken up 

from the table cloth spread by Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [  ���@�! L�
!] and his like for 

presenting Persian fruits of admonition to the Arab society. It is recorded 

in Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H!�3r�! #J ]:  

"(��! P8�-!� %7�B ��£ � � »�5 ��£ �3M�� SÑ �£ L� �?Q æ ��"���  �£ �̈M�=� ". 

“Be ashamed of making your friend think through clear indications or 

by signs that you are wise and he is unwise.”59 and  

"    ��?\ } ��~ �EQ �     � #�8�¥! g?5 `��p��! L� �               ��� Z���� ��¢ �h�Q L�5 �̈���� o� � 
 >W?5 `��p��! �
 �� �£ �
�8�£ L�� EÁ� ® +̈!$!	� `,@�! #!,� �N". 

 “Beware never praise yourself while talking with friends. Keep mum 

by the way of compromise, even if you think it is correct so that they may 

not imagine that you are becoming proud.”60 

Another proof of Abū Nuwās [m!,��� ,��
!] being influenced by the culture 

and literature of Iran is that he employed many words of wisdom and 

proverbs which were being used by Iranians in their conversation. For 

example: 

ـوقِ                     مـو مـ ـرادم مِنْـه فِي ذَري نِيقٍ          أرود بمِنَ الْح كُنْت  
ها بِـتَزْويـقِ
�Ó̈�قُ وا          شٍ كِـذْـُّحتّـى نَفانِي عنْـه تَخَل                       ، لَفـُّ

  السوق��ÌGÓ�ِص مِنْ فُرْصِ اللُّ:          مثَّلَه كَقَولِ كَسري ، فيما تَ          

“I was following him from the summits of love until the slander of 

his words drove me away. Khusru has said : The bustle in the bazar 

gives an opportunity to the thieves. ” 61 

The proverb employed in the last stanza is the translation of an 

Iranian saying which is in vogue even today: “A thief desires a chaotic 

market.” 

Another example in this couplet is romantic: 

د امتِـناع3�Oٍ?×̈�سأَلْتُـها                          عـبِهـا          ب فَـفُزْت شِد بِ+�، وع    التـَّ
     بِي:  فَقُلْتودِي بِأُخْرى أَقْضِ بِها أَرتـي          جذِّب عـبِاهللاِ يا م  

  فَابتَسمت، ثُم أَرسلَت مثَالً          يعرِفُه الْعجم ، لَيس بِالْكِذْبِ     

           "واحِـد بِينَّ الصطِينَفِ الطَّلَبِ، ̈+ال تُعأُخْرى بِأَع طْلِبي         " 



“I asked her for a kiss, and after a prolonged denial I was 

successful. Thereafter, I told her: O source of my troubles ! In the 

Name of God, I request of you a kiss once more and oblige, she smiled, 

and then told a proverb which is true and of which the Iranians are 

well aware “Do not give the first one to a child, he will ask for the 

second with perseverence.” 62                   

In this task, of giving circulation to the proverb he has used the style 

of Irsāl Al-Mathal [  ̀ ��-$!  %�h�! ] who uses an individual to explain or gives 

an example. This is still known to the Iranians of today. 

Abū Nuwās’s [m!,���� ,���
!] poetry clearly shows that he has been 

influenced by the Persian proverbs, advices, and other words of wisdom. 

These signs of Persian admonitions in the poetry of Abū Nuwās is due to 

his uniqueness among other linguists and writers who proclaim a place 

of pride for Iran. 

5- Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs [  ç��!m�"	@�!	35 L
 ] (b. 167 A.H.) : 

He was born and brought up in Başrah. In fact, there is a difference of 

opinion regarding his origin and race. Some have said he is an Arab of 

the Azud [JF!] tribe.  

But Dr. Shuqī D aif [t��� PO,��<] prefers the view that “he is originally 

Iranian and that his relation with the Azudīyān [�����JF!] is by the way of 

Wilā (religious friendship).”63 Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs [  ç�����! L���

m�"	��@�!	35] had faced the charge of being a Zindīq [��	���F] (atheist). This 

indicates that he is a co-religionist of Bashshār Ibn Burd [J���
 L��
! $�"*��
] in 

the creed of ‘Thanawīyat’ ( ��"�,��V  duality). Since his faith in this creed had 

crossed his individual belief and he had indulged in an open propagation 

of it, it is understood that this belief had taken roots in the depths of his 

heart and had made him a staunch believer of it. 

In the words of Brukliman: “Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs              [  ç���
!m�"	��@�!	35 L��
 ] had conducted classes in Başrah to explain the virtues of 

‘Thanawīyat ��"�,��V ’ faith.”64 Naturally he had to suffer since he indulged 

in propagating other creeds and group religions. Therefore he escaped to 

Damascus. Caliph Mahdī [x	��W�] sent someone to arrest him. Most of the 



narration indicate that he was hanged in Baghdād in (167 A.H.) on the 

charges of religious offence.  

Though there is a difference of opinion regarding the real reason of 

him being killed and the year of his death, all the researchers and 

historians agree that he had discarded faith and had become an atheist.  

Dr. Shauqī Daif [t� PO,<] writes: 

"  �      ,��� �̈@�	�F ��Q ��£ �N �<H �¢          � ���,���! m£$ ���Q 	@� %
 � !̈�3Q �̈�         } >n	�@5 L�5 `J���! � 
 ����p�� �̈3@M +�=3�! ".  

“There is no doubt that he was a kāfir (#N���
 denier) and a great 

Manich(a)ean, and had defended this belief for several years.”65 

Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs [  ç����!m�"	��@�!	35 L��
 ] obtained not only his 

beliefs from Iranians according to which two powers of good and evil 

are fighting one another in the universe but, it seems, he also read books 

of good advices and had also studied the thoughts of Iranian 

knowledgeable men and extracted many topics therefrom.  

Abū Hilāl Al-‘Askarī [x�r���! `E7 ,
!] says: 

"        `,@� 	�$J L
! �r
 �
£ V�� � :            m�	�@�! 	�35 L�
 ç��� �!,�J } �k�B!–        L�� %�B$ ,�7 � 
 >WI!��<– >G�?� %h� t�£ � #��?� %h� t�£  ".  

 “I have heard from Abū Bakr Ibn Al-Duraid               [    #�7� �����  ��2(��� �� ] 

who said that in the anthology of Şālih� Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs [   O��B�   ��A, ��

P�������] who is a poet, I found 1000 Arabic proverbs and 1000 Iranian 

sayings.”66  

This statement appears to be correct because naturally, one who 

believes in Iranian religion and has faith in their creed should also be 

well-versed with their culture and wisdom as these advices had been 

derived from the ‘Thanawīyat ��"�,��V ’ creed and people from far and near 

had respected it. A decisive proof of this claim is the trial of Afshīn 

[�*��N!], a commander of the army of M‘utaşim [>=�����], who was a Majūs 

[m,��\] (Magian) by faith. In this connection. Ahmad Amīn [ ����! 	��l!] 
writes:  



"            6���
 L"�F 	O #��Q g?5 ��
 } �h5 ��u
 ��6Q >W"�! �            ���
 ���Q ��N ��3�	��! � �7,�C! � o7 . �
$                 � ��I�
K L�5 #���r�! ·$� ���£ � � �± $!�OÕ�
 �kW��! v67 g?5 "J     ��N #���r�! �      #!JK L�� #J£ 

 >G��! ,� #J£ L� �N � �����N � ��Q �N ���Q L� �N �� ¬�� � ". 

“He was charged that a book was seized from his house which was 

decorated with gold and jewels and silk. It contained blasphemy of God. 

In his reply he confessed and said that he had obtained that book from 

his father and also said it contained both Iranian admonitions as well as 

Kufr (  #���
 blasphemy) admonitions. But he took benefit of only the good 

advices and left the blasphemies unattended.”67 

The element of Iranian culture has played a big role in forming the 

thoughts of Şālih and it has given its colour and fragrance to his poetry 

which is mentioned in historical texts.  

“Available sources indicate that Sālih had left a volume of fifty 

pages”68 and had decorated it with rules and regulations worthy of a 

decent society. The same distinction raised the status of his poetry, 

which indicates his high thinking.  

The view of Al-Jāhiz  [�M�C!] in this respect is as follows: 

" !,��O � :   �� ��< �£ ,�                � +�h�Q $���<£ } �̈�O��� ���Q � x�
S�! �
�- � m�	@�!	35 L
 ç   �$�=�� 
 ! �?�      � ��@3p
 �?5 g7 �¢ �N$£ $��<¥          ���N'! } +�I��- $J!,�� �_��< $�=� �  .    	=�@�! L�r� � !^� +

   » Ḧ�h�£ �W?Q V��Q  � ���      $J!,��! f�\ �Y » �  .                 L�r� » (g�< �� (P�< L�� ������! ���� » ª� �
 �O,� v	�5 ��6�". 

 “It is said that if the poems of S �ālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs [   O��B�   ��A, ��

P�������] and the previous natives were scattered with many other poems, 

his poems would rise up higher due to their preciousness and both would 

become famous by the title of a marvellous verse. But while his Qaşīdah 

( ��)��C-  odes) may be full of wisdom and similes, they do not become 

universal and cannot be condensed in small sentences. If the hearer does 

not pay word to word attention it may not prove effective or 

impressive.”69 

Among the instances showing his being impressed by the admonitions 

of Iran is the fact that he, followed the Iranian advice of “company of 

kings is both a cause for pride and danger,” and preferred solitude and 



abstinence and kept a distance from the pomp of the higher ups. He kept 

on saying: 

                   ررو ا السـ نَمـ الْعِـزُّ و تِي          فَتَـميب تلَزِم  تِي ودحبِو تأَنِس  
                    وـتنِي الزَّمـانُ فَلَيبأَد ورال أَز و فَال أَزار ـجِرْتي          ه   أَنـِّ

نْد أَم نَـزَلَ الْأَمـيرُ        الْجـ اً          أَقاميح ـتمبِقائِلٍ مـا د تلَس و  

 “I habituated myself to remain aloof and became homebound. 

Then pomp and glory ended and happiness began to arrive. Time 

tamed me, I wish all should leave me alone, neither anybody should 

come to visit me, nor shoud I go to see anybody. No longer till I die, 

shall I say the army has camped or the admiral has ascended. ” 70 

Persian admonitions advise men to refrain from making friends with 

fools and shortsighted people and say: 

                     " V-! ��± �!J�¤ �� ´-�J F! �!	��J�U �
 yµJ.  "  

“Enmity with the wise is better than friendship with a fool.”  

A couplet of Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs                    [   ç���!   m�	�@�! 	�35 L�
 ] 

also points to it: 

زِّقُ             تُمـ الْخُـطُوبو رْقِـعظِلُّ يي فَرِّقُ          والزَّمـانُ ي و مِع جـي رْءاَلْم  
رٌ لَـه          مِنْ أَنْ             ألن يعادى عـاقالً خَيـ قُومديقٌ  اَحص  كُونَ  لَهي    

  فاربأ بِنَفْسِك أَنْ تُصادِقَ أَحمقاً          إِنَّ الصديقَ على الصديقِ مصدقُ  

 “Man collects and time disperses. He constantly mends and time 

tears it apart. If he becomes inimical with a wise fellow it is better than 

his friendship with a fool. So be careful and never befriend a fool 

because a true friend recommends true friendship.” 71 

Persian admonition has paid special attention to the earning of a 

livelihood. It says everybody’s provision is predestined. It is not 

proportionate with their wisdom. Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs [  ç����! 	��35 L��

m�	@�!] has also composed thus: 

ا النّـاس إِالّ عـامِالنِ فَـعامِـلٌ          قَد مات مِنْ عطَشٍ و آخِرُ يغْرَقُ              مـ   
نْ يرْزِقُو النّاس فِي طَلَبِ               مـ مقُ مِنْهرْز يـ د إِنَّما           بِالْجـ عاشِ والْم   

  لَو يرْزقُونَ النّاس حسب عقُـولِهِم          أَلْفَيـت أَكْثَـرَ منْ تَـرى يتَصدق        



 “People can be divided only into two groups of workers: One dies of 

thirst and the other dies of drowning in a lot of water. All men are after 

earning their provisions but everybody gets only up to the limit destined 

for him. If provision was to be given in proportion to their brains, 

many of those whom you now see wealthy would become penniless. ” 72  

The reader can clearly understand the effect on the poet. Similarly the 

stanza given under from the ode Zainabīyah [ 3��F� ] which says: 

                كودأْ عداب و��Ì�8Ì����
  ائِـفاً تَتَـرَقَّـب و لْتَكُنْ          مِنْـه زمانـَك خ
                غْضِبإِذْ ي هو نـابـدبـثُ يمـاً          فَاللَّيستَبم تَه إِنْ القَيـ هذَراحو  

   بغَيورِ مدباقٍ فِي الص ِقْدفَالْح          هد هـع إِنْ تُقام و ود إِنَّ الْعـ  

 “Be the first to salute the enemy and be afraid of him constantly 

and hence ready for danger. If you see him smiling, take more 

precaution and keep safe distance because a tiger shows his teeth when 

he is angry. Jealousy howsoever old it may be, remains hidden in 

heart.” 73 

It suggests that this stanza is very similar to the one of Ibn Al-

Muqaffa‘ [����@�! L��
!] in Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H!�3��r�! #J ] which talks about 

confronting the enemy. It says:  

"        H ��£ ���� �£ ¬�p� >�5£ ��£ >?5!�         � ��� +"��D ��^ �ÐN ®!̈�	5 v6���         �@�! �� ��� %3�- �  +$	
�?5 .    �D! V�p�-�N �$	O V�£ ��N           � ��± (è��r� �£ L�5 ����!	�� !̈$���       >��5 V?kr��-! �����WN 

�p�! ". 

“Understand that your fear increases in the eyes of your enemy when 

he understands that you have not recognized him as an enemy. This 

misleads him in such a way that you can win him over. If you succeed 

and also have the ability to forgive him instead of taking revenge, then 

you have taken your greatness to its maximum limit,”74 and 

"                     O é�� ª�M � ��3?O } +(!�C! � � ¬��£ } $6��
 �?�N � v�	5 +!F�G V?�
! �� �    +(!��B ��3?
�$6�! �?k5 ê����� � ".  

 “if you are caught by an enemy you should be careful in dealing and 

instil courage in the heart till your soul becomes full of bravery and your 

work full of care.”75 



The advices given by the poet here have been obtained from the 

fountainhead of Iranian wisdom. Another poem regarding sitting with 

liars is also likewise: 

This stanza too gives another glaring example of Sālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-

Quddūs [  ç��!m�	@�! 	35 L
 ] being influenced by the Persian advice [ �	� ] : 

قٍّ          لَيس فِي منْعِ غَيرِ ذِي الْحقِّ بخْلُ                رِ حـطاءِ فِي غَيبِالْع ال تَجِد  
  إِنَّما الْجود أَنْ تَجود على منْ          هو لِلْـجـودِ مِنْـك و الْبذْلِ  أَهلُ     

 “Do not be generous to a fool as sticking to the truth is no 

stinginess. To give to the suitable is true generosity.” 76 

Persian admonitions have hinted to this concept. In the disciplines of 

Buzurgmihr [�W� °$&
] one comes across:  

"�    V-! �!J�� F! f,U ¶� :
 k*U VWGÉ �	< � �  
        �J��Q T*�¤ � ��p5 %�	 �      #,�U !$ J,�U
�ëU��* �       �J�W�� ����� LµJ � V-�J ���  �      ��
 � K            Ý,�U V��� ������< ��Q ¦�Q �s  ���k

�J,
".  

“Fools have five qualities: to become angry without valid reason, to 

donate without reason, not recognizing oneself properly, not to 

differentiate between friends and foes and to have a favourable opinion 

about an unworthy person.”77  

Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H!�3r�! #J ] has added to this:  

"                          %���3��
 ����� L�� VN��� ��� � � >�W�! f$F£ >�W�! �D }  ��£$ L� V?�< �� ��£ >?5! � �  
 �8?� v	��� �M ��	@N". 

 “What you spend from your power of thinking in insignificant affairs 

reduces your ability to ponder over important things. Similarly, when 

you give away your wealth in wrong ways you find yourself poor at the 

time of doing the right thing.”78 

Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs [m�	@�!	35 L
 ç��] has composed: 

                برْهي هِ ويي مـا لَدرْجي تَراه و          كَرَّممِـنَ الرِّجالِ م إِنَّ الْغَـنِي  
                 قَرَّبي ـالمِهِ وس عِنْـد قـامي ومِهِ          وقُد بِالتَّرْحيبِ عِنْد يبش و  

      الْفَـقْرُ شَي و بالْأَنْس ونُ بِهِ الشَّريفهقّاً يح           نٌ لِلـرِّجـالِ فَإِنَّه  



 “Among the people, those who are wealthy are considered to be 

honourable. You can see that other people are afraid of him and crave 

for what he has. When he arrives they get up to salute and pay respect 

to him, they bow their head at his feet so as to be near to him. But 

people feel ashamed of their poverty and despite being a gentleman of 

good lineage, a poor man in fact gets only insults.” 79 

This is mentioned thus in Adab Al-Şaghīr [��=���! #J!] of Ibn Al-

Muqaffa‘ [��@�! L
!]: 

"         ̀ �k?� H� >*�! � ��	=�! � �!,5¥! � �3��! �� .       ̀ ���! H� +(����! ��W��H � .      +,�@�!H � f£���!H �
  � `���
 H�  ! �                 � +(����! � %�@�?� �3?��� ,7 � � m���! V@� �3M�� �� �5!J �@��       � >�?�?� ��376� � 

#J¥!	�� � � � �kW�?� � ��E3?� ��k\ ". 

 “The friends, followers and sympathizers gather around a rich man 

only due to his wealth. Generosity does not show up except with richness 

and the power of work and imagination too is obtained only through 

money. Poverty invites enemies, drives away wisdom and liberality and 

brings in a lot of misfortune.”80 

Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs [m�	@�!	35 L
 ç��] composes elsewhere: 

خـ�GÎMá�Í أَوÓ5�Ô�Ó�©�         Í+Ó$�J��3�� در اَنَّ قَـْولَك ـإِذا قُلْت قَ                    اصِمِ لِمـ  
           ـجواب فَينْهى نَفْسه غَيرُ حازِمِلْو إِنَّ امرَأَ لَم يخْش قَبلَ كَالمِهِ ا             

 “While speaking beware, perhaps your words will evoke an angry 

reaction or provide a pretext. One who does not fear the response of 

his words is a careless person who only deprives himself of good. ” 81 

In this respect Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [��@�! L
!] says: 

"    "�� » �ÐN                      � #!,C��
 $J��3� E�N � v	��5 L�� ��5�¡ �± >5 � � !̈	M!� ËB$ ��u��! } %I���!  � 
  ,� (��?C! �
���H      ��^ } �ÐN ® �3�!,� eEr�! o�!                 V@3�- !^� ���£ � ��q��! � t�?r��! ��< ��� � 

� (�k=U ��Er� !�$�� � eEr�! �� e,@�! L�p�! � o���
 ��,3@��N ". 

“If the speaker has not addressed any particular person while asking 

something and has put the matter before the entire gathering, do not 

hasten to give response, because though there is an element of 

humiliation in remaining silent, if you overtake others in speaking up it 

will anger them and your word will become the target of their taunts.”82 



Most of the poetry of Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-Quddūs                          [  ç���
m�	��@�!	35 L��
] is of this kind. If his bright talent and imaginative power in 

employing the wisdom of  Iranian themes were absent in his art, he 

would not have been able to expose the Iranian beauty just as the beauty 

of the bride is exposed by lifting up her veil on the first night of 

marriage. 

6- ‘Attābī [ "�54� ] (b. 208 A.H.): 

The way in which words of wisdom and good advices have influenced 

the mind of the Kulthūm Ibn ‘Amr ‘Attābī [   e,�h?Q!   �"�5 ���k5 L�
4� ]  is unique among 

the poets and authors of the ‘Abbasīd Era. While Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [ L��
!
����@�!] limited his job to translation and quotation of the said admonitions, 

and the role of Sahl Ibn Hārūn [  %W��-!��$���7 L��
 ] dealt with imitation and 

substitution thereof, ‘Attābī worked in a different way. Influence upon 

the aforementioned gentlemen was related more to the mould than to 

contents. But ‘Attābī [4���"�5] has worked differently by living his life with 

Iranian thoughts. He nurtured those thoughts which flowed from his 

tongue in the form of pure and transparent words. 

‘Attābī [ 4��"�5] was so well-versed in Persian that he was able to refer to 

the original sources himself. Historian Ahmad Ibn Abī Ţāhir Al-Ţaifūr 

[   	�l!!   $,��p�! �7��� 4! L�
 ] says ‘Attābī [ 4��"�5] had so much attraction towards 

Iranian thought that he had travelled three times to Marw to make a list 

of the books written by the Iranians. When asked the reason he said: 

">G��! o�Q } H� ����! %7 � . �DE3�! � : ��� ��?�!� >z ����! � ". 

 “Is there any meaning in non-Iranian books? Balāghah [ ���QR�% ] 

(elocution) only means our word and their thoughts.”83 

He was so fond of this work that he undertook painstaking journeys to 

alien lands. What ‘Attābī [4���"�5] has said regarding the superiority of 

Iranian meaningful thoughts is correct to the extent that he never 

entertained any doubt about it. In practice too, he adopted the best and 

the beautiful from them and extracted a lot from their good advises. 

‘Attābī [4���"�5] was always eager to sing these topics. Large assemblies 

used to benefit from his oratory.  



Ibn Al-Mudabbir [ "
	�! L
!� ] writes in his essay Al-‘Adhrā’[(!$6��!]: 

"     �� `�O � 4���?� ��	� ���	M :            � f��U£ 	��
 +��� v"	k��-!� � ���-$ � %k5!    ��� `��@N  :   f$! ���
  +J$�< H� ��DE
 .     � >?@�! V����� �q� 4����! `�@N 	�   "g�?5 V5!         � ��WB %�Q L�� �����!     �£ V�33MuN 

���,� �� �B�� j�� %Q ¬��£ . �W��M£ �� ��B£ Ä". 

 “One of ‘Attābī’s [<���F	,] friends told us that ‘Attābī [<���F	,] was 

requested to write an essay for them, but each time he asked for more 

time. He was asked whether he had forgotten eloquence. He replied: 

Whenever I take up the pen to write something, words rush to me from 

every direction. But I like to return to each one of them to pick up the 

best of them for you.”84 

It seems what Ibn Al-Mudabbir [  �"
	��! L�
!] has quoted from ‘Attābī [ 4��"�5] 

is a feeling which has been conveyed to him by someone who had read 

the original Iranian sources himself. Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ [ ����@�! L��
!] also 

appears to be similar to ‘Attābī [4���"�5] while presenting Iranian wisdom. 

He says: The words invade my heart and I begin to pick up the best 

therefrom. 

‘Attābī [4����"�5] was influenced by some of the Iranian admonitions 

possessing a universal meaning. He has authored two books in this field 

which historians say, There were Kitāb Al-Ādāb [ ����QJ'! #! # ]  and Funūn 

Al-Hikam     [  >�r�! �,��N ]. Though both of them have been missing and are 

out of the reach of researchers and literature lovers, some of his selected 

poems of admonitions have still survived giving people a clear idea 

about how much he was indebted to Iranians in the matter of their 

composing meaningful counsels. Fortunately whatever has survived pertains 

to the topics of wisdom, ethics and effective speaking. ‘Attābī [4���"�5] has 

not stepped out of the original Iranian topics while presenting them in 

Arabic. 

One of his sayings in the matter of the politics of the kings is as 

follows: 

"   ��� �¢                       } `	��� L�� (��r��-! � � ��<��! %�3@� L� {!��! � � g@��! ��Ã� L� w��p�! `	��! g?5
� �|@�! �5��! g?5 ��*� L� �E��-! � ". 



 “One of the things which helps in dispensation of justice is the 

employment of persons who are pious and God-fearing and to reject the 

corrupt ones and to obtain assistance of those who remain just in 

pronouncing judgments and to select, those who are kind towards 

people.”85  

In this advice one finds the qualities of those persons who are fit for 

ruling over people and for overseeing their deeds. Here the original 

thought has been divided into branches so as to make the intention fully 

comprehensible. The reader would undoubtedly pay attention to the 

precise balance created by ‘Attābī [4���"�5] for weighing of values and 

acting upon them. He also observes that the words express the meaning 

exactly and have been found most appropriate syntactically. Many 

authors tried to do so but only a few succeeded. ‘Attābī [ 4��"�5], in order to 

point out the soundness of wisdom and logic, has taken the benefit of 

rhythmic repetition and has created the likeness of the tolling of bells 

around the necks of camels by using the letter Alif and stressful 

syllables. The effect of Iranian culture in this advice, as a whole as well 

as in the branching of the original thought, of preservation of justice by a 

government which longs to last longer are quite apparent. There are 

many such counsels in the rest of the recommendations and vows of the 

Iranian emperors. 

‘Attābī [4���"�5] takes the words along with deeds and meticulously acts 

upon what he has learnt from the Iranian advices. Persian advices warn 

men and show them the dangers of sitting with the kings. They compare 

this deed (nearness to kings) with journeying in high seas having no 

shore. The way of ‘Attābī [4�"�5], is based exactly on this thinking. 

Somebody once asked him why he did not become the chief writer of 

the court of the king and join the royal ranks. He replied: 

 "     ̀ �@h� t�£ ËB$ Pp�� ���£$ �¥   � �?=U E
      �UK P��� �            o��^E
 m£���! g�?5 $,���! g�?5£ L�
      �v	�5 �,Q£ �?B��! x£ x$J£ EN �               6�UK x6��! L�� �hQ£ ��^ } Pp5£ x6�! �£ �� –     ���GW� 	���� 

– ��� �WN $���! #,Q$ � ".  

 “Because I see that he gives 1000 Mithqāl [�����S&] (gold coins) to one 

who has no qualification at all and throws out another without any fault. 



I do not follow who is higher in his eyes, though the one who gets gold is 

more after the life of the ruler than the one who has been punished. The 

one who got the reward is more inclined towards mischief than the one 

who got pushed.”86  

The explanation of such outlook is not possible except by paying 

attention to the advices translated in those days from Persian. Those 

advices tell people to abstain from getting too close to the rulers and 

mentions the virtues for those who want to be royal companions. 

 "$&
 F!s �Wk� ¶�$ e!	Q 	�	-�� ¾V-! ��$!	��sV� :f,U 	
 v�< �
 �J,
 �*�_".    

“Someone asked Buzurgmihr [���W� °$&��
]: Which suffering is more 

painful? He replied: To sit with a bad tempered king.”87 

 "��	-� :È �ÈJ ��J�F &s�s ¾J,*� �,sV� : ��7 �< `J". 

And asked him: “Which thing changes swiftly?” He replied: “Heart 

of a king.”88  

This type of admonitions are seen in Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H!�3r�! #J ]: 

 "                 >W��5�� g�?5 ������ ���� �����$ 	�
 H� ¬,?k?� ��38� "L�,r� H       � � ¬	��5 v���r�! }
� ����U �kN ��@N!,� �?� ��J >W?� g?5 $,�é�! ��	@� � ". 

 “Do not be a courtier of the king except when you have prepared for 

it in such a way that you will obey him even in the orders you dislike, 

and to agree with him in the matters in which you differ and to act as per 

his will, not yours.”89  

Earlier, it is said that language learning and eloquence are the distinct 

subjects of Persian Counsels. There is a saying of ‘Attābī [4���"�5] on this 

topic which makes it indisputable that in this matter ‘Attābī [4���"�5] has 

benefitted from the words of Iranian rulers, viziers and authors. He says: 

“Words are the body and meanings are the soul which can be recognized 

only by the eyes of the heart. If you place a word after instead of before, 

or vice versa you have disfigured the word and changed its meaning, just 

as the creature becomes distorted by placing the head in place of the 

hands and the hand in place of the foot.”90 The Iranian advices have done 

much for paying attention to both the body and the soul and for keeping 

them related. 



‘Attābī’s [4���"�5] definition of eloquence is fully concordant with his 

definition of Fārsī. In his view: “If the sentence is small, it should 

convey full meaning and if it is long, it should possess beauty of 

composition.”91 This is similar to its Persian parallel:  

 "V-! %�� F! %=N ëU��< VDE
". 

“Eloquence is differentiating separation from combination.” 

Whoever reads the morals and maxims of ‘Attābī [4���"�5] finds that he 

has adopted a way which is different from the prevalent Arabian style 

that he created those wise words without believing in the values of the 

then prevalent Arab traditions, and that his sayings do not contain tribal 

prejudice. ‘Attābī [4�"�5] had written to Mālik Ibn Ţauq  [�,� L
! ����]: 

 "     � �̈3�� P~ � �̈
J£ o��Q�N      O L� �3��O �£ >?5! �                 ��"k5 L�� ��k5 L�
! �£ � � v��U ���� #"�
� ���� �?5 ������
 >7!	B£ ��� m���! oM£ �£ � ". 

 “Learn literature to become noble. Know that your friend is the one 

who makes you aware of your good, your cousin is he who believes that 

your good is his good, your benefit is his benefit, and your most beloved 

is he who gives you the maximum benefit.”92 

These words originate from an Iranian spirit that depicts everything 

with an insight that is different from the familiar Arabic insight. This 

quoted maxims of ‘Attābī [4���"�5] are more similar to the wisdom of Ibn 

Al-Muqaffa‘ [  ���@�! L�
!] in Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H! �3�r�! #J ] and Al-Adab Al-

Şaghīr [ H!��=���! #J ]. What persuaded the Barmakīs to give great respect 

to ‘Attābī [ 4��"�5] and to make his words immortal and what really captured 

their hearts was that he had turned away from the traditions of his 

predecessors and had adopted the morals and wisdom of the Iranians.  

Yahyā Ibn Khālid Al-Barmakī [    P�r�S�! 	���U L�
! ì��] tells his son: “You 

could not write in the style of Kulthūm Ibn ‘Amr ‘Attābī [   e,�h?Q!   �"�5 ���k5 L�
4� ], 

let alone his essays and poetry! You will never see anyone like his.”93 

Impression of Iranian wisdom and admonition upon ‘Attābī [4����"�5] 

influenced his prose, which was given so far. It also left an impression 

on his verse.  

Al-Nadīm [X	��!] has said: 



" �O$� �I�� 4����! ��k5 L
 e,h?Q ��<". 

 “The poetry of Kulthūm Ibn ‘Amr Al-‘Attābī             [ 
  T��S��   �F	, �#�5, ��<� ] is 

made up of a hundred pages.”94 But now only a few of them have 

survived.”94 Because of its beauty, meaningfulness and ease of 

memorising, it has become proverbial and has remained a part of peoples 

language. The reader of ‘Attābī [4���"�5] will feel the same harmony which 

the reader of Persian admonitions does. For example: “Thanks-giving” is 

a subject which has been very much attended to in Persian advices. And 

mentioned earlier, the genius and elegance of the poetry of ‘Attābī [ ��"�54� ] 

have also pursued this topic and said: 

لْكٍ، أَو علُو مكانِ+�فَلَو كانَ يستَغْنِي عنِ الشُّكْرِ ماجِد          لِعِـزَّ                           مـ   
  أَيها الثَّقَالنِاشْكُرُونِي : لَمـا نَـدب اهللاُ الْعِبــاد لِشُـكْـرِهِ          فَقالَ                 

 “If the nobles were, owing to their power and greatness, free from 

want of thanksgiving by others, God the Almighty would not have 

ordered his servants to be thankful to Him. He has said: “O Jinns and 

men! Be thankful to Me.” 95 

A true friend in the eyes of ‘Attābī [4���"�5] is he who preserves the 

honour of his friend, both in his presence and in his absence and never 

inclines towards his enemies. So ‘Attābī [4�"�5] tells his friend: 

                 م تَـزْعـ ي ثُـمود عـ دتَولَعـازِب نْكع إِنَّ الرَّأْي ديقُكنِي           ص    أَنـَّ
         بغايالم  قَتْهدنْ صلكِنْ أَخِي م نِهِ          ويع أْينِي ردنْ وأَخِي م سلَي و 

“You be friend with my enemy and yet think that you are my friend. 

You are far from wisdom. My brother is not he who loves me face, 

rather it is he who supports me in my absence.” 96 

This couplet reminds us of the original Persian advices available in 

Ibn Al-Muqaffa’s [��@�! L
!] Al-Adab Al-Kabīr [ H!�3r�! #J ]. 

Again, another topic of Persian advices is to fulfill other’s needs and 

‘Attābī [ 4��"�5] has written many pieces on this topic. In his opinion fear of 

friends of each other is often the cause of failure. He expresses it as:  

                             ���Ó3©Ó7  ِالْإِخْوان ���OÔ�Ó�ِْنْ طَلَبهلِأَخِي الْحاجاتِ ع            
             بِهبمِنْ  س لْتما أَم لٍ          مـاتفَإِذا ما هبت ذا أَم  



 “Fear of a friend prevents him from proceeding to his friend‘s 

help; since you have a desire mixed with fear, your desire will die.” 97  

To clarify this couplet of ‘Attābī [4�"�5]: 

ديثَـهم          أَمي               ـلُّ حـمـا نَم ماءـلَنـا نُـدأْمـونُـنُونَ مداـونَ غَيشْهم باً و  
  سدداـ مراًـاً و أَمـبـاً و تَأْدِيـيفيدونَنا مِنْ عِلْمِهِم عِلْم ما مضى          و رأْي 

ـدا�Ó3©�Ó$�Í تُخْشِى و ال خَوفÍ�á?�5 بِـال   ال يـ نـانـاً وب مال نَتَّقِي مِنْـه و            

            بِكاذِبٍ        : فَإِنْ قُلْت تلَس ياءأَح مإِن  ه وäفَنَّدا:  قُلْتم تتَى ، فَلَسوم مه  

 “We have a companion whose sweet talk does not tire us and he is 

reliable in providing satisfaction both in his presence and absence. He 

offers us much for his treasure of literature, disciplined thought, true 

stories and earlier history, we never fear about anything from him even 

a little.” 98 

The influence of Iranian culture is apparent in these verses. Its beauty 

is in dividing the subject and in proceeding in various directions of the 

same thought. 

‘Attābī [4���"�5] has borrowed many topics from Iranian literature and 

has made ornaments from it and decorated his words with the wisdom of 

the same. In Işfahanī’s Muhādirāt Al-Udabā’                [  (��
JH! �!�����] 

find: 

"  ��@�! L
H %O :     @N ¾e����! $,�¥! o?p� H »        �v$��r��
 �
,*�� �����! V��£$ `�     g�?5 ��=��O�N 
�N����
 �̈�� `,k�!  ".  

 “Ibn Al-Muqaffa‘ was asked to what reason he does not pursue 

important works? He replied: I see that big works are full of difficulties 

and unpleasant things. So in order to preserve soundness I remain 

content with simple ones.” 99 

‘Attābī [4�"�5] has seized this meaning and composed thus: 

            ولَم أَتَجشَّم هولَ تِلْـك الْـموارِدÌ��ÁÓkãpÎ�ِ̈�دعِيـنِي تَجِئْـنِي مِـيتَتي                     
ورِ مشُو                  سيماتِ  الْأُمـفَإِنَّ جÔ�Ó
  ونِ الْأَساوِدِاتٍ فِي بطُـ            بِمستَودِع

“Take off your hand from me so that I may not remain in fear and 

death may come to me easily, because big works are polluted and 

contain catastrophes inside their dark hearts.” 100 



Now it has also been made clear that ‘Attābī [4���"�5] learned and 

treasured the wisdom of Iranians and lived for a long period with this 

thinking and thus became a writer and entered the race in the field of 

writing. Then he got mastery over verse and progressed with the great 

poets of his time. 

Persian advices and poetic subjects were reflected by various writers 

in different forms.  

1- To represent different topics in poetic verses by pioneers like Abān 

Al-Lāhiqī [  P�@ME�! ���
!], Sahl Ibn Al-Nubakht [   V�¤,��! L�
! %W�-], ‘Alī Ibn Al-

Dāwūd [J��!	�! L
! P?5], and Al-Bilādhurī [x$^E3�!].  

2- To convert topics which impart advice and wisdom into poetry 

form as done by Mahmūd Warrāq [�!"$� J,��k�], Bashshār Ibn Burd [ L��
! $�"*��

J�
], Abū Al-‘Atāhīyah [�"7����! ,
!].  

3- To convert Persian proverbs into poetry as done by Şālih Ibn ‘Abd Al-

Quddūs [m�"	@�! 	35 L
! ç��], Abū Nuwās [m!,� ,
!]. 

4- To give poetic form to thoughts, ideas and Iranian topics as done 

by ‘Attābī [4��5].  

5- To compare Arabic verses with Iranian verses which were 

translated into Arabic.     
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